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October 10, 2018 - LONDON

FOREWORD
Our British sale this year is a large and varied offering. There are some charming and rare Bank of England issues,
several very scarce and unusual English Provincial issues, and the David Carew collection of error £1 notes - a
true labour of love and dedication! There are excellent selections of Ireland, Jersey, Guernsey and Isle of Man:
perhaps a little thin on rarity but high on quality. The sale ends with an attractive group of Scottish notes which
do indeed combine both rarity and quality - of special notice here is a small but interesting selection of notes
being offered by the Royal Bank of Scotland, which includes two very rare polymer specimens of the recent £5
and £10 issues and is swiftly followed by the original artwork for these same notes - even rarer than the notes
themselves. Truly lovely and as all proceeds are going to the Prince’s Trust I’d encourage competitive bidding
on the day to support this good cause. I am sure there will be notes to suit all our collectors (there had better
be!) and wish you all good luck. Enjoy!

Barnaby, Elaine and Robert

Lot 2641

3
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WEDNESDAY 10 OCTOBER 2018
Morning session commencing at 10.00 a.m. (Lots 2600-2966)
All Sales are subject to the Terms and Conditions for Buyers printed at the back of this catalogue.
Please note that bidders who acquire lots on the-saleroom.com will have a fee of 3% on the hammer price added
to their invoice for using this facility. Spink is pleased to continue to offer our on-line bidding platform
Spink Live for no charge through www.spink.com.
Estimates
The estimated selling price of each lot is printed below the lot description and does not include the Buyer’s Premium.
Bidders should bear in mind that estimates are prepared well in advance of the sale and are not definitive.
They are subject to revision.

ENGLISH PROVINCIAL NOTES

2601
Aberystwith & Tregaron Bank (Evans, Jones,
Davies & Co), £1, 1 January 1813, serial number A
373, black and white, value at lower left, centre and
top right, vignette of sheep at top left, manuscript
signature of Davies at lower right, also £2, 4 April
1814, serial number 61466, as previous but
manuscript signature of Evans (Outing 14b, c), VG
but presentable (2)
£180-240

2600
Aberystwith & Tregaron Bank (Evans, Jones,
Davies & Co), 10/-, 20 May 1814, serial number
371, black and white, value lower left and centre,
vignette of sheep at left, manuscript signature of
Davies at lower right (Outing 14a), about fine, rare
and all 10 shillings an unusual denomination for the
Provincial series
£250-350
2602
Bilston Staffordshire (George Rushbury, George
Rushbury Junr & Co), £1, 30 September 1815,
serial number 226, black and white, value at lower left
and right, Britannia vignette at top left, manuscript
signature of Geo Rushbury at lower right (Outing
147a), fine
£120-180

5
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2603
Bradford Old Bank (Harris, Harris & Harris Junr.
& Co.), unissued £5, 18-, black and white, the Three
Graces top centre, arms top left, value top right
(Outing 244i), an attractive Perkins & Heath
engraving, extremely fine and scarce
£150-200

2605
Chepstow Old Bank (Snead & Company), £5, 31
September 1865, serial number 16914, black and
white, value at lower left, centre and top right,
vignette of sticks bound by rope at left, manuscript
signature at lower right, also a part issue
Pembrokeshire Bank, Walters & Walters, £5, 18-,
serial number 1550, black and white, castle top left
(Outing 499b, 915b), cut cancelled, heavily toned,
handstamped in red, good fine, second note cut
cancelled, extremely fine (2)
£150-200

2604
Commercial Bank of England, £5, ND (18341840), serial number 656, black and white on
watermarked paper, value at lower left and centre,
Britannia top left, manuscript signatures at low centre,
also Commercial Bank of England Post Bill, unissued
example for a £60 bill of exchange, black and white,
Britannia top left (Outing 180 for Bank), toned,
numerous dividend handstamps, good fine (2)
£200-250

2606
Chesterfield and North Derbyshire Banking
Company, proof £5 on thin card, Chesterfield, 18-,
black and white, church at centre, maiden at left and
right (Outing 529b for type), a Lizars engraving,
extremely fine and rare
£350-450

WWW.SPINK.COM
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2610
Deal Bank, James Esdaile, 5 guineas, 1 August 1795,
serial number 1233, black and white, partners initials
top left, manuscript signatures low right (Outing
647), VG, rare
£250-300

2607
Chipping Norton Bank (Wm. Atkins & Sons), £1,
2 May 1815, serial number E 3395, black and white,
value at lower left and top centre, arms at top left with
bankers’ initials, manuscript signature of Wm. Atkins
low right (Outing 544a), a fresh good very fine and
rare
£150-200

2611
Gloucestershire Banking Company, unissued £5,
18- (c.1831-82), no serial number, black and white,
bordered edge, value at lower left, top right and
centre, vignette of sticks bound by rope at centre,
printed by Batho & Bingley (Outing 2151a), two
strong folds, fresh and original, good very fine
£200-250

2608
Cumberland Union Banking Company Limited,
proof £5 on card, Carlisle, 6 October 1886, black and
white, allegorical maiden top centre (Abundance) with
cornucopia and symbols of prosperity and commerce,
value in ovals top left and right (Outing 442e for
similar), extremely fine and rare
£350-450

2612
Halifax Bank, Ingram & Co., 1 guinea, 24
December 1804, serial number E84, black and white,
long facade top left in rectangular frame, manuscript
signature of William Ingram low right (Outing 877a),
almost fine
£100-150

2609
Darlington District Bank Limited, proof £5 on thin
card, Darlington, 188-, black and white, maiden with
rudder (!) top left (Outing 633 for similar?), a Lizars
engraving, extremely fine and rare
£350-400
7
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2613
Hull Banking Company, Louth Branch Bank,
proof £5 on thin card, Louth, 183-, black and white,
a city view at centre with church in the background
(Outing 1285a for type), a Lizars engraving, extremely
fine and rare
£350-450

2614
Hull Banking Company Limited, £5, 22 May 1884,
serial number Q 1807, black and white, value in pale
blue underprint at centre, large vignette of Hull, river
and ships at top centre, maiden with cornucopia
leaning on column at left, two manuscript signatures
below (Outing 1027f), red ink cancelled, annotations,
a presentable fine and very rare and attractive
£350-450

2615
Kendal Bank, Wakefield, Crewdson and Co,
unissued £5, 18-, black and white, allegorical symbols
of plenty at left, arms at left, tree and plough top
centre, beehive at right, value low left, Worcester Old
Bank, Berwick, Lechmere, Isaac, Martin & Cherry,
unissued £5, black and white, arms at left (Outing
1062c, 2420j), extremely fine (2)
£200-250

WWW.SPINK.COM
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A Lovely Knaresborough and Claro £5

2616
Knaresborough and Claro Banking Company Limited, part issued £5, 18- (1881-1903), serial number H 12216, black
and white with value in pale blue underprint at centre, ruins top centre, clasped hands at left, reverse blue (Outing 1087b,
perforated, good extremely fine, attractive and very rare
£400-500

A Spectacular Lancaster £5 of 1907

2617
Lancaster Banking Company Limited, £5, 8 October 1907, serial number 71570, black and white, Lancaster Castle top
centre, arms top left, armoured knight top right, ornate border around, two manuscript signatures below (Outing 1095b),
some toning otherwise a lovely original extremely fine and a very rare late date for a provincial note, exceptional
£500-700
9
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2618
Leeds Bank, proof £10 on thin card, 18-, black and
white, arms at left, value in ornate script at low left,
maiden top centre with symbols of prosperity and
commerce, pale blue guilloches at centre, no
partnership name (Outing 1133 for similar design,
possibly unrecorded type), red REISSUED at left and
right, a Lizars engraving, extremely fine and rare
£350-400

2621
Liverpool Bank (Sir Michael Cromie, Pownoll,
Hartman & Co.), 10 guineas 23 February 1801,
serial number 87, black and white, Liverpool town hall
top left, manuscript signature low right (Outing
1209c, about fine, scarce
£150-200

2619
Lewes Old Bank (Geo. Molineux, Geo. Whitfield,
Philip Molineux & Francis Whitfield), £5, 27 April
1877, serial number 4683, black and white, Lewes
castle top left, value in grey vertical format at centre,
manuscript signature of Geo. Molineux low right
(Outing 1181 for similar), manuscript PAID 22/2/82
low right, handstamp CANCELLED at centre, fine and
rare
£250-300
2622
Lynn Regis & Norfolk Bank, £5, 18 October
18(87), serial number B9410, black and white, value
at bottom left and centre protector, bankers’ initials at
left, manuscript signature of L. Weston Jarvis at
bottom right, £10, 13 October 1884, serial number
A9957, black and white, value at low left and top
right, partnership initials at left, manuscript signature
of L. Weston Jarvis at low right, value on reverse in
brown (Outing 1075f, g), first note with ink
annotation at centre and reverse, fine (2)
£150-200
2620
Lichfield Bank, (James Palmer and Richard
Greene), £5, 8 March 1855, serial number 1084,
black and white, arms at left, manuscript signature of
Greene low right (Outing 1186c), annotation, a
pleasing fine and very rare
£200-300
WWW.SPINK.COM
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2623
Manchester Bank, Heywood Brothers & Co.,
unissued £1, 18- (ca 1829), black and white, arms top
left, maiden (Commerce) top centre (Outing 1353 for
similar), a Perkins, Fairman & Heath engraving, very
fine and rare
£300-400

2625
National Equitable Labour Exchange, (Robert
Owen), unissued 40 hours, Birmingham, 22nd July
1833, no serial number, black and white, value at
lower left and centre, beehive and scales vignettes at
left and right corners, guilloche border, turning design
on reverse, (Outing 3010m), light foxing, about very
fine
£200-250

2626
Newport Bank, Isle of Wight (Henry & John
Roberts, Mark Gregory & Geo. Barton), £10, 19
January 1788, serial number 1008, black and white,
arms top left, manuscript cancelled signature of Geo.
Barton low right (Outing 1534d), partnership names
cross cancelled, backed on card, a presentable enough
VG, scarce
£150-200

2624
Market Drayton Shropshire Old Bank (Jervis,
Dicken & Bromby), £1, 1 August 1815, serial
number 1066, black on white, arms at left, handsigned
by Thomas Dicken, also Drayton and Shropshire Bank
(Davies, Son & Co.), unissued 1 guinea, ND, black
and white, partners initials laureate left (Outing
1392a, 1393a), good fine and very fine, scarce (2)
£200-300

2627
North Riding Bank, (Hagues, Strickland & Allen),
£1, Malton, 5 April 1824, serial number 1994, black
and white, maiden with shield and anchor at left,
manuscript signature of Thomas Hague low right
(Outing 1341c), VG, scarce
£150-200

11
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2628
Norwich Bank (Sir Roger Kerrison & Thomas
Allday Kerrison), £10, 7 September 1805, serial
number D 1307, black and white, arms at top left,
value at bottom left, manuscript signature of Roger
Kerrison at bottom right (Outing 1602b), toning and
annotations on reverse, fine, scarce
£150-200

2630
The Nottingham & Nottinghamshire Bank
Company Limited, an unissued £5, 18-, serial
number 140160, black and white, value in pale blue
underprint at centre, allegorical maiden with spear and
shield top centre, reverse blue, value at centre (Outing
1621h), extremely fine, attractive
£150-200

2631
Perkins and Heath, a ‘General Specimen’ on card,
18-, black and white, the Three Graces top left,
Poseidon top centre, beehive (Industry) top right
extremely fine, scarce
£100-200
2629
The Nottingham & Nottinghamshire Bank
Company, an unissued £5, 18-, no serial number,
black and white on watermarked paper, value at centre
and at top right and top left with allegorical maiden,
cornucopia and industrial scene, Nottingham Castle at
top centre, also Nottingham and Nottinghamshire
Bank, Hart, Fellow & Co., unissued £20, 18-,
landscape with view of Nottingham in oval frame at
left (Outing 1621a, 1619h), extremely fine (2)
£200-250

WWW.SPINK.COM
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2632
Richmond Bank, Yorkshire, proof £5 on thin card, 18-, black and white, arms top centre, value top left and right (Outing
1784ff for bank), a Lizars engraving, extremely fine, rare
£350-400

2634
Saddleworth New Bank (Roydes, Hobson & Co.),
£1, 12 October 1820, serial number 84, black and
white, manuscript signature of Hobson low right
(Outing 1846a), fine
£120-160

2633
Romford Agricultural Bank (Joyner, Surridge &
Joyner), £1, 21st May 1825, serial number 26912,
black & white, value in blue at centre, bull top left,
manuscript signature of Jn. Joyner lower right, reverse
revenue seal (Outing 1823a), about fine
£140-180

13
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2635
Sheffield Old Bank, Parker, Shore & Co., £5, 13
December 1841, serial number B 0027, black and
white, partners initials top left, Shore signature low
right, reverse pale blue (Outing 1928f), almost very
fine
£200-250

2637
Thrapston & Kettering Bank, Northamptonshire
(Eland & Eland), £5, 20 September 1887, serial
number A 3183, black and white, value in blue
protector at centre, sheep and plough top left, also
£10, 7 October 1893, serial number 1624, black and
white, sheep and plough top left (Outing 2174d, f),
triangular cut cancellation at signature, good very fine,
the £10, VG (2)
£200-250

2636
Shrewsbury Bank (William Rowton & Compy.),
£1, 11 August 1815, handstamped serial number B
613, black and white, value at low left and top right,
bankers initials at left, signed by W. Rowton at low
right, also £1, Rowton Morhall & Co., 11 March
1809, serial number A 1750, white text on grey
background (Outing 1960e, 1960c), small thinning
hole at centre otherwise almost very fine and fine (2)
£150-200

2638
Upottery Bank (Blackmore & Austin), £1, 1
November 1813, serial number 228, black and white,
monogram at left, manuscript signature of Austin, also
Exeter Bank, John Dauntze, Sanders, Hamilton &
Co., £1, 23 June 1807, black and white, arms at left
(Outing 2229a, 755b), about fine and clipped VG,
scarce (2)
£200-250

WWW.SPINK.COM
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2642
Welshpool Bank, Montgomeryshire, Mytton,
Jones & Mytton, £1, 4 April 1814, serial number
X97, black and white, partners initials at left, value low
left and top right (Outing 2318c), good fine, scarce
£100-150

2639
Warwick and Warwickshire Bank, Greenway,
Smith and Greenways, part issued £50, Leamington,
18-, serial number 288, black and white, bank
building top left, Greenway signature, (Outing
1121d), extremely fine
£200-250

2640
Wear Bank, Sunderland (Goodchilds, Jackson &
Co.), 1 guinea, 2 January 1815, serial number 6165,
black and white, river and bridge at left, manuscript
signature of Jackson low right (Outing 2103, guinea
not listed), about fine and rare
£150-200

2643
Worcester Bank (Glover, Edwards, Embury, Cross
& Benbow), 5 guineas, 28 September 1792, serial
number J 632, black and white on watermarked paper,
value at lower left and centre, arms at top left,
manuscript signature of John Embury at lower right
(Outing 2421a), almost very fine, rare
£200-300

A Classic Wellington Bank £5 of 1921
2641
Wellington Bank (Fox, Fowler & Co.), £5, 1 March
1921, serial number 26964, black and white,
monogram at left, Established above, 1787 below,
blue ‘FIVE’ underprint, manuscript signature of J.
Howard Fox, reverse, blue, branch names at centre,
(Outing 2306c), perforated CANCELLED,, in card
mount with printed text low centre, toned at edges from
framing, a pleasing extremely fine and rare, the last of
the private banks to issue notes. A classic note
£800-1,200

2644
York City and County Bank, unissued post bill for
£30, 18-, Minster at top left, unissued Winsor £5, 18-,
black and white, Peases Old Bank, 30 day sight bill
dated 1810, Wharfdale Bank, Otley (Weir, Coates &
Co.), 1 guinea, 1 March 1807, serial number 264,
black and white, arms at left, manuscript signature cut
cancelled, Grantham Bank, Manners & Scott, £1, 29
May 1810, serial number J 2561, black and white,
arms at left, (Outing 1647b, 841b), York City post bill
very fine or better, Wharfdale bank, both signature cut
cancelled, fine, second note almost very fine (5)
£250-350
15
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

EARLY FINANCIAL EPHEMERA

2645
South Sea Company, a request to
Mr Child to pay £30 from the South
Sea dividend to John Rawlins, dated
at Tamworth, April 13th 1719, also a
payment request to Robert Child
dated 5 February 1717 and signed by
Berkeley (3rd Earl), a request to give
Lord Carmarthen’s steward a
statement of account dated June 12
1703 and signed Carmarthen, also a
request to Messrs Childs to pay
£20/9 shillings to the account of the
Trustees of the Earl of Essex dated
March 12 1754 and signed by
Elizabeth Essex, the second wife of
the Earl of Essex, generally very fine
(4)
£400-500
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2646
Francis Child & Co., a cheque in the amount of £61 and 9 shillings, Badminton, September 17th 1689, also another for
£100, dated June 1st 1684 and both handsigned by ‘Beaufort’ (Henry Somerset, first Duke of Beaufort d.1699),
perforated, good very fine (2)
£450-550
17
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

2647
Francis Child & Co., a cheque dated London, 10th July 1689, black text on toned cardlike paper in the amount of £412
and 10 shillings and payable to Robert Hyde to be placed to the account of the Executors of the late Lord Guildford,
perforated, toned, top left and right slight damage, rare
£450-550
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2648
Francis Child & Co., a bill presented to Francis Child for Venison pasty etc and dated 1704, receipts (2) to Francis Child
and dated 1688, also a receipt for £12/17 shillings and dated 27th April 1683 and signed by Perg. Bertie (Hon. Peregrine
Bertie, second son of Montagu, 2nd Earl of Lindsey), perforated, very fine (4)
£350-450
19
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

2649
Rogers, a cheque in the amount of £107, dated 15th April 1689, payable to Francis Colley and another cheque in the
amount of £7, dated April 5th 1689 payable to John Baldwin Perriwig, both red wax seal in field, perforated, first with
damage and toning at right otherwise good very fine (2)
£350-450
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2650
Barnaby Backwell of Temple Bar, a cheque in the amount of £100 dated 20th February 1754, payable to Henry Archer
and on behalf of Tyrwhitt, also a Francis Child cheque for £33/9 shillings and 6 pence dated May 8th 1729 signed by
Castlemain, also a Child sight bill for £50/6 shillings dated May 12th 1705 and signed by Gainsborough (3rd Earl
d.1714), perforated, good very fine (3)
£350-450

21
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

A Rare Exchequer Bill of 1709

2651
Exchequer Bill, £100, 3 May 1709, serial number 1704, black and white, ornate scroll work at left and right, manuscript
signature of Montagu low left, embossed portcullis seal low right, multiple annotations on reverse good very fine and a very
pleasing example for type, rare
£800-1,000
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Daniel Race

2652
Daniel Race, a document dated 7 April 1768 for the receipt of duty on Wines in the amount of £31,710, 2/- and 2d and
three farthings from the Rt. Honourable Robert Lord Henley, one of the four tellers of his Majesty’s Exchequer in the
name of the Chief Cashier of the Bank of England and bearing the manuscript signature of Daniel Race (Chief Cashier
1759-1775). Witnessed by Abraham Newland (Chief Cashier 1778-1807), a fascinating document bearing manuscript
signatures of two 18th Century Chief Cashiers of the Bank of England. Excellent condition
£500-600
23
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

2653
The Tonnage Act, a life annuity document headed TONNAGE, 1694, &c., dated 24 April 1775 and stating that
Melbourne (the father of the Prime Minister of the same title) has received his annuity of £30 from his Majesty’s
Exchequer. The Tonnage act by which the Bank of England was created by raising £1.2 million in loans from subscribers
who could then draw on the annuity in lovely condition and a fascinating piece of Bank of England history, extremely rare
£600-800
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2654
Abraham Newland, a letter dated Bank of England, 9 Sept.1802 and stating that a £2 Bank of
England note received by Abraham Newland is in fact a forgery and as such has been detained,
signed by Abraham Newland in excellent condition and rare
£250-350

25
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

2655
Bank of England, three letters, a letter dated 1
January 1822, acknowledging receipt of 13 bills to be
placed to the credit of the Royal Bank, manuscript
signature of H. Hase low right, also Correspondence
(2 letters) between the Bank of England and the
Manchester and Liverpool District Banking Company
Ltd, on the subject of a missing half of a £5 dated 22
January 1897 and instructions for redeeming same,
correspondence is dated August and October 1897,
good very fine and unusual (3)
£100-120
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2656
Bank Restriction Bill ‘Anti-Hanging note’, a satirical note designed by George Cruickshank depicting a
gibbet with people hung for uttering a false note and a vignette of Britannia devouring unfortunates, signed by
J. Ketch (the hangman) and in the style of a Bank of England note, good very fine, above average for type, scarce
£200-300

2657
Bank Restriction Bill ‘Anti-Hanging note’, a satirical note designed by George Cruickshank depicting a
gibbet with people hung for uttering a false note and a vignette of Britannia devouring unfortunates, ROPE in
rectangular black tablet low left, signed by Jack Ketch (the hangman) and in the style of a Bank of England
note, fine, a much scarcer type than the preceding lot, rare
£200-300

2658
Bank of Industry, proof £5, 1 May 1951, purple on pale blue paper, arms top left, pay to ‘Jabez Henry Fisher’
in text at centre extremely fine
£100-150
27
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

TREASURY SERIES
John Bradbury

2659
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1, ND (1914), serial number A.323524, black and white, head of George V at left,
pound symbol at right, value in black tablet at centre (EPM T1), central fold, a pleasing good very fine, rare
£1,000-1,200
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2660
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1, ND (1914), serial number E/6 15850, black and white, head of George V at left,
pound symbol at right, value in black tablet at centre (EPM T3.2), about uncirculated thus scarce
£700-900

2661
Treasury Essay, John Bradbury, £1, ND (August
1914), serial number A/36 No. 019037, black on
white underprint with King George V centre left
border, serial number lower left centre and signature
lower right, watermark royal cypher (EPM T3-3)
about very fine with several vertical creases and minor
discolouration to both sides, but still nice first issue
£250-350

2662
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1, ND (1914),
serial number E/10 001090, black and white, head of
George V at left, pound symbol at right, value in black
tablet at centre (EPM T3.3), soft central fold otherwise
about extremely fine
£400-600

29
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

2663
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1, ND (1914), serial number D/16 000002, dash, black and white, head of George
V at left, pound symbol at right, value in black tablet at centre (EPM T5.3a), this type only issued with D thus a very early
number for type, faint paper clip mark at left, extremely fine and rare
£1,000-1,200

2664
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1, ND (1914), serial number B/20 0000495, black and white, head of George V at
left, pound symbol at right, value in black tablet at centre (EPM T5.4b), about very fine, a very rare seven digit variety
£900-1,100
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2665
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, 10 shillings, ND (1914), serial number T/33 000707, red and white, head of George
V at left, value in red tablet at centre (EPM T8), almost very fine, scarce
£400-500

2666
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, 10 shillings, ND (1914), serial number A/3 202162, red and white, head of George V
at left, value in red tablet at centre (EPM T9), central fold, a pleasing good extremely fine, scarce in this grade
£500-700

31
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

2667
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, ND (ca 1914),
watermarked paper with royal cypher in watermark,
good extremely fine, unusual and rare
£100-150

2668
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1, ND (1914), serial number A/1 00413, black and white, crowned head of George
V top left, arms top right, value in grey tablet at centre (EPM T11.1), a soft crease at centre otherwise an original and
pleasing extremely fine and a very low first prefix serial number
£500-700
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x2669
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1, serial number
L2/ No. 36255 black and white, crowned head of
George V at right (EPM T11 - 1) very fine, several
creases
£280-350

2671
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1 (2), ND
(1914), prefixes B1/10 and B1/57, black and white,
crowned head of George V top left, arms top right,
value in grey tablet at centre (EPM T11.2), fine and
good fine (2)
£140-180

2670
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1 (2), ND
(1914), prefixes M/63 and Z/1, black and white,
crowned head of George V top left, arms top right,
value in grey tablet at centre (EPM T11.1), the Z a last
prefix, fine (2)
£150-200

2672
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, 10 shillings (2),
ND (1915), prefixes F1/85 and B2/63, red and
white, crowned head of George V top left, arms top
right, value in red tablet at centre (EPM T12.1, 12.3),
about very fine and fine (2)
£200-250
33
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

2673
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, 10 shillings (2), ND (1915), serial numbers C2/6 63382/63383, red and white,
crowned head of George V top left, arms top right, value in red tablet at centre (EPM T12.1, 12.3), pencil number on
reverse of second note, good very fine and a rare consecutive pair (2)
£500-600

x2674
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, 10/-. serial
number E1/21 16407, ted and white, crowned head
of George V at top right (EPM T12-2) very fine,
discolouration at all corners
£150-200

2675
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, 10 shillings (2),
ND (1915), prefix Z1/22, red and white, crowned
head of George V top left, arms top right, value in red
tablet at centre (EPM T13.2), very fine
£100-150
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2676
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, 10 shillings, ND (1915), serial number Z/8 044136, red and white, crowned head of
George V top left, arms top right, value in red tablet at centre, black Arabic overprint PIASTRES SILVER SIXTY (EPM
T15), very fine, scarce
£450-550

x2678
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1, serial number
A/44 No. 353288 brown, green and white, George V
at right, Saint George and the dragon at left (EPM
T16) uncirculated
£280-350

x2677
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, Dardanelles
overprint, 10/-, 1915, serial number Z/9 023114,
red and white, head of George V at top left, arms top
right, value low left, black Arabic overprint PIASTRES
SILVER SIXTY, (EPM T15), one centre fold with two
smaller folds are both sides, centre fold at left, in PMG
holder 35 NET choice very fine
£350-450
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

2680
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, a partially printed
experimental note for a £1, ND (c1917), serial
number G/51 792002, green and white, faint outline
of St George and dragon at left, George V at right,
faint CANCELLED, over serial numbers, (cf , T.16 for
type), text and outline of design split and rejoined, on
thickish waxy paper, very fine and unusual
£200-250

2679
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1 (3), ND
(1917), prefixes A/63, E/7 and F/72, green, brown,
lilac and white, crowned head of George V at right,
Saint George and the dragon at left (EPM T16), fine,
good fine and good very fine (3)
£150-200

2681
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1 (2), ND
(1917), prefixes E/89 and Z/32, green, brown, lilac
and white, crowned head of George V at right, Saint
George and the dragon at left, also a watermarked
paper for the £1 but with no print (EPM T16), almost
very fine, last good extremely fine and scarce (3)
£200-300
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2682
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, £1 (3), ND (1918), serial number B/1 810867, green, brown, lilac and white, crowned
head of George V at right, Saint George and the dragon at left, reverse brown, the Houses of Parliament with small anchor
in low right field (EPM T16a), the anchor was placed on notes distributed by the Admiralty in an effort to track currency.
Some staining, almost very fine and very rare
£1,500-2,000

37
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

N.F. Warren-Fisher

2683
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, 10 shillings, ND
(1918), serial number A/8 528396, green, lilac and
white, crowned head of George V at right, Britannia at
left (EPM T17), handstamp on reverse, very fine
£200-250

2684
Treasury Series, John Bradbury, 10 shillings, ND
(1918), red serial number B/41 330136, square dot,
green, lilac and white, crowned head of George V at
right, Britannia at left (EPM T20), about extremely
fine
£300-350

2685
Treasury Series, N.F. Warren-Fisher, £1 (2), ND
(1919), prefixes N/70 and P/75, green, brown, lilac
and white, crowned head of George V at right, Saint
George and the dragon at left, reverse brown, the
Houses of Parliament (EPM T24), extremely fine (2)
£200-250

2686
Treasury Series, N.F. Warren-Fisher, £1, serial
number R/26 894906, (EPM T24), good very fine
£50-70
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2687
Treasury Series, N.F. Warren-Fisher, 10 shillings,
ND (1919), red serial number F/100 003076, green,
lilac and white, crowned head of George V at right,
Britannia at left (EPM T25), unusual to have a three
digit prefix, very fine and scarce
£200-250

2688
Treasury Series, N.F. Warren-Fisher, 10 shillings,
ND (1922), red prefix K/47, green, lilac and white,
crowned head of George V at right, Britannia at left,
also £1 (2), ND (1923), prefixes A1/77 and B1/54,
similar to previous, Saint George and the dragon at left
(EPM T30, 31), good very fine (3)
£200-250

2689
Treasury Series, N.F. Warren-Fisher, £1 (2), ND
(1923), prefixes A1/77 and B1/54, green, brown,
lilac and white, crowned head of George V at right,
Saint George and the dragon at left, reverse brown,
the Houses of Parliament with small anchor in low
right field (EPM T31), extremely fine, A1 the first
prefix (2)
£150-200

39
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

2690
Treasury Series, N.F. Warren-Fisher, £1 (2), ND (1923), serial numbers J1/20 393519/393520,
dot, green, brown, lilac and white, crowned head of George V at right, Saint George and the dragon
at left, reverse brown, the Houses of Parliament (EPM T31), fresh and original, good extremely fine
and a scarce consecutive pair (2)
£350-450
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2691
Treasury Series, N.F. Warren-Fisher, 10 shillings,
ND (1927), red serial number U/55 246416, green,
lilac and white, crowned head of George V at right,
Britannia at left, NORTHERN IRELAND type (EPM
T33), about uncirculated, scarce in this grade
£250-300

2693
England, Bradbury Wilkinson die proof vignette of
houses of Parliament and river Thames, black print,
similar to the vignette used on the Treasury Series first
issue a beautiful engraving and rare
£80-100
2692
Treasury Series, N.F. Warren-Fisher, £1 (2), ND
(1923), serial numbers W1/14 415891/415892,
green, brown, lilac and white, crowned head of
George V at right, Saint George and the dragon at left,
NORTHERN IRELAND type, reverse brown, the
Houses of Parliament with small anchor in low right
field (EPM T34), almost extremely fine and a scarce
consecutive pair (2)
£200-250
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

BANK OF ENGLAND
Abraham Newland

2694
Bank of England, Abraham Newland, £1, 22 August 1798, serial number B 2822, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, manuscript date, serial numbers and signatures, the whole within
thin black frame (EPM B200b), signature excised for cancellation, a pleasing and original good very fine and very rare
especially in this condition
£5,000-6,000
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2695
Bank of England, Abraham Newland, £1, 22 March 1803, serial number 2901, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, manuscript date, serial numbers and signatures (EPM B200d),
some thinning at right, annotations, VG but presentable enough and rare
£2,000-2,400

2696
Bank of England, Abraham Newland, £1, 5 April 1807, serial number 18864, black and white, ornate crowned vignette
of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, manuscript serial numbers, date and signatures below, (EPM B200d),
very good and very rare
£2,500-3,500
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

Henry Hase

2697
Bank of England, proof £1, ND (1830-1840), black and white, ‘pay to Henry Hase’ in text at centre, maiden with globe
at centre almost extremely fine, scarce
£200-250

2698
Bank of England, Henry Hase, £1, 2 November 1815, serial number 11848, black and white, ornate crowned vignette
of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, printed date, serial numbers and manuscript signature low right (EPM
B201b), almost very fine. Interestingly the lot comes with an envelope with manuscript text ‘The one pound note given by the
Earl St. Vincent K.B. to his godson...Jan 21st 1816’ .’ note with some thinning otherwise VG
£1,200-1,800
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2699
Bank of England, Henry Hase, £1, London, 10 May 1819, serial number 61295, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, printed Mr Henry Hase in text at centre, one manuscript
signature low right, (EPM B201b), a pleasing fine, scarce in this grade
£1,500-2,500

2700
Bank of England, Henry Hase, £1, 17 May 1819, serial number 18223, black and white, ornate crowned vignette of
Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, printed date, serial numbers and manuscript signature low right (EPM
B201b), good fine, scarce
£900-1,100
45
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

An Unusual Hase £1 of 1820

2701
Bank of England, Henry Hase, £1, London, 6 July 1820, printed serial number 26671, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, printed Mr Henry Hase in text at centre, manuscript signature
low right, (EPM B201b), a fresh about very fine, unusual in this grade, rare
£3,000-3,500
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A Scarce Hase £1 of 1825

2702
Bank of England, Henry Hase, £1, 19 December 1825, serial number 33555, black and white, ornate crowned vignette
of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, printed date, serial numbers and manuscript signature low right (EPM
B201c), some toning, a pleasing fine and scarce in this grade, thinning otherwise VG
£900-1,100
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

A Rare £2 of 1811

2703
Bank of England, Henry Hase, £2, 15 October 1811, serial number 3813, black and white, ornate crowned vignette of
Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, printed date, serial numbers and manuscript signature low right (EPM
B201e), a pleasing good fine, the paper white and still retaining some freshness, a rare denomination, some thinning otherwise
VG
£3,500-4,500
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A Rare £5 of 1814

2704
Bank of England, Henry Hase, £5, 18 August 1814, serial number 14323, black and white, ornate crowned vignette of
Britannia top left, ‘pay to Mr Henry Hase or bearer’ in text at centre, value in black tablet low left, manuscript signature
low right, (EPM B201g), a pleasing fine and rare, the £5 seldom seen
£7,000-8,500
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

A Lovely Marshall £5 of 1842

2705
Bank of England, Matthew Marshall, £5, London, 2nd September 1842, serial number ST 13018, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, plate number ‘85’ at left centre, printed Mr
Matt Marshall in text at centre, manuscript signature low right, (EPM B203a), thinning and wear at centre, soft paper
texture but still a fine note, rare
£7,500-8,500
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2706
Bank of England, Henry Bradbury, a specimen £10, 1 January 1856, black and white, Britannia at left extremely fine,
scarce
£250-350

2707
Bank of England, Henry Bradbury, proof £10, 1 January 1856, serial number 12345, black and white, Britannia and
lion at left, printed signature of Henry Bradbury low right a Henry Bradbury proposal for the Bank of England, about
extremely fine, scarce
£250-350
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

A Rare May £5 of 1877

2708
Bank of England, F. May, £5, London, 4 July 1877, serial number 33/A 62031, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B206a), a fresh and original good very fine with only some
soft creasing, rare in this condition, a lovely example
£5,000-7,000
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A Rare Bowen £5 of 1901

2709
Bank of England, Horace George Bowen, £5, London, 18 March 1901, serial number J/I 28359, black and white,
Britannia in ornate crowned vignette top left, value in black tablet low left, (EPM B207a), a pleasing very fine and rare in
this grade
£5,500-6,500
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BRITISH BANKNOTES

J.G. Nairne
A ‘Gold Note’

2710
Bank of England, J.G. Nairne, proof £1 ‘gold note’, ND (1914), serial number A/1 000000, black and white, Britannia
in ornate crowned vignette top left, value in black tablet low left, (EPM B208a), about uncirculated and very rare
£6,500-8,000
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2711
Bank of England, J.G. Nairne, £5, Leeds, 10 March 1917, serial number 11/D 08808, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B208b), handstamp and annotation. A pleasing fine and
a rare Nairne branch issue, an original good very fine and a very rare early date for Nairne
£800-1,000

2712
Bank of England, J.G. Nairne, £5, London, 26 August 1915, serial number 55/D 33800, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B208b), an original good very fine and scarce
£500-600
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2713
Bank of England, J.G. Nairne, £5, London, 4 January 1916, serial number 80/D 69200, black and white, Britannia in
ornate crowned vignette top left, value in black tablet low left, (EPM B208b), extremely fine, scarce
£600-800

2714
Bank of England, J.G. Nairne, £10, London, 16 June 1915, serial number 33/K 24072, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B208c), bankstamp at low left, fine and scarce
£600-800
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E.M. Harvey

2717
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £5, London, 1 June
1918, serial number 16/E 47690, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in
black tablet low left (EPM B209a), extremely fine,
scarce in this grade
£400-500

2715
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £5, Leeds, 4
November 1921, serial number U/67 51824, black
and white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top
left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B209ad),
repaired tear low left otherwise good very fine
£200-250

2718
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £5, London, 17
April 1920, serial number 95/J 03423, black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left,
value in black tablet low left (EPM B209a), almost
extremely fine
£400-500

2716
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £5, Liverpool, 23
October 1918, serial number 73/U 44887, black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left,
value in black tablet low left (EPM B209ae), ink
number top right, pressed, very fine, scarce
£350-450
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2719
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £5, London, 26 November 1921, serial number C/37 39412, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B209a), good extremely fine, scarce
£500-600

2720
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £5, 1st March
1922, serial number C/81 21265, black text on white
background, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top
left (EPM B209a) about extremely fine with one vertical
crease to centre, otherwise attractive
£250-300

2722
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £5, London, 4
September 1922, serial number D/71 89167, black
and white, Britannia in ornate crowned vignette top
left, value in black tablet low left, (EPM B209),
extremely fine
£450-650

2721
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £5, London, 7th
March 1922, serial number C/86 30672, black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left,
value in black tablet low left (EPM B209a), about
uncirculated
£350-450
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2723
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £10 (2), London, 15 August 1918, serial numbers 48/K 37303/37304, black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B209b), a consecutive pair,
extremely fine and rare as a pair (2)
£1,200-1,400
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2724
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £10, London, 18 September 1924, serial number 075/L 17570, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B209b), about extremely fine, scarce in this grade
£450-550

2725
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £10, Manchester, 10 November 1923, serial number 084/V 19334, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B209bf), faint ink number, about
extremely fine, a scarce branch issue
£800-1,000
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A Scarce Harvey £20

2726
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £20, London, 14 June 1919, serial number 24/M 99563, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B209c), a pleasing almost very fine, scarce
£1,000-1,200
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Two Rare Harvey £100

2727
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £100, London, 19 November 1918, serial number 13/O 44610, black and white,
Britannia in ornate crowned vignette top left, value in black tablet low left, (EPM B209e), fine, rare
£800-1,000

2728
Bank of England, E.M. Harvey, £100, London, 21 January 1924, serial number 26/O 39662, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B209e), a presentable about fine, scarce
£800-1,000
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C.P. Mahon
A Lovely Parchment Pair of 1928

2729
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, a parchment pair comprising 10/- and £1, ND (22 November 1928), serial numbers
A01 000089, red and green respectively, Britannia at left, value at right and in tablet at low left, complete with original
vellum envelope with title ‘Bank of England 22 November 1928’ and plastic slip-cases for the 10 shillings and the £1 (EPM
B214), in an excellent state of preservation and very rare (2)
£6,000-8,000
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A Rare Mahon 10 Shillings c. 1928

2730
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, specimen 10 shillings, ND (1928), serial number A00 000000, brown, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia at left, value at right (EPM B210s), staple mark at left otherwise an original good very fine, rare
£800-1,000
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2731
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, 10 shillings (2), ND (1928), serial number A01 042650/651, brown, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia at left, value at right (EPM B210), uncirculated and very rare as a consecutive pair (2)
£1,400-1,600
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2732
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, 10 shillings, ND (1928), serial number Z05 893877, brown, ornate crowned vignette
of Britannia at left, value at right (EPM B210), the Z the inaugural run, uncirculated and rare
£350-450

2733
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, 10 shillings, ND (1928), serial number X91 272872, brown, ornate crowned vignette
of Britannia at left, value at right (EPM B210), good very fine
£80-100
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x2734
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, two front and reverse die proof sets £1, two die proof sets showing both obverse and
reverse at different stages in the design process (EPM B212 for type) uncirculated, attractive examples (4)
£300-350

2735
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £1, ND (1928), serial number A01 000186, green, Britannia at top left, value at top
right and low left (EPM B212), a first prefix and a low number, about uncirculated to uncirculated
£800-1,200
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2736
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, a group £1, ND (1928), prefixes A61, B40, C81, D34, E98, F86, G23, H16, green,
Britannia at top left, value at top right and low left (EPM B212), a nice group, about extremely fine to uncirculated (8)
£450-550

2737
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £1, ND (1928),
serial number A85 987227, green, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia at left, value at right (EPM
B212), scuff mark at right otherwise good extremely
fine, first prefix for type
£120-160

2738
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £1, ND (1928),
serial number F97 225468, green, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia at left, value at right (EPM
B212), uncirculated
£100-140
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2739
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £1, ND (1928), serial number H32 090578, green, Britannia at top left, value at top
right and low left (EPM B212), pressed very fine, a presentable example, a very rare last prefix, listed as rare in EPM
£500-600

2740
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £1 (6), ND (1928),
prefixes A (4), B (2), green, ornate crowned vignette
of Britannia at left, value at right (EPM B212),
generally fine to almost very fine (6)
£80-100

2741
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £5, London, 24
August 1925, serial number 150/E 58760 black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left,
value in black tablet low right (EPM B215), pressed
extremely fine, no visible folds
£450-550
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2742
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £5, London, 21 June 1927, serial number 037/H 40080, black and white, Britannia in
ornate crowned vignette top left, value in black tablet low left, (EPM B215), bank stamp in fold, crisp paper, good very fine
£400-600

2743
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £5, London, 2 July 1928, serial number 180/H 73616, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B215), extremely fine, scarce in this grade
£600-800
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2744
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £5, London, 10 July 1928, serial number 187/H 64561, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B215), extremely fine, scarce in this grade
£600-800

2745
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £5, Manchester, 23 November 1926, serial number 304/U 26136, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B215f), faint bank stamp, a fresh extremely
fine, rare in this grade
£900-1,100
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2746
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £10, London, 17 August 1925, serial number 092/L 82682, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B216), an original good very fine, scarce
£600-700

2747
Bank of England, C.P. Mahon, £10, Manchester, 9 March 1927, serial number 103/V
90986, black and white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia at top left, value in black
tablet at low left (EPM B216f), faint ink annotation at top right, repair along crease at
centre, VG but a scarce type
£300-400
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B.G. Catterns

2748
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, specimen 10 shillings, ND (1930), serial number Q00 000000, green, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia at left, value at right (EPM B223s), almost uncirculated and rare
£800-1,000

2749
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, 10/-, £1, serial number S62 798133,
R81 564089, C.P. Mahon, £1, serial number E15 622542, (EPM B223
B225 B212), vertical centre fold, extremely fine, second note pressed,
bleached, very fine, third note about uncirculated (3)
£100-150
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A Charming Catterns Specimen £1

2750
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, specimen £1, Q00 000000, green with Britannia at left and value at right, red
overstamp SPECIMEN to signature and reverse Bank of England. (EPM B225s/BE43s) about uncirculated
£1,300-1,600
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2751
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, a group £1, ND (1930), prefixes H50, J78, K58, L06, M06, N07, O73, R46, S83,
T33, U17, W67, X91, Y25, Z92, green, Britannia at top left, value at top right and low left (EPM B225), a complete group
of every prefix issued for this series, about extremely fine to uncirculated (16)
£600-800

2753
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £1, ND (1930),
serial number 40A 687709, green and pale blue,
seated Britannia in ornate circular frame at left, value
in tablet low left and at right, bank title top centre,
reverse, bank building top centre, St George and
dragon at left and right (EPM B226), uncirculated
£150-250

2752
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £1, ND (1930),
serial number 02A 486700, green, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia at left, value at right (EPM
B226), some ageing to the paper low right thus extremely
fine, the A suffix a first run, scarce
£120-160
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2755
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £5, London, 12
July 1930, serial number 004/J 44355, black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left,
value in black tablet low left (EPM B228), slight
scuffing, good very fine, scarce
£380-460

2754
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, 10 shillings, ND
(1930), prefix U48, brown, £1, prefixes K, S, X,
green, all ornate crowned vignette of Britannia at left,
value at right (EPM B223, 225), uncirculated (4)
£150-200

2756
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £5, London, 19 January 1931, serial number 040/J 99569, black and white, Britannia
in ornate crowned vignette top left, value in black tablet low left, (EPM B228), very fine, scare
£400-600
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2757
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £5, London, 2
February 1932, serial number 151/J 25100, black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia at top left,
value in black tablet at low left (EPM B228), pinholes,
one hard central fold, good very fine
£250-350

2759
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £5, London, 12
July 1930, serial number 004/J 44337, black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left,
value in black tablet low left (EPM B228), a pleasing
extremely fine, scarce
£400-450

2758
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £5, Manchester, 9
June 1933, serial number T/142 02525, black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left,
value in black tablet low left (EPM B228f), slight
scuffing, good very fine, scarce
£450-550

2760
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £5, Manchester, 8
June 1933, serial number T/141 19156, black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left,
value in black tablet low left (EPM B228f), an original
good very fine, scarce
£450-550
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2761
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £10, London, 19 March 1932, K/104 81406, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B229), faint bank stamp low left, extremely fine, scarce
£450-550

2762
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £20, Manchester, 28 March 1930, 44/W 22332, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B230f), ink numerals at right, almost very fine and scarce
£700-900
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A Scarce Catterns £100 of 1933

2763
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £100, London, 15 March 1933, 44/O 57241, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B232), quite fresh, about extremely fine, scarce
£1,200-1,400
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2764
Bank of England, B.G. Catterns, £100, 20th January 1934, serial number 45/O 42439, black text on white background,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B232) very good, some discolouration mostly
along lower border and small holes to centre folds
£500-600

K.O. Peppiatt

2765
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, 10 shillings (4),
ND (1934), prefixes D and E (3), brown, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia at left, value at right
(EPM B235), uncirculated (4)
£150-200

2766
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, 10 shillings (4),
ND (1934/1948), suffixes T, J, H, E, brown, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia at left, value at right
(EPM B236, 262), uncirculated (4)
£150-200
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2767
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £1 (4), ND
(1934), suffixes L (2), M and Z, green and pale blue,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia at left, value at
right, also £1 (3), ND (1934), all prefix A79A (EPM
B235, 239), almost uncirculated to uncirculated, Z a
last series, the A79A a first series (7)
£200-250

2768
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, specimen £1, Q00 000000, green with Britannia at left and value at right, red
SPECIMEN overprint to signature. (EPM B238s/BE45s) about uncirculated
£1,100-1,300
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2769
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, a group £1, ND
(1930), prefixes A20A, B40A, C78A, D36A, E37A,
H43A, J72A, K74A, L22A, green, Britannia at top
left, value at top right and low left (EPM B238), a
complete group of prefixes issued for this series, very fine
to extremely fine (9)
£220-280

2770
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, a group £1, ND (1930), prefixes 98B, 88C, 03D, 67E, 13H, 50J, 37K, 14L, 55M,
11N, 68O, 36R, 99S, 89T, 93U, 83W, 08X, 93Y, 97Z, green, Britannia at top left, value at top right and low left (EPM
B238), a complete group of every prefix issued for this series, very fine to uncirculated (19)
£700-900
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2772
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £1, serial number
L39A 406595, green, Britannia at left, (EPM B239),
about uncirculated, last run of the series, rare
£250-300

2771
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £1 (10), ND
(1934), green and pale blue, ornate crowned vignette
of Britannia at left, value at right (EPM B239),
generally very fine, several A—A and L—A included
(10)
£100-150

2773
Bank of England, K.O.
Peppiatt, £1 (2), 1941, serial
number E15A 701965/701966,
green, Britannia at left, value
at right, purple overprint
‘Withdrawn from circulation
September 18th 1941’ at centre
(EPM B239A), uncirculated and
rare as a consecutive pair of
Guernsey overprints (2)
£500-700
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2774
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, Leeds, 6 May
1937, serial number T/286, 57536, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in
black tablet low left (EPM B241d), pressed, slight
staining top left otherwise almost very fine
£250-350

2775
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, 13th June
1938, B/234 41103, white with black overprint,
seated Britannia top left enclosed in border with crown
above. (EPM B241) about very fine, strong horizontal
and vertical folds
£140-180

2776
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, London, 11
August 1938, serial number B/261 71267, black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left,
value in black tablet low left (EPM B241), a pleasing
extremely fine thus scarce
£200-300
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2777
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5 (2), London, 12 August 1938, serial number B/262 10254,
22 January 1944, serial number D/179 62516, black and white, Britannia in ornate crowned
vignette top left, value in black tablet low left, (EPM B241), first uncirculated, the second, about
extremely fine
£400-500
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2780
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, London, 7
January 1944, prefix D/166, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black
tablet low left (EPM B241), extremely fine
£200-300

2778
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5 (2), London,
14 September 1938, serial number B/277
08029/030, black and white, ornate crowned vignette
of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left
(EPM B241), a consecutive pair, original, central
crease otherwise extremely fine and scarce as a running
pair (2)
£350-450
2781
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, London, 29
February 1944, prefix D/211, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black
tablet low left (EPM B241), two soft creases otherwise
extremely fine
£180-240

2779
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, London, 1
October 1938, serial number B/280 93137, black and
white, Britannia in ornate crowned vignette top left,
value in black tablet low left, (EPM B241), good
extremely fine thus scarce
£250-350

2782
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, London, 22
January 1944, prefix D/179, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black
tablet low left (EPM B241), extremely fine
£200-250
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2783
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, Manchester, 24 November 1936, serial number T/234 17752, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia at top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B241f), bankstamp top right, and
annotation low centre otherwise an original paper very fine and quite scarce
£400-500

2784
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, Manchester, 21 April 1938, prefix T/298, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B241f), handstamp top right, good very fine, scarce
£350-400
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2785
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £10, Birmingham, 28 February 1938, serial number 174/V 72395, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B242a), handstamp on reverse, a fresh and
original about extremely fine and scarce
£600-800

2786
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £10, 19th March
1938, L/102 55126, white with black overprint,
seated Britannia top left enclosed in border with crown
above, paper maker’s notch to upper right border.
(EPM B242) very fine with strong horizontal and
vertical fold and some creasing to upper border
£250-350

2787
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £10, London, 18
February 1942, serial number L/138 75579, black
and white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top
left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B242),
original, almost extremely fine
£350-400
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2788
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £10, Liverpool, 28 September 1936, serial number 165/V 78275, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B242e), about extremely fine, scarce
£400-500

2789
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £20, London, 7 June 1937, serial number 54/M 97753, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B243), left edge a little ragged, about very fine,
scarce
£500-700
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A Rare Specimen £50 of 1934

2790
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, specimen £50, London, 20 April 1934, serial number 00/Q 00000, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, (EPM B244s), red ‘SPECIMEN’ overprints,
slight rusty clip mark top left, very fine, rare
£2,000-3,000
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2791
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £50, London, 15 May 1935, serial number 54/N 90523, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B244), paper clip mark top centre otherwise good
very fine, scarce
£600-800

2792
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £100, Liverpool, 29 September 1936, serial number 96/Y 24590, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B245e), ink number low field, extremely
fine, scarce
£1,000-1,400
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2793
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £100, 17th
February 1938, serial number 58/O 57034, black text
on white background, ornate crowned vignette of
Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left. Purple
handstamp on reverse dated 21 Sept. 1942, New
Street, Birmingham. (EPM B245) fine with many
creases and folds and several pin holes around Britannia
£300-400

2795
Operation Bernhard, C.P. Mahon, ‘Bank of
England’ £10, Birmingham, serial number 105/V
54541, black and white, ornate crowned vignette of
Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left
pinholes, extremely fine and very rare, any cashier apart
from Catterns and Peppiatt most unusual for a
Bernhard
£300-400

A Group of ‘Bernhards’

2794
Operation Bernhard, C.P. Mahon, ‘Bank of
England’ £10, Birmingham, 24 December 1926, serial
number 105/V 52795, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia at top left, value in black
tablet at low left (EPM B216a for type), about very fine
but rare
£300-350

2796
Operation Bernhard, B.G. Catterns, ‘Bank of
England’ £10, Leeds, 10 January 1933, serial number
138/V 07682, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low
left extremely fine and Leeds rare as a Bernhard
£150-200

2797
Operation Bernhard, B.G. Catterns, ‘Bank of
England’ £20 (2), London, 20 November 1930 and
15 August 1933, serial numbers 44/M 59501 and
47/M 38886, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low
left good very fine and extremely fine, scarce in this
grade (2)
£100-150
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2799
Operation Bernhard, K.O. Peppiatt, ‘Bank of
England’ £5 (2), £20, London, serial number B279
96255, A294 61284, 49M 05654, (EPM B241,
B243, for type), all good very fine (3)
£100-150

2798
Operation Bernhard, B.G. Catterns, ‘Bank of
England’ £50, London, 15 June 1933, serial number
50/N 54359, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low
left extremely fine and scarce in this grade
£100-150

2800
Operation Bernhard, K.O. Peppiatt, ‘Bank of England’ £10, Bristol, 10 June 1937, serial number 168/V 03423, black
and white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left extremely fine and Bristol very rare
as a Bernhard
£400-500
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2801
Operation Bernhard, K.O. Peppiatt, ‘Bank of
England’ £10, Liverpool, 10 February 1937, serial
number 170/V 46789, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black
tablet low left edge a little ragged, very fine and rare
£100-150

2803
Operation Bernhard, K.O. Peppiatt, ‘Bank of
England’ £10, Bristol, 19 April 1934, serial number
K/134 52343, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low
left extremely fine and 1934 a date for Catterns, very
unusual and rare
£140-180

2804
Operation Bernhard, K.O. Peppiatt, ‘Bank of
England’ £10 (2), London, 18 May 1934 and 16
September 1937, serial numbers K/135 34191 and
K/195 64506, prefixes K/135 and K/195, black and
white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left,
value in black tablet low left extremely fine (2)
£120-160

2802
Operation Bernhard, K.O. Peppiatt, ‘Bank of
England’ £10 (2), £20, £50, 1930-36, K/143 37552,
K/178 10216, 47/M 60772, 42/N 90116, black text
on white background, ornate crowned vignette of
Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM
B242, B230/1 for types) very good to about very fine
confirmed forgeries, nevertheless still attractive and
historically interesting (4)
£250-300
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2805
Operation Bernhard, K.O. Peppiatt, ‘Bank of
England’ £20, London, 7 June 1937, serial number
54/M 25371, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low
left extremely fine and scarce in this grade
£100-120

2807
Operation Bernhard, K.O. Peppiatt, ‘Bank of
England’ £50 (2), London, serial number 54/N
13842, (EPM B244 for type), some yellowing on both
notes, otherwise about very fine (2)
£70-100

2806
Operation Bernhard, K.O. Peppiatt, ‘Bank of
England’ £50 (4), London, 20 June 1930, 15 June
1933, 20 July 1934, 15 April 1935 and 18 April 1938,
serial numbers 44/N 33612, 50/N 38366, 52/N
18738, 53/N 47446, 62/N 71577, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in
black tablet low left very fine to extremely fine and a
range of dates, 1930 and 1933 should be Catterns (5)
£200-300
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2808
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, specimen £1, A00D 000000, pale blue and pink with Britannia at left and value at right,
red SPECIMEN overprint to signature. (EPM B249s/BE47s) about extremely fine, some handling marks and missing top of
thread
£700-900

2809
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £1, ND (1940), red serial number A00D 000000, blue and pink-brown, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left (EPM B249s), red SPECIMEN overprint, good extremely fine and rare
£800-1,000
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2810
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, a group of £1 (19), 1940, prefixes,
A60D, B55D, C76D, D79D, E80D, H55D, J21D, K01D, L61D, M01D,
N99D, O24D, R85D, T61D, U96D, W15D, X43D, Y44D, Z03D, blue on
light brown underprint, Britannia at left, (EPM B249), a complete group of
prefix ending in ‘D’ from series, good very fine to extremely fine (19)
£250-300

2811
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, a group of £1
(16), 1940 prefixes, A84E, B56E, C92E, D62E,
E34E, H37E, J39E, K10E, L21E, M25E, N08E,
O43E, R12E, T54E, U04E, W27E, blue on light
brown underprint, Britannia at left, (EPM B249), a
complete group of prefix ending in ‘E’ from this series,
good very fine to extremely fine (16)
£200-250

2812
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, a group of £1
(16), 1940, prefixes, A30H, B50H, C72H, D88H,
E23H, H63H, J64H, K90H, L59H, M77H, N58H,
O30H, R13H, T23H, U33H, W87H, X29H, blue on
light brown underprint, Britannia at left, (EPM
B249), a complete group of prefix ending in ‘H’ from
this series, extremely fine to uncirculated (16)
£200-250
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2813
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, replacement £1 (2), serial number S01D 864556, S01D 102917, blue on light brown
underprint, Britannia at left, (EPM B250), dirt at reverse on both notes, very fine (2)
£200-250

2814
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, replacement £1 (3), S06D 627570, S03E 715167, S03H, 445907, blue on light brown
underprint, Britannia at left, (EPM B250), first note very fine, second about extremely fine, third about uncirculated, a nice
group (3)
£300-350
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2815
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, specimen 10 shillings, ND (1940), serial number Z00D 000000, mauve and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in mauve tablet low left (EPM B251s), small red SPECIMEN overprint
low right, uncirculated and rare
£800-1,200

2816
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt/L.K. O’Brien, £1 (3), R55E 1000000, E97K 1000000, X63J 999999, SPECIALS,
Peppiatt £1 blue and pink with Britannia upper left and value opposite at right, O’Brien £1’s green with Britannia and value
in same positions as above. (EPM 249/273) about fine (1) and very fine (2), one solid-serial green and two million serials
£150-250
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A Rare Fractional Emergency World War II Pair

2817
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt (1934-1949), 2/6, ND (1941), no serial numbers, blue and grey, value at points of
the compass, reverse as obverse (EPM B254), a presentable fine to very fine and a rare World War II emergency issue
prepared but never issued in the eventuality of a shortage of silver coins. Rare
£2,000-3,000
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A Very Rare Peppiatt ‘Emergency Issue’ 5 Shillings

2818
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt (1934-1949), 5/-, ND (1941), no serial numbers, pink and green, value at centre,
reverse as obverse (EPM B253), almost fine and very rare, a World War II emergency issue prepared but never issued in the
eventuality of a shortage of silver coins. Rare
£1,500-2,000
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2819
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5 (2), London,
6th January 1945, consecutive serial numbers H09
038433/ 038434, black and white, Britannia in
ornate crowned vignette top left, value in black tablet
low left, (EPM B255), fine to very fine, thick paper,
nice consecutive pair (2)
£250-450

2821
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, London, 9
June 1945, serial number J41 025991, black and
white, Britannia in ornate crowned vignette top left,
value in black tablet low left, (EPM B255), a BYB
plate note, thick paper, about uncirculated, a fresh
example
£200-300

2822
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £1, serial number
R01A 912416, green, Britannia at left, (EPM B258),
first run from the continuation of unthreaded pre-war
banknotes, one centre fold, good extremely fine
£150-200

2820
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5 (2), London,
1944, prefix E72, 1945, prefix K79, black and white,
Britannia in ornate crowned vignette top left, value in
black tablet low left, (EPM B255), extremely fine to
about uncirculated (2)
£250-350
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2823
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £1 (4), prefixes, R62A, R69A, S01A, S05A, green, Britannia at left, (EPM B258), first
note about uncirculated, second note have two light folds, extremely fine, third note very fine, fourth uncirculated (4)
£100-150

2824
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, specimen £1, R00 000000, green with Britannia at left and value at right, red
SPECIMEN overstamp to signature. (EPM B260s/BE52s) extremely fine, pin holes at left and some light corner damage
£700-900
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2825
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £1, 1948, serial
number H36B 948059, L.K. O’Brien, £1, serial
number K13L 794718, green, Britannia at left, (EPM
B260), very fine, dirt at reverse, second note extremely
fine, both last run of respectively series
£120-180

2827
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, replacement £1,
serial number S05S 646167, P.S. Beale, replacement
£1, serial number S61S 820368, green, Britannia at
left, (EPM B261, B269), pressed, pinholes at left, about
very fine, second note extremely fine (2)
£120-180

2826
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, a group of £1
(14), 1948, green, Britannia at left, S45A, T01A,
U81A, W53A, X53A, Y63A, Z67A, A57B, B44B,
C83b, D31B, E28B, H19B, H35B, (EPM B260), a
complete group of prefixes of the newer threaded notes
from 1948, good very fine to extremely fine, useful set
(16)
£180-220
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2828
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, specimen £5, London, 24 January 1947, serial number L00 000000, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B264s), paper clip mark top right, fresh,
good extremely fine, rare
£1,200-1,600

2829
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, specimen £5, London, 24 January 1947, serial number L00 000000, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left, (EPM B264s), red SPECIMEN overprints,
pinhole at top left, about very fine, rare
£1,500-2,500
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2830
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, London, 3
April 1947, serial number L82 010380, black and
white, Britannia in ornate crowned vignette top left,
value in black tablet low left, (EPM B264),
uncirculated
£180-220

2831
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, London, 20th
May 1947, serial number M22 058360, black and
white, Britannia in ornate crowned vignette top left,
value in black tablet low left, (EPM B264), a BYB
plate note, on thick paper, uncirculated, a scarce first
prefix
£200-300

2833
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, 1947,
P.S.Beale £5, 1952 and L.K.O’Brien £5, 1956, all are
black and white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia
top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B264,
270, 276), bankstamp on reverse of last note, good very
fine (3)
£150-200

2834
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, London, 2
June 1947, serial numbers M33 066088/066089,
black and white, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia
top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B264),
uncirculated and a scarce consecutive pair (2)
£250-350

2832
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, £5, London, 20th
May 1947, serial number M22 058364, black and
white, Britannia in ornate crowned vignette top left,
value in black tablet low left, (EPM B264),
uncirculated, scarce in this condition
£200-280
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P.S. Beale

2835
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, specimen £1, 00 000000, green with Britannia at left and value at right, red overprint
SPECIMEN across centre. (EPM B268s/BE54s) good very fine to about extremely fine, nick to top border and rust spots
reverse top right
£600-800

2837
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, a group of £1 (15),
1950, prefixes, H48B, J75B, K69B, L04B, M96B,
N34B, O77B, R70B, S77B, T29B, U52B, W91B,
X66B, Y97B, Z08B, (EPM B268), a complete group of
prefix ending in ‘B’ from this series, very fine to
extremely fine, nice set (15)
£120-180

2836
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, a group of £1 (9),
1950, green, Britannia at left, (EPM B268), a complete
group of prefix ending in ‘J’ from this series, extremely
fine to about uncirculated (9)
£80-120
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2840
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, £5 (4), London, 19491952, prefixes N77, R12, V94, X14, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia at top left, value
in black tablet at low left (EPM B270), very fine to
about uncirculated (4)
£350-450

2838
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, a group of £1 (20),
1950, green, Britannia at left, (EPM B268), a complete
group of prefixes ending in ‘C’ from this series, generally
extremely fine (20)
£150-200

2841
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, £5, 1949, prefix
O/16, also K.O. Peppiatt £5 (2), 1945, prefixes J40,
J63, all black and white , Peppiatt thick paper (EPM
B270, 255), Peppiatt £5 printed on thick paper, small
pin holes above and on tablet, good very fine, second note
has been pressed, good very fine, Beale £5 extremely fine
(2)
£200-250
2839
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, £5, London, 4 April
1949, serial number M99 081916, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia at top left, value
in black tablet at low left (EPM B270), uncirculated
£180-220
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2842
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, £5, 5th August 1950,
serial number S23 015121, black text on white
background, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top
left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B270) very
fine, corner folds and some discolouration through
handling as well as purple ink spot/smudge to right
centre
£80-120

2845
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, £5, London 12 June
1952, last series serial number Y05 060969, black and
white, Britannia in ornate crowned vignette top left,
value in black tablet low left, (EPM B270l), original
good extremely fine
£200-300

2843
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, £5, London, 20 April
1951, U44 064418, black and white, ornate crowned
vignette of Britannia at top left, value in black tablet at
low left (EPM B270), uncirculated
£100-150

2846
Bank of England, P.S. Beale/L.K. O’Brien, £5 (2),
July 1952/March 1956, serial number Y30
025192/C47A 051902, black text on white
background, ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top
left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B270/276)
fine with much evidence of folding and creasing, 1952
issue with pencil annotations to upper right and lower
centre
£150-200

2844
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, £5, London, 7 June
1952, serial number Y01 085995, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia at top left, value
in black tablet at low left (EPM B270), uncirculated
£200-250
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L.K. O’Brien

2847
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, a group of £1 (31),
1955, prefixes, A79K, B98K, C88K, D67K, E14K,
E62K, H70K, J25K, K09K, L70K, M59K, N79K,
O61K, R36K, S50K, T42K, U91K, W28K, X73K,
Y49K, Z54K, A71L, B19L, C46L, D39L, E83L,
H73L, J01L, J59L, K05L, (EPM B273), a complete
group of prefixes ending in ‘K’ and ‘L’ from this series,
generally extremely fine or better, useful group (31)
£160-200

2849
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, L.K. O’Brien, £1 (2),
1950, 1955, serial number L63J 644086, L64J
420748, green, Britannia at left, (EPM B268 B273),
last prefix of £1 note used under Beale and first prefix of
£1 used under O’Brien, uncirculated, interesting pair
(2)
£220-280

2850
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, replacement £1,
1955, serial number S71S 422278, green, Britannia at
left, (EPM B273), pressed, very fine, minor dirt at
reverse
£150-200

2848
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, a group of £1 (12),
1955, prefixes, L67J, M20J, N94J, O77J, R66J, S35J,
T78J, U09J, W21J, X16J, Y52J, Z82J, (EPM B273),
a complete group of prefixes ending ‘J’ from this series,
good very fine to about uncirculated (12)
£80-120
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2853
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, £5, London, 1955,
prefixes A69A and B58A, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia at top left, value in black
tablet at low left (EPM B270), uncirculated (2)
£250-350

2851
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, replacement £1 (3),
1955, serial number S85S 157967, S05T 850011,
S07T 534617, green, Britannia at left, (EPM B274),
extremely fine (3)
£80-100

2854
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, £5, 1 August 1956,
serial number D56A 067208, black and white,
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black
tablet low left (EPM B276), last year for issue, a fresh
good extremely fine
£150-200

2852
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, replacement £1 (2),
1955, serial number S99S 824070, S01T 510493,
green, Britannia at left, (EPM B274), pressed, very fine
to uncirculated, both are rare (2)
£200-250
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A Rare Consecutive Run of O’Brien £5

2855
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, £5 (8), London, 1 August 1956, serial numbers D56A 067353-360, black and white,
ornate crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet low left (EPM B276), a rare consecutive run and the last
year of issue for the black and white series of notes (8)
£1,000-1,200
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A Rare Last-Issue O’Brien White Note

2856
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, £5, London, 20th September 1956, last run serial number D99A 009917, black and
white, Britannia in ornate crowned vignette top left, value in black tablet low left, (EPM B276), last ever issue of the white
notes, extremely fine, rare
£2,000-3,000
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2857
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, £5 (3), serial
number H63 322958, H92 063178, A04 710349,
first series of 1957 issues and 1961 issues, (EPM B277
B280), H63 H92 have been pressed, very fine, A04 shows
handling, good extremely fine (3)
£50-70

2858
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, £5 (8), ND (1961),
prefixes H17, H82, J05, J19, J43, K22, K25 and K29,
blue and multicoloured, helmeted head of Britannia at
left (EPM B280), uncirculated and one of the finest
designs on a Bank of England note (8)
£300-350

2860
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien/J.Q. Hollom/J.B.
Page, £1 (7), A81 000001, B10R 000001-5, E44
444444, SPECIALS, green on multicolour
underprint, Q.E.II to right (EPM 280/288/337)
good very fine to about fine, O’Brien note pressed, low
serials and one solid-serial
£150-200

2861
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, a group of £1 (36),
ND (1960), prefixes, A95, B42, C26, D94, E66,
H30, J23, K20, L53, N70, R28, S68, T33, U74,
W12, X67, Y01, Z87, 50A, 54B, 2C, 29D, 05E, 24H,
68J, 21K, 42L, 57N, 02R, 51S, 10T, 65U, 98W, 93X,
81Y, 66Z, (EPM B281, B282), a complete group of
every prefix issued for the 1960 series, extremely fine to
about uncirculated (36)
£150-200

2859
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, £1, serial number
A01 000067, green, Queen Elizabeth II at right,
(EPM B281), low serial, shows handling, about
uncirculated,
£300-400
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Three Autographed 10 Shillings

2862
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, £1, serial number
A01N 455782, green, Queen Elizabeth II at right,
(EPM B283), extremely fine
£200-250

2865
Bank of England, 10 shillings (3), brown, Elizabeth
II at right, manuscript signatures of the Chief Cashiers
at left, L.K.O’Brien, J.Q. Hollom and J.S.Fforde good
extremely fine and unusual (3)
£150-200

2863
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, £1, serial number
A05N 16395, green, Queen Elizabeth II at right,
(EPM B283), extremely fine
£100-150

2864
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, £1, serial number
A06N 049199, green, Queen Elizabeth II at right,
(EPM B283), experimental issue, about uncirculated
£100-150
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J.Q. Hollom

2866
Bank of England, J.Q. Hollom, specimen £1, A00 000000, green with Q.E.II at right and Britannia at low centre, red
SPECIMEN overstamp twice to obverse. (EPM B288s/BE64s) about uncirculated, two pinholes and rust mark upper left
centre
£900-1,100

2867
Bank of England, J.Q. Hollom, a group of £1 (53),
1963, complete prefixes from A—R to B—Y, (EPM
B288), very useful group, very fine or better (53)
£150-200

x2868
Bank of England, J.Q. Hollom, £5, £10, D19
438177, A06 505526, £5 multi-shaded blue on
ornately decorated underprint, Q.E.II to right, reverse
seated figure of Britannia to centre, £10 multi-shaded
brown on ornately decorated underprint, Q.E.II to
right and Britannia upper left centre. (EPM B297,
299) £5 Uncirculated, £10 About Uncirculated with
top corners slightly dark and colour smudge to reverse top
left
£80-120
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2869
Bank of England, J.Q. Hollom, 10 shillings (27), mixed prefixes but includes Z30 (6) brown,
Elizabeth II at right (EPM B294), generally uncirculated, the Z a last prefix for type (27)
£100-150

2870
Bank of England, J.Q. Hollom, £5 (3), ND (1963), serial numbers A01 108603/04/05, blue,
Elizabeth II at right (EPM B297), a consecutive trio of first prefix £5, uncirculated and scarce (3)
£350-450

2871
Bank of England, J.Q. Hollom, Fforde, Page, £10 (10), ND (1964-), all prefixes A except the
Page which is B, brown, Elizabeth II at right, Britannia top left , Hollom x 8, Fforde x 1, Page x
1 (EPM B299, 316, 326), about extremely fine (10)
£200-250
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J.S. Fforde

2872
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, specimen £1, A00 000000, green with Q.E.II at right and value lower left, red
SPECIMEN overprint twice to obverse. (EPM B301s/BE70s) good extremely fine, rust marks from paperclip and two staple
holes upper left
£900-1,100

2873
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, a group of £1 (16),
ND (1967), prefixes, B11Y, B25Y, C01Y, D96Y,
H01Y, J23Y, K09Y, L64Y, A2Z, B96Z, C01Z, D16Z,
E59Z, H29Z, J14Z, L23Z, (EPM B301), B11Y fine,
others all extremely fine or better (16)
£120-180

2874
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, a group of £1 (41),
ND (1967), prefixes, N35A, N13B, N49C, N03D,
N72E, N88H, N42J, N90K, N87L, R99A, R32C,
R68D, R69E, R54H, R82J, R69K, S80A, S76B,
S03C, S32D, S97E, S90H, S09J, S56K, s81L, T59a,
T80B, T78C, T02D, T17E, T65H, T06L, T88K,
T54J, U10A, U33B, U21C, W12A, W86B, W05C,
W95D, X10C, (EPM B305), a complete group of
prefixes from the issue, extremely fine or better (42)
£150-200
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2878
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, replacement £1, serial
number T02M 166032, green, Queen Elizabeth II at
right, (EPM B306), uncirculated, rare prefix
£150-200

2875
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, consecutive £1 (19),
ND (1967), serial number W43C 968501-19, green,
Queen Elizabeth II at right, (EPM B305), about
uncirculated or better (19)
£80-120
2879
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, £1 (23), ND (1967),
green, Elizabeth II at right, also £1, prefix R36M, and
£1, prefix T30M, green (EPM B305, 306, 308),
generally extremely fine, one £1 with serial number
000007, also a T04D (TOAD!) (25)
£100-120

2876
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, replacement £1, serial
number R01M 405519, green, Queen Elizabeth II at
right, (EPM B306), one fold at centre, good extremely
fine, scarce (2)
£200-250

2880
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, £1 (12), ND (1967),
mixed prefixes but including one with U01E, green,
Elizabeth II at right, G on reverse, also 10 shillings
(20), brown and 10 shillings (8), all replacement issues
with prefix M and includes a consecutive run of 5 with
serial numbers M68 000801/802/803/804/805
(EPM B307, 310, 311), generally good extremely fine
or better (39)
£200-250

2877
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, replacement £1, serial
number U01M 714589, green, Queen Elizabeth II at
right, (EPM B306), very fine
£150-200
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J.B. Page

2881
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, £5 (6), ND (1967),
prefixes 35A, 62A (two consecutive), 02B, 52B and
09C, A, blue, Elizabeth II at right (EPM B314), the A
suffix first suffix for series, uncirculated (6)
£140-180

2882
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, £10, ND (1967),
serial number A41 717450, brown, Elizabeth II at
right, reverse lion and key (EPM B316), uncirculated
and the A41 the first prefix for series, rare
£150-200

2884
Bank of England, J.B. Page, £1, serial number S89L
918384, green, Queen Elizabeth II at right, (EPM
B320), pen annotation at front, very fine
£150-200

2885
Bank of England, J.B. Page, £1 (48), ND (1970),
green, Elizabeth II at right, all are mid prefix types
(EPM B320), generally extremely fine to uncirculated
(48)
£140-180

2883
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, £10 (9), ND (1967),
all prefix A, brown, Elizabeth II at right, reverse lion
and key (EPM B316), almost uncirculated (9)
£250-300
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2888
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (5), BS78
637919, BT06 788618/28, BT76 5/688079, BZ43
708586, BZ72 126012, green with Q.E.II at upper
right and Britannia below to left. (EPM B322) BS78
about very fine with missing print to upper right corner,
BT06 unc. with serial number differences, BT76 about
unc. as BT06, BZ43 very fine missing print around top
right of portrait, BZ72 about unc. missing metallic
thread
£200-250

2886
Bank of England, J.B. Page, a group of £1 (45), ND
(1970), prefixes, T91B, T78D, T49E, T28H, T08K,
T92L, U30A, U46B, U36C, U04D, U12D, U04H,
W45A, W98B, W82C, W01D, W67E, W81H, X69A,
X23B, X79C, X34D, X45E, X11H, X73J, X05K,
X35L, Y01A, Y54B, Y41C, Y81D, Y40E, Y19H,
Y43J, Y03K, Y16L, Z16A, Z81B, Z01C, Z41D,
Z13E, Z65H, Z01J, Z82K, Z06L, (EPM B320). a
complete group of prefixes from 1970 issue, very fine or
better, very useful group (45)
£150-200

2889
Bank of England, J.B. Page, a group of £1 (47), ND
(1970), prefixes, AN11, AR05, BN01, BN75, BR80,
BS02, BT02, BU01, BW02, BX34, BY69, BZ33,
CN70, CR43, CS73, CT41, CU20, CW75, CX09,
CY59, CZ25, DN18, DR82, DS10, DT36, DU39,
DW59, DX06, DY09, EN23, ER28, ES25, ET52,
EU09, EW58, EX02, EY28, EZ79, HN15, HR23,
HS57, HT42, HU54, HW76, HX40, HY21, HZ17,
(EPM B322), a complete group of prefixes of this issue,
extremely fine or better (47)
£150-200

2887
Bank of England, J.B. Page, £1 (2), serial number
AN01 621922, HZ63 897883 green, Queen
Elizabeth II at right, (EPM B322), first and last run
of the series, first note pressed, extremely fine, second,
minor fold, good extremely fine (2)
£180-220
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2892
Bank of England, J.B. Page, a group of replacement
notes, ND (1970), prefixes, MT01, MU01, MW01,
MW19, MR07, MS45, MT13, MU04, MW18, (EPM
B323), MT13, MW19, MW18 very fine, remaining
about uncirculated to uncirculated (9)
£250-300

2890
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (2), AN53
628750, AN03 945891, green with Q.E.II at upper
right and Britannia below to left. (EPM B322) AN53
about fine with prefix/serial pencilled in upper left and
absent lower right, AN03 uncirculated with mirror
image of obverse on reverse
£200-250

2893
Bank of England, J.B. Page, replacement £5, serial
number 14M 538224 (EPM B325), pressed, very fine
£70-100

2891
Bank of England, J.B. Page, £1 (78), ND (1970),
green, Elizabeth II at right, the group includes 5
replacements, one example comprising MR20, MS54,
MT03, MU16, MW15 (EPM B322, 323), generally
uncirculated (78)
£250-300

2894
Bank of England, J.B. Page, £10 (10), ND (1971),
prefix B (5), C (5), brown, Elizabeth II at right,
reverse lion and key (EPM B326), generally extremely
fine or better (10)
£200-250
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2895
Bank of England, J.B. Page, £10 (5), ND (1967), all
prefix M03 except one M06, brown, Elizabeth II at
right, reverse lion and key (EPM B327), uncirculated
and five replacement notes (5)
£200-250

2897
Bank of England, J.B. Page, replacement £20 (2),
1970, consecutive serial number M02 534308-9,
purple on multicolour underprint, portrait Queen
Elizabeth II at right, St George slaying dragon at
centre left, seated Britannia low centre left, reverse,
William Shakespeare, (EPM B329), both in PMG
holder 66 EPQ Gem Uncirculated, pleasing high-graded
replacements (2)
£300-400

2896
Bank of England, J.B. Page, £10 , ND (1971), serial
number M01 280082, brown, Elizabeth II at right,
reverse lion and key (EPM B327), uncirculated and a
rare first prefix for series
£160-220
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2899
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £5, ND
(1971), serial number A36 215512, blue on
multicolour underprint with Q.E.II at right, Britannia
low left-centre and winged Victory in chariot above,
reverse Duke of Wellington centre-right and Battle of
Fuentes de Onoro to left (EPM 332) extremely fine,
mirrored image of obverse printed over reverse, trace of
previous mounting to right corners
£250-350

2898
Bank of England, J.B. Page, £10 (2), ND (1975),
A01 000176/177, brown and orange on multicolour
underprint, Q.E.II at right and Britannia lower left
corner with lilies to centre and reverse Florence
Nightingale together with scene of Barracks Hospital,
Scutari. (EPM B330) 000176 unc., 000177 about unc.
with slight fold to left margin
£400-500

2900
Bank of England, J.B. Page, specimen £1, A00 000000, green on multicolour underprint with Q.E.II at right and reverse
Sir Isaac Newton; red SPECIMEN overprint twice to both sides and Specimen No. 059 to lower left margin. (EPM
B337s/BE83s) about uncirculated
£1,000-1,200
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2903
Bank of England, J.B. Page, replacement £1, serial
number M01 284995, green, Queen Elizabeth II at
right, reverse, Sir Isaac Newton, (EPM B338), one
light vertical fold, about uncirculated, only prefix issued,
quite rare
£150-200

2901
Bank of England, J.B. Page, a group of £1 (37), ND
(1948), prefixes, A01, B61, C11, D59, E63, H26,
J35, K71, L06, N01, R36, S46, T59, U45, W38, X04,
Y25, Z03, Z80, 01A, 24A, 37B, 10C, 48D, 15E,
16H, 64J, 57K, 66L, 41N, 54R, 18S, 33T, 10U,
68W, 64X, 08Y, (EPM B337 B339), a complete group
of prefixes from the first two issue of the ‘Sir Isaac
Newton’ £1 notes, Z80 very fine, others uncirculated
(37)
£180-250

2904
Bank of England, J.B. Page, a group of experimental
issue £1 (4), prefixes 81Z, 81K, 81X, 81U, green,
Queen Elizabeth II at right, reverse, Sir Isaac Newton,
(EPM B339a), 81Z very fine, 81U about very fine,
remainder uncirculated (4)
£250-300

2902
Bank of England, J B Page, £1 (9), prefix 67K, D H
F Somerset, £1 (11), 1978, prefixes BS66, BW05,
CU29, M Lowther, £5 (8), 2002, HB45, HC04,
HC20, HD68, HE21, HE68, £10 (6), prefix CB12,
(EPM B339, 337, 390, 393, 395) balance
uncirculated (34)
£250-300
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D.H.F. Somerset

2905
Bank of England, J.B. Page, D. H. F. Somerset,
first and last prefix of the ‘Sir Isaac Newton’ £1, A01
000039, DY21 570939, green, Queen Elizabeth II at
right, (EPM B337, B341), A01 uncirculated, DY21
shows minor handling, about uncirculated (2)
£80-120

2906
Bank of England, J.B.Page, £1 (2), ND (1978),
serial numbers A01 001421/1422, D.H.F.Somerset,
£1 (4), ND (1981), serial numbers AN01
003869/670/671/672, all green, Elizabeth II at
right (EPM B337, 341), uncirculated and all low
serial numbers (6)
£150-200

2907
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £1 (3), ND
(1981), AN01 000172/173/174, green on
multicolour underprint, Q.E.II at right and Britannia
lower left with Sir Isaac Newton to reverse and green
‘W’ lower left corner. (EPM B341) uncirculated and
good trio with low numbers from first run
£300-350

2908
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £1 (3), ND
(1981), AN01 000175/176/177, green on
multicolour underprint, Q.E.II at right and Britannia
lower left with Sir Isaac Newton to reverse and green
‘W’ lower left corner. (EPM B341) uncirculated and
good trio of low numbers from first series
£300-350
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2909
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £1 (3), ND
(1981), AN01 000178/179/180, green on
multicolour underprint, Q.E.II at right and Britannia
lower left with Sir Isaac Newton to reverse and green
‘W’ lower left corner. (EPM B341) uncirculated and
good trio of low-number notes from first run
£300-350

2911
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, a group of £1
(35) prefixes, AN01, AR16, AS42, AT69, AU11,
AW34, AX12, AY84, AZ05, BN78, BR53, BS42,
BT83, BU76, BW79, BX35, BY48, BZ83, CN13,
CR74, CS33, CT52, CU50, CW77, CX46, CY19,
CZ47, DN10, DR15, DS62, DT44, DU52, DW43,
DW01, DX41, (EPM B341), near complete set of £1 in
this series, uncirculated (35)
£150-200

2912
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £5 (22), ND
(1980), all mid prefix, one example with prefix NC90,
blue, Elizabeth II at right, Victory in biga at left centre
(EPM B343), uncirculated, the NC 90 last prefix of
series, scarce (22)
£250-300

2910
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £1 (3), ND
(1981), AN01 000181/182/183, green on
multicolour underprint, Q.E.II at right and Britannia
lower left with Sir Isaac Newton to reverse and green
‘W’ lower left corner. (EPM B341) uncirculated trio
with low numbers from first run
£300-350
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2913
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £5, ND (1980), serial number BR 901046, blue, Elizabeth II at right, Victory in
biga at left centre (EPM B344), uncirculated and a very rare OCR (optical character recognition)
£800-1,000

2914
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £5, ND
(1980), serial number RA01 000596/597/598, blue,
Elizabeth II at right, Victory in biga at left centre
(EPM B345), uncirculated and a scarce first run
consecutive trio (3)
£160-220

2916
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £10, 1984,
serial number AN01 000085, brown and
multicoloured, Elizabeth II at right, lily symbol at
centre, reverse Florence Nightingale at right, Scutari
hospital scene at centre left, (EPM B348), in PMG
holder 65 EPQ Gem Uncirculated, with ‘L’ at reverse,
first run and very low serial
£300-400

2915
Bank of England, D.H.F.Somerset, £10 (9), ND
(1980), prefixes W15, X15, Y57, Z78, 50D, AZ07,
AX07, BZ28 and CN80, brown, Elizabeth II at right,
lily at centre (EPM B346, 347, 348), uncirculated (9)
£200-250
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2917
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £20, ND (1981), serial number E01 000011, purple, Elizabeth II at right, Saint
George and the dragon at left (EPM B350), first prefix for type and a very low serial number, very rare as such, uncirculated
£600-800

2918
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £20, 1981, serial number E01 757373, purple on multicolour underprint, portrait
Queen Elizabeth II at right, St George slaying dragon at centre left, seated Britannia low centre left, reverse, William
Shakespeare, (EPM B350), in PMG holder 64 EPQ Choice Uncirculated, first run, rare in this grade and ‘first’ prefix
£700-900
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2919
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £50 (2), ND (1981), A01 000176/177, pink and brown on multicolour
underprint, Q.E.II at right and Britannia lower left with Phoenix to upper centre and reverse Sir Christopher Wren at right
centre, view of St. Paul’s Cathedral and City of London left centre. (EPM B352) uncirculated pair with good low numbers
from first run
£450-550

2920
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £50 (2), ND (1981), A01 000178/179, pink and brown on multicolour
underprint, Q.E.II at right and Britannia lower left with Phoenix to upper centre and reverse Sir Christopher Wren at right
centre, view of St. Paul’s Cathedral and City of London left centre. (EPM B352) uncirculated low numbers from first run
£450-550
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2921
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £50 (2), ND (1981), A01 000180/181, pink and brown on multicolour
underprint, Q.E.II at right and Britannia lower left with Phoenix to upper centre and reverse Sir Christopher Wren at right
centre, view of St. Paul’s Cathedral and City of London left centre. (EPM 352) uncirculated and good low numbers from
first run
£450-550

2922
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £50 (2), ND (1981), A01 000182/183, pink and brown on multicolour
underprint, Q.E.II at right and Britannia lower left with Phoenix to upper centre and reverse Sir Christopher Wren at right
centre, view of St. Paul’s Cathedral and City of London left centre. (EPM B352) about uncirculated, 000182 with miniscule
nick obverse lower left border, 000183 slight folding to left margin and mark lower right margin
£400-500
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2923
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £50, ND
(1981), serial number A01 002024, green, Elizabeth
II at right, phoenix at centre (EPM B352), first prefix
for type and a low serial number, scarce, uncirculated
£150-200

G.M. Gill

2924
Bank of England, G.M. Gill, £5 (21), ND (1988),
all mid prefix, includes one RL01, blue, Elizabeth II at
right, Victory in biga at left centre (EPM B353),
uncirculated (21)
£200-250

x2926
Bank of England, G.M. Gill, £50, D50 661341,
Red and green multicolour obverse with Q.E.II to
right, Britannia to lower left and a phoenix rising from
ashes upper centre, reverse Sir Christopher Wren to
centre right, ornately coloured and detailed St. Paul’s
Cathedral and City of London upper left centre. (EPM
B356), Uncirculated
£150-200

2927
Bank of England, G.M. Gill, £5, ND (1990), prefix
A01 (3), A02 (2), turquoise, Elizabeth II at right,
Britannia at left (EPM B357), uncirculated (5)
£100-150

G.E.A. Kentfield

2925
Bank of England, G.M. Gill, £10 (4), ND (1988),
prefixes DU, EN, EU, JN, blue, Elizabeth II at right,
Victory in biga at left centre, also £20 (3), ND (1988),
prefixes 02L, 18L, 74M, purple and muticoloured,
Elizabeth II at right, Saint George and the dragon at
centre (EPM B354, 355), £10 uncirculated, £20
extremely fine (7)
£220-260

2928
Bank of England, G.E.A. Kentfield, £20, ND
(1991), serial number E01 000195, purple, Queen
Elizabeth II at right, Britannia at left, reverse purple,
Faraday uncirculated and scarce, the first 1000 notes for
type never issued
£200-250
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2932
Bank of England, G.E.A. Kentfield, ERROR £20,
1991, serial number H56 387576, purple and black
on multicolour underprint, Q.E.II at right and
Britannia left-centre, reverse Michael Faraday portrait
at right and illustration of Royal Institution lecture at
left, (EPM B371) about very fine, misguillotined to left
and right with excess margin at left but absence of same
at right, much creasing and folding including minor
dirt,
£100-150

2929
Bank of England, G.E.A. Kentfield, £50 (3), ND
(1991), prefixes E09, E14, E30, green, Elizabeth II at
right, phoenix at centre (EPM B361), first two
uncirculated, the E30 the last prefix is good very fine and
scarce (3)
£250-300

Merlyn Lowther

2930
Bank of England, G.E.A. Kentfield, £50, serial
number E15 690277, G. M. Gill, £50, D41 498033,
D.H.F. Somerset, £50, A09 438633, (EPM B352,
B356, B361), all show some handling, good extremely
fine (3)
£200-250

2933
Bank of England, M. Lowther, £5 (100), ND,
(2003), serial number EC90 587701-800, turquoise,
Elizabeth II at right, Britannia at left, Lowther
signature (EPM B380) uncirculated (100)
£600-650

2931
Bank of England, G.E.A. Kentfield, £10 (3), ND
(1992), serial number A01 007084, A01 199789 and
prefix A32, brown, Elizabeth II at right, Britannia at
left (EPM B366), uncirculated (3)
£80-120

2934
Bank of England, M. Lowther, £20 (5), DA01
000544/546/547/551/553, purple and black on
multicolour underprint, Q.E.II at right and Britannia
at left with reverse Michael Faraday at right and
illustration of Royal Institution lecture at left. (EPM
B384) uncirculated (5) with a hint of colour smudging
to some, a nice selection of low-numbered notes from first
run
£300-400
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Andrew Bailey

2935
Bank of England, M. Lowther, £5 (11), serial
number HB22 130448, HB24 116399, HB26
129401, 411-414, 417-420, blue-green, Queen
Elizabeth II at right, reverse Elizabeth Fry, (EPM
B393), very fine to about uncirculated (11)
£70-120

x2937
Bank of England, A. Bailey, £50 (3), 1994, serial
number N21 096738, 096739, 096740 (EPM B404)
uncirculated, consecutive trio
£350-400

x2938
Bank of England, A. Bailey, £50 (3), 1994, serial
number N22 096738, 096739, 096740 (EPM B404)
uncirculated (3)
£350-400

x2936
Bank of England, M. Lowther, £5, £10, £20,
HA01, AA01 (2) 005868, (EPM B393, B388, B386),
Uncirculated and £20 with small colour smudge to
margin top centre
£50-100
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Victoria Cleland

2939
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £10, ND (2014), serial number LH01 000010, pale orange-brown, Queen
Elizabeth II at right, Britannia and value in foil hologram at left, reverse brown and multicoloured, Charles Darwin at right,
humming bird and flowers at left uncirculated and a very low serial number
£1,000-1,100

2940
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £20, ND (2014), serial number JH41 000010, purple and white, Queen Elizabeth
II at right, Bank of England building low centre, value top left and right and low right, Britannia at low left and holographic
strip left centre with value and profile of Adam Smith, reverse purple, Adam Smith left, pin manufacturing scene at centre
uncirculated and a very low number
£1,100-1,200
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An Unusual Low-Numbered Cleland £50

2941
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £50, ND (2014), serial number AJ36 000010, red and white, Queen Elizabeth II
at right, Bank of England building low centre, value top left and right and low right, Britannia low left, green motion thread
left centre, reverse red and white, Matthew Boulton and James Watt at left, Soho Manufactory in background, Whitbread
Steam Engine in foreground uncirculated and a very low number
£900-1,000
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2942
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £5 (3), ND (2016), serial number AA01, AA02, AA03 000023, printed on polymer,
blue on green, Queen Elizabeth II at right, Bank of England building at low centre, see-through window security feature
with metallic foil of Elizabeth Tower and clearly defined portrait of Queen Elizabeth II at left, reverse, Winston Churchill
at centre, Houses of Parliament at left, (EPM B414), AA01 uncirculated, remaining with fold at centre, extremely fine, rare
set of the same low numbers (3)
£1,400-1,600
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2943
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £5 (2), ND (2016), serial number AA01, AA02 000024, printed on polymer, blue
on green, Queen Elizabeth II at right, Bank of England building at low centre, see-through window security feature with
metallic foil of Elizabeth Tower and clearly defined portrait of Queen Elizabeth II at left, reverse, Winston Churchill at
centre, Houses of Parliament at left (EPM B414), AA01 uncirculated, AA02 with multiple vertical folds, rare set of the same
low numbers (2)
£1,100-1,300
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2944
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £5, ND (2016), serial number AA01 000025, printed on polymer, blue on green,
Queen Elizabeth II at right, Bank of England building at low centre, see-through window security feature with metallic
foil of Elizabeth Tower and clearly defined portrait of Queen Elizabeth II at left, reverse, Winston Churchill at centre,
Houses of Parliament at left, (EPM B414), uncirculated
£1,000-1,200

2945
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £5 (2), ND (2016), serial number AA01 002300, 002400, printed on polymer, blue
on green, Queen Elizabeth II at right, Bank of England building at low centre, see-through window security feature with
metallic foil of Elizabeth Tower and clearly defined portrait of Queen Elizabeth II at left, reverse, Winston Churchill at
centre, Houses of Parliament at left (EPM B414), some crinkle to the paper, extremely fine (2)
£600-800
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x2946
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £5 (2), AA37 100000, AA08 100000, (EPM
B414), in PMG holders, AA08 Choice Very Fine 35 EPQ AA37 EPQ (2)
£200-250

x2947
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £5, AH46 444444, Pale blue and green on
multicolour underprint, Q.E.II to right and Bank of England lower centre, reverse Sir
Winston Churchill to centre and Palace of Westminster to left. (EPM B414), in PMG
holder Choice Uncirculated 64 EPQ
£350-400
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x2948
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £5 (8), AJ59 111111, AD09 222222, AK06 333333, AH49 444444, AC40
555555, AE41 666666, AM09 777777, AD16 888888, Pale blue and green with multicolour underprint, Q.E.II to right
and Bank of England to lower centre, reverse Sir Winston Churchill centre with Palace of Westminster and Westminster
Bridge to left. (EPM B414), in PMG holders from 53 About Uncirculated EPQ to 65 Gem Uncirculated EPQ
£3,000-4,000
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x2949
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £5, AK24 777777, Pale blue and green on multicolour underprint, Q.E.II to right
and Bank of England lower centre, reverse Sir Winston Churchill centre left and Palace of Westminster to left (EPM B414)
in PMG holder About Uncirculated 53 EPQ
£300-400

x2950
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £5, AL27 111111, Pale blue and green on multicolour underprint, Q.E.II to right
and Bank of England lower centre, reverse Sir Winston Churchill centre and Palace of Westminster to left (EPM B414) in
PMG holder About Uncirculated 55 EPQ
£300-400
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x2951
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £5, BA17 666666, Pale blue and green on multicolour underprint, Q.E.II to right
and Bank of England lower centre, reverse Sir Winston Churchill centre left and Palace of Westminster to left, (EPM B414)
in PMG holder Choice About Uncirculated 58 EPQ
£300-400

x2952
Bank of England, Victoria Cleland, £10, BK32 666666, Orange and brown on multicoloured underprint, Q.E.II to
right and Bank of England lower centre, Jane Austen to reverse centre and country scene of Godmersham Park to left with
carriage and horses at front and stylised image of Elizabeth Bennett at writing desk above all (EPM B415), in PMG holder
About Uncirculated 55 EPQ
£500-600
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Mixed Lots

2953
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, 10/-, serial
number O46D 082557, £1 (7), prefixes, B12D,
Y43D, C09H, R61A, E45B, 79E, E63B (EPM B238,
B249, B251, B258, B260), C09H Y43D E63B both
have one vertical centre fold, good very fine, all show
light handling, about uncirculated (8)
£120-180

2954
A group of Bank of England notes, P.S. Beale, £1
(2), first series H47B, Z29C, L.K. O’Brien, 10/- (3),
C88Z, J47, A72, £1 (2), D60, X33J, J.Q. Hollom,
10/-, Z66, £1, C55N, £5, E78, £10, A18, J.S. Fforde,
£1, S80E, 10/- (4), A66N, B88N, consecutive C25N
016103-4, £5, 57C, £10, A63, £20, A02, (EPM
B268, B281, B286, B288, B394, B297, B305, B310,
B314, B316, B318) most about uncirculated to
uncirculated, with a few very fine (18)
£180-220

2955
Bank of England, G.E.A. Kentfield, £10, prefix
KR30, last prefix for type, £5 (2), prefixes R01 and
AA01, £10, prefix A01, £10 (3) including a DD01,
£20 (2), prefixes S44 and CB58 (EPM B360, 362,
363, 366, 369, 371, 375), uncirculated (9)
£180-240

2956
Bank of England, G.E.A. Kentfield, £50, 1994,
serial numbers A99 409720-1, A99 409722-4, A99
796735, A99 853977, Andrew Bailey, £50, serial
number M01 299494, (EPM B377, B404), extremely
fine to uncirculated (8)
£550-650
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2957
Bank of England, Merlyn Lowther, £5 (2), prefixes
EA01 and YR20, also £10, prefix YR20, £10 (2),
prefixes LA80 (last) and AA01, £5, prefix HA01, £20
(3), prefixes DA01, DA80 (last), AA01, Victoria
Cleland £5 (2), prefix AA01, £10 (4), ME02 and
AA01 (3) (EPM B380, 382, 388, 393, 384, 386ff),
uncirculated (15)
£200-300

2959
Bank of England, a group comprising Catterns 10
shillings, prefix U15, K.O. Peppiatt, mauve 10
shillings, B59D, and blue £1, A04D, O’Brien, 10
shillings, £1 and a ‘lion and key’ £5, 10 shillings, K29,
Hollom £10, prefix A01, Fforde £1 (2), £5, prefix
05A, Page £5 and £10, Page £10, N64, Somerset £1
(2) including a DY21, £5, £20, 22A, also £50, prefix
A01 (EPM B223, 251, 249, 271, 273, 280, 286, 299,
305, 314, 324, 326, 330, 341, 343, 351, 352),
generally extremely fine to uncirculated (19)
£200-300

x2958
Bank of England, A. Bailey, £20, EK13 000003,
(EPM B405), uncirculated and a very low serial
£100-150
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2960
Bank of England, G.M. Gill, £5 (2), prefixes SE90
and A01, £20, 20X, last prefix for type and £20, prefix
A01, (EPM B353, 357, 355, 358), all are the first or
last prefixes for type, uncirculated (4)
£200-300

2961
Bank of England, G.M. Gill, £5, serial number A07
097322, £20, first run low number A01 001343,
G.E.A. Kentfield, £5, U09 685899, £10, A37
742555, £20, U43 104633, (EPM B357, B358,
B362, B366, B371), all show some handling, generally
good extremely fine (5)
£150-200

2962
An album of banknotes, comprising Beale £1 (2),
Somerset £1 (23), Treasury, John Bradbury 10
shillings (3), second issue, Bradbury 10 shillings (2),
third issue, Warren-Fisher 10 shillings (2), Britannia
10 shillings ‘Britannia’ (18), Peppiatt Mauve 10
shillings (7), Elizabeth II portrait 10 shillings (38),
Rhodesia $1, 5, 10 (2), Zimbabwe 50 trillion dollars,
Malaya $1, 1953, Hong Kong $10 (2) mixed grades
but a useful lot
£300-400

2963
An album of currency, comprising Warren-Fisher 10
shillings and £1, Britannia £1 blue (2), green (4),
Elizabeth II 10 shillings (2), £1 (3), Lion and Key £5,
Hollom £5, A01, Page £10, A01, Hollom £10, A16,
£20 (2), both prefix 18A, Clydesdale £10, mixed
grades, the Hollom £5 A01 uncirculated and scarce (18)
£180-220
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2964
A group of Bank of England notes, J.B. Page, £1,
HR79, 31W 233333, £5, AY03, £10, B74, C03, £20,
D56, £10, first series A79, D. H. F. Somerset, £1,
CT45, £5, ER66, £10, 66E, £10, AT22, £20, first
series E14, G. M. Gill, £5, RJ29, £10, ES81, £20,
09T, British Armed Forces, 5p, £1, (EPM B320,
B326, B328, B330, B336, B341, B343, B347, B348,
B350, B353, B354, B355, Pick M22, M44), some show
signs of handling, about extremely fine to about
uncirculated (15)
£200-300

2965
Bank of England, a group of notes, J. Hollom, £1,
prefix E95X, J, Fforde, 10/-, prefix 40W, A88N,
B73N, J. Page, £1, prefix Z09A, BN28, HT42, 57, D.
Somerset, £1 (20), consecutive serial number, DU16
644400-19, (EPM B288, B309, B310, B320, B322,
B341), very fine, Somerset notes all uncirculated apart
from one (30)
£70-100
2966
A selection of English notes, comprising Durham
£5, Stockton on Tees £5, both cut cancelled, WarrenFisher 10 shillings and £1 (2), one of the £1 Northern
Ireland type, Catterns £1 (3), Peppiatt blue £1 (6),
Beale £1 (3), O’Brien £1 (3), Britannia types, Catterns
10 shillings, Peppiatt mauve 10 shillings (3), Britannia
brown 10 shillings (14), Elizabeth II portrait brown
10 shillings (9), O’Brien Lion and Key £5 (2),
Elizabeth II portrait £1 (100), Somerset £5 (3), Gill
£5 (19), Gill £10 (2), £20, Kentfield £10 (2), £20,
Lowther £5 (3), £10 generally very fine or better, the
more modern issues generally uncirculated (178)
£350-400

End of Morning Session
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WEDNESDAY 10 OCTOBER 2018
Afternoon session commencing at 2.00 p.m. (Lots 2967-3485)

THE DAVID CAREW
COLLECTION OF ERRORS

2967
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, ERROR £1,
R51H 0- (numbers missing), blue and pink with
Britannia at left and value at right (EPM B249) about
very fine, serial numbers missing at right and several
missing at left, rare
£150-200

2968
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, ERROR £1, serial
numbers omitted completely, blue and pink with
Britannia at left and value at right (EPM B249) about
fine, a pencil number faintly visible at right, very rare
£150-200

2969
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, ERROR £1,
A35D 070280, pale blue and pink with Britannia at
left and value at right, obverse correctly printed but
reverse blank. (EPM B249/E2a) extremely fine,
pressed-out central crease to reverse
£300-400

2970
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, ERROR £1,
M67E 667031 blue and pink with Britannia at left and
value opposite right (EPM B249) about fine, extra
paper lower left and missing paper upper left, some
dirt/discolouration
£100-200
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2972
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, ERROR £1 (3),
X76A 546229, £1 pale pink and blue with Britannia
upper left and value upper right, this note lacking
prefix and serial number with vertical red crayon line
across left centre; £1 pale pink and blue with Britannia
upper left and value upper right, this note lacking
upper right prefix and serial number but partial
prefix/serial number lower left, small bulge upper
border and small ink spots. £1 green with Britannia at
left and value at right, lacking upper right prefix and
serial number with partial serial 229 reverse top left,
small margin tear and slightly dirty. (B249/E3a, E3b;
B260/E3b) about fine (1), about very fine (2)
£150-200

2974
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, ERROR £1 (2),
W45A 551222, D51B 764171, W45A 551222 green
with Britannia at left and value at right, obverse
correctly printed but reverse major offset printing,
heavy overprint of obverse design. D51B 764171
obverse correctly printed but partial offset printing to
reverse left around margin. (B260/E2d (i)) (2) about
very fine and good to fine with much evidence of folds
and creases
£120-180

2973
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, ERROR £1, green
with Britannia at left and value at right, note lacking
prefixes and serial numbers. (B260/E3a) extremely
fine, lightly pressed and slight edge soiling
£180-220
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2975
Bank of England, K.O. Peppiatt, ERROR £1 (2), B01B 347996 green with Britannia at left and value at right, pair of
notes with exactly the same prefix and serial numbers of which less than a dozen are known on Britannia pound. (EPM
B260/E3g) very fine with heavy folds, creases, and some soiling but nevertheless extremely scarce
£300-400

2976
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, ERROR, £1, R54B 469576, green with Britannia at upper left and value opposite upper
right. (EPM B268) good very fine, extra paper to lower left corner and missing print to obverse, some dirt to upper left and
lower right corners
£150-250
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2978
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, ERROR £1, M35J
495512, green with Britannia at left and value at right,
obverse correctly printed but reverse not printed and
completely blank. (B273/E2a) very fine, pressed with
strong fold to centre
£300-400

2977
Bank of England, P.S. Beale, ERROR £1 (2), C99C
069151, N84C 070945 green with Britannia at left
and value at right, C99C partial offset printing to
reverse around right margin; N84C vertical black line
centre right and prefix/serial numbers in correct
locations but inverted. (B268/E2d (i), E3 (iii)) C99C
069151 very fine with rust spots to both sides, N84C
070945 fine with strong folds and creasing
£150-200

2979
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, ERROR £1 (2),
A12L 860076, H33L 889466, green with Britannia at
left and value at right, A12L missing most of lower left
serial number (only partial 7 and 6 visible) and H33L
obverse correct but reverse partial offset print to lower
edge and slightly askew. (B273/E3b, E2d (i)) good
very fine (2), H33L 889466 pressed
£120-150
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An Important and Rare O’Brien £5 Error

2980
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, ERROR £5, London, 10 June 1955 serial number Z95 054722, black and white, ornate
crowned vignette of Britannia top left, value in black tablet lower left, extra flap of paper at lower left, (EPM
B275/BE95b), of the utmost rarity with only three copies thought known, this being the finest of the three, good very fine, BYB
Plate Note and an important piece for any collection of English errors
£800-1,200
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2983
Bank of England, J.Q. Hollom, ERROR £1, E31X
937534, green with Q.E.II to right and Britannia
below to left. (EPM B288) very fine, large piece of
extra paper to right, extending far beyond lower right
corner to show part of note below.
£200-250

2981
Bank of England, L.K. O’Brien, ERROR £1 (5),
A01 657700, C70 619460, D92 793812, J20
950947, 01U 239134, green with Q.E.II to right and
Britannia below to left. (EMP B280/281) about unc.,
good very fine, very fine, fine and about fine, a mixed lot
of error notes including broken/knotted security thread;
lack of Britannia; significant pre-printing paper crease;
extra paper corner-fold; and mis-printing of reverse
showing on front corner.
£200-300

2982
Bank of England, J.Q. Hollom, ERROR £1 (3),
E27W 805573, A01W 113716/707, B86W
318466/495, green with Q.E.II to right and
Britannia below to left (EPM B288) about
uncirculated, extremely fine with light pressing, about
fine, E27W with extra paper to top right corner showing
marginal markings to reverse, A01W and B86W with
different serial numbers to upper left and lower right
corners.
£200-250

2984
Bank of England, J.Q. Hollom, ERROR £1 (3),
K33R 554023, K82U 153695, K83U 814494 green
with Q.E.II to right and Britannia below to left. (EPM
B288) about extremely fine, very fine and about fine,
K33R with extra paper to lower left corner due to large
fold, K82U also with extra paper lower left corner but to
a lesser extent than above, K83U with extra paper to
upper right corner and fold causing most of Queen’s face
to be missed, this with folds pressed and washed.
£250-350
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2985
Bank of England, J.Q. Hollom, ERROR £1 (2),
H09X 799186, A01Y 618635, green with Q.E.II to
right and Britannia below to left. (EPM B288)
uncirculated and good very fine, H09X with extra paper
at lower left corner and showing marginal markings in
green, A01Y missing part of print lower left corner on
obverse
£200-250

2986
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, ERROR £1 (4), N/S,
A40Z 805097, A83Z 065610, C25Z 479905, green
with Q.E.II to right and Britannia below to left. (EPM
B301) extremely fine (3) and about fine, latter with
much wear and discolouration, one note missing serial
numbers but otherwise complete, A40Z large deposit of
green ink to right obverse around Queen’s head, A83Z
missing some print (principally around Queen’s head)
due to cotton thread error, C25Z with extra paper to
right.
£200-300

2987
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, ERROR £1 (3),
L97Z 723238, N/S, N84E 804130, green with
Q.E.II to right and Britannia below to left. (EPM
301/305) extremely fine (2), about very fine, L97Z
with inverted watermark on last prefix type note, one
note without serial number to obverse and partial
number in printing error on reverse, N84E extra paper
to top right corner.
£300-400

2988
Bank of England, J.Q. Hollom, J.S. Fforde,
ERROR £1 (4), A52X 577098, N90B 834579, R09J
223081, T15D 288505, green with Q.E.II at right
and Britannia low centre-right - A52X missing two
colour underprint, N90B red adhesive paper join and
staining around upper left, R09J missing two colour
underprint and T15D yellow adhesive paper join
across much of upper left. (B288/E2b (i), B305/E1c
(ii), E2b (i), E1c (iii)) A52X about very fine, A90B
about extremely fine, R09J good very fine, T15D about
unc.
£200-250
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2991
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, ERROR £1 (2), S17E
466916, S17E 466915 green with Q.E.II to right and
Britannia below to left. (EPM B305) extremely fine,
466916 with extra paper to lower right corner and
absence of numerals after initial serial in same corner,
466915 missing serial in same manner as above but with
additional partial printing to reverse.
£150-200

2989
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, ERROR £1 (4), N64J
448369, R55C 589819, R91C 799124, S86B
801492, green with Q.E.II to right and Britannia
below to left. (EPM B305) about uncirculated to about
very fine, N64J with surplus of green ink around
Queen’s left ear, R55C with significant paper crease
through left of Queen’s portrait, R91C mirror image of
obverse on reverse, S86B with extra paper to upper right
corner.
£250-300

2992
Bank of England, J.S Fforde/J.B. Page pair, £1,
T52K 892501/2, green on multicolour underprint
with Q.E.II at right and Britannia at low centre right.
(EPM B305p, Banknote Yearbook BE72c/BE78c)
about uncirculated
£300-350

2990
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, ERROR £1 (2), S20C
342717, R21E 148481, green with Q.E.II to right
and Britannia below to left. (EPM B305) about
uncirculated, S20C with large amount of extra paper to
upper right corner showing partial serial number of note
above, R21E missing prefix and serial number at upper
left corner.
£200-300
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2993
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde, ERROR £1 (2),
U03C 393001 (2) green with Q.E.II to right and
Britannia below to left. (EPM B305) about
uncirculated and rare, identical prefix and serials pair
£350-400

2994
Bank of England, J.B. Page/J.S. Fforde pair, £1,
W86B 310672/1, green on multicolour underprint
with Q.E.II at right and Britannia at low centre right.
(EPM B305p, Banknote Yearbook BE78c/BE72c)
uncirculated
£350-400

A Page, Fforde, Page Trio

2995
Bank of England, J.B. Page/J.S. Fforde/J.B. Page trio, £1, S72M 154353/4/5, green on multicolour underprint with
Q.E.II at right and Britannia at low centre right. (B306p - BE78c/BE72c) about uncirculated, replacement signature
sequence trio
£450-500
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2998
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (4), W78D
367005, W63E 60901/02, W81E 777688 green with
Q.E.II at right and Britannia lower centre right;
W78D missing two colour underprint, W63E 60901
missing blue underprint but 60902 normal, W81E
uniface error with obverse correctly printed but reverse
blank. B320 - E2b (i) (3), E2a) W78D about very fine,
W63E unc. (2), W81E very fine
£100-150

2996
Bank of England, J.S. Fforde/J.B. Page, ERROR
£1 (4), R31L 151044/150944, T44H 946636/7 (3)
green with Q.E.II to right and Britannia below to left.
(EPM B307/320) about uncirculated to about
extremely fine, R31L with two different serials to upper
left and lower right corners, T44H trio with same
numbers but two different serials to upper left and lower
right corners, trio most unusual
£250-300

2997
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR, £1 (5), U41B
423169, U85B 886948/9, W99A 450011, W84B
379555, W01E 843830, green with Q.E.II to right
and Britannia below to left. (EPM B320) uncirculated
(1), about uncirculated (4), U41B with vertical green
ink smudge to left-centre, U85B with different serial
number at top left and bottom right, W99A missing
most of lower right serial, W84B with additional paper
at upper right corner and missing some print to reverse,
W01E with different fonts used in number ‘1’
£300-350

2999
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (2), W23H
970557, W24H 970557, green with Q.E.II at upper
right and Britannia below to left. (EPM B320)
uncirculated, extra paper on both adjoining notes and
an exceptional error pair
£300-400
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3000
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (3), W38H
299942, R62M 324888, R66M 551322 green with
Q.E.II at right and Britannia lower right centre,
W38H uniface error with obverse correctly printed but
reverse blank, R62M a replacement missing part of
design and much of Queen’s face as well as some green
print, R66M missing blue underprint. (B320/E2a;
B321 - E2e (ii), E2b (i)) W38H very fine, R62M
uncirculated, R66M extremely fine
£150-200

3001
Great Britain, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (5), Y63C
554843, X21L 463440, Z05D 366099, Z43K
212114, W84M 105739 green with Q.E.II at upper
right and Britannia below to left. (EPM B320/1)
uncirculated to fine, Y63C no serial number (traces in
pencil and lightly pressed), X21L missing prefix/serial to
lower right, Z05D dropped digit in middle of lower right
serial, Z43K miscut to upper and lower note, W84M
missing most of lower right corner serial and this note
with 20mm vertical tear at top centre-left
£200-250

3002
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (2), Y41C
617294/5 green with Q.E.II at right and Britannia
below to left. (EPM B320) about uncirculated, top left
serial numbers same (ending in 4) and bottom right
same (ending in 5)
£150-200

3003
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1, AN21
334138, green with Q.E.II at right and Britannia low
centre right, uniface error with obverse correctly
printed but reverse blank. (B322/E2a) about
uncirculated
£220-240
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3005
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (3), CN28
219448, CN84 366236, CR77 060690 green with
Q.E.II at upper right and Britannia below to left.
(EPM B322) CN28 about unc. with extra paper lower
left corner showing marginal guidelines, CN84 about
extremely fine and lightly pressed reverse missing main
green print leaving very light impression, CR77 unc.
with white vertical streak across white of portrait
£250-300

3004
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (2), AN48
493585, AN89 016357, green with Q.E.II at upper
right and Britannia below to left. (EPM B322) AN48
about extremely fine with strong mirror image to obverse
and reverse, AN89 extremely fine with five ink blots to
reverse
£200-250

3006
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (5), CR80 095892/3/4/5/6, green with Q.E.II at upper right and Britannia
below to left. (EPM 322) 095892/3 about unc., remainder unc. and all offset with significant paper creases, an interesting
consecutive set of errors
£400-500
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3007
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1, CS69
112011 green with Q.E.II at right and Britannia lower
right centre, reverse correctly printed but obverse
missing most of overprint. (B322/E2b (ii)) about
uncirculated, very interesting and unusual
£300-350

3010
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1, DR70
111519, green with Q.E.II at upper right and
Britannia below to left. (EPM B322) about
uncirculated, extra paper along left border and lower
corner showing marginal markings
£150-200

3008
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1, CX76
984691, green with Q.E.II at right and Britannia low
right centre, paper join with white cotton tape (most
obvious on reverse) slightly affecting Queen on
obverse. (B322/E1?) about uncirculated, slight crease
lower left reverse
£160-200

3011
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (5), DT05
193318/19/20/21/22, green with Q.E.II at upper
right and Britannia below to left. (EPM B322)
uncirculated/about unc., 18/19 missing two digits on
upper left serial, 20/21 missing one digit same serial, 22
normal
£150-200

3009
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (8), CS37
825977, CX66 639999, CZ07 386280/1/2/3,
DR17 357045, DR29 645604, green with Q.E.II at
upper right and Britannia below to left. (EPM B322)
CS37 about very fine with green vertical streaks to
obverse, CX66 about very fine missing three digits upper
left serial, CZ07 about unc. with progressive dry print
around Queen on three notes, DR17 about extremely
fine dropped digit lower right serial and DR29 about
unc. with dropped digit upper left serial
£200-250

3012
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (6), DT79
207446, DU21 6-9999, DX17 024494, DY15
541838/938, ER16 851658, ES42 947744, green
with Q.E.II at upper right and Britannia below to left.
(EPM B322) about uncirculated to very good, DT79
dropped digit on lower right serial, DU21 missing digit
to both serial numbers, DX17 misguillotined with green
bar along right margin and note pressed, DY15
different serial numbers upper left and lower right,
ER16 misguillotined on sheet and completely out of
alignment, ES42 also misguillotined with green bar
along left border
£200-300
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3015
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (3), HU19
296828, HU19 296833, HW47 967097 green with
Q.E.II at upper right and Britannia below to left.
(EPM B322) HU19 about very fine misguillotined on
sheet and completely out of alignment, HU19 about
extremely fine and as previous, HW47 very fine, pressed
with extra paper at lower left corner showing marginal
markings
£250-300

3013
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (2), EW68
130548, AN03 091563, green with Q.E.II at right
and Britannia lower right centre, EW68 with white
cotton paper join (most obvious along upper reverse)
and AN03 missing two colour underprint to obverse.
(B322 - E1(?), E2b (i)) EW68 very fine, AN03 about
uncirculated
£150-200

3016
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (3), HY27
484389, HY30 368915, HY52 900477, green with
Q.E.II at upper right and Britannia below to left.
(EPM B322) HY27 unc. and dropped digit on lower
right serial, HY30 about very fine missing most of print
to reverse and unusual, HY52 about extremely fine with
ink blob over portrait
£250-300

3014
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (5), HT40
591109, DR/ER43 339943, ES79 069384/070284,
HR16 523306, HT61 896247 green with Q.E.II at
upper right and Britannia below to left. (EPM B322)
HT40 about unc. with different serial numbers,
DR/ER43 fine and unusual with different prefixes,
ES79 different serial numbers, HR16 dry print over
Queen’s head, HT61 miscut
£150-200
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3017
Bank of England, J.B. Page, ERROR £1 (4), MU04
991652/3, MW04 365907, MW05 739412 green
with Q.E.II at right and Britannia below to left. (EPM
B323) about uncirculated to about extremely fine,
MU04 (2) different serials to one and replacement
miscut, MW04 replacement thread completely exposed,
MW05 replacement serial pencilled in to top left and
missing low right
£200-250

3018
Bank of England, D.H.F. Somerset, £50 (2), A27
694282, ERROR, pink and brown on multicolour
underprint, Q.E.II at right and Phoenix upper centre
with Britannia lower left corner, reverse Sir
Christopher Wren at centre-right and scenic view of
St. Paul’s Cathedral at upper left centre, also including
two Royal Bank of Scotland PLC £1 notes, green,
1987-92. (EPM B352) pair of same serial number
notes, very fine with some light folding and colour
smudging
£150-250

3019
Bank of England, Somerset/Gill, £50 (3), B34
377719, D22 032833, D51 885430, ERROR, pink
and brown on multicolour underprint, Q.E.II at right
and Phoenix upper centre with Britannia lower left
corner, reverse Sir Christopher Wren at centre-right
and scenic view of St. Paul’s Cathedral at upper left
centre. (EPM B352, B356) generally extremely fine,
B34 missing much of underprint colour, Phoenix design
to obverse and St. Paul’s to reverse, D22 misprint to
reverse partly showing Queen’s face over St. Paul’s, D51
misprint to reverse removing most of Wren’s face and
design around upper right corner
£200-300

3020
Bank of England, Gill/Kentfield, £20 (4), A01
573427, A76 955440, AB06 033039/AE42 681248,
ERROR, purple and black on multicolour underprint,
Q.E.II at right and reverse Michael Faraday at right
with illustration of Royal Institution lecture at left.
(EPM B358, B371) A01 and A76 about unc.,
AB06/AE42 very good, text and most of Queen’s crown
missing from A01, reverse lacking most of Faraday on
A76, Kentfield note with two different serial numbers
overprinted, together with miscut portion of another £20
with only lower centre part of note present
£150-250
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TRIALS AND ADVERTISING
NOTES

PRISONER OF WAR CAMPS

3023
Prisoners of War Camps No. 11, multiple
locations, 6 pence, ND (1941-57), serial number
A880429, (Campbell 5016b), stamp cancelled, paper
clip rust stain at top left, small hole at centre, small tear
at top centre due to folding, in PMG holder 30 Very Fine
£80-100

3021
Bank of England, a trial £1 on card, black and white,
ND (c.1860), a vignette of Europa and globe in oval
frame at centre, value low left, initials low right, pay
Mr Henry Hase in text at top, a Thomas Rawson
engraving and printed by J. Thurston, also an unissued
Newcastle £5 and a Stockton and Cleveland £1 of
1814 good very fine, the Stockton VG (3)
£150-200

3024
Prisoner of War Camp No. 664, Catterick,
Yorkshire, 2/6, serial number 423922 Lilac, WD
(War Department) in underprint at centre, Italian
Pioneer Coy. stamp. (Campbell 5019a.) very fine, scare
£200-250

3022
Thomas De la Rue, a heavily engraved advertising
note, ND (ca 1960), red serial number 314258, blue
and pale orange, Thomas De la Rue at centre rare with
such heavy engraving, good extremely fine
£100-150

3025
Prisoner of War Camp no. 671, Salisbury,
Wiltshire, 1/-, serial number A 314388 red, WD
(War Department) in underprint at centre, O.C. 671
German P.W.W. Company P.c. stamp, reverse, ‘16
Nov 1945’ stamped, (Campbell 5017b.) about very
fine
£120-160
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3026
Prisoner of War Camp no. 676, (Puckride) Fleet
Road, Aldershot, 1/-, serial number A 342146 red,
WD (War Department) in underprint at centre, stamp
indistinct on obverse but several clear Orderley Room
stamps to reverse. (Campbell 5017b.) about very fine
£80-120

3029
Prisoner of War Camp No. 1018 (Asken),
Kinnerly, Oswestry, 1/-, serial number B 215405
red, WD (War Department) in underprint at centre,
1018 GERMAN PW WKG CO. stamp, one indistinct
stamp to reverse. (Campbell 5017c.) very fine
£100-150

3027
Prisoner of War Camp No. 1018, (Asken),
Kinnerly, Oswestry, 3d., serial number B 629020
blue, WD (War Department) in underprint at centre,
1018 GERMAN PW WKG CO. stamp. (Campbell
5015c.) very fine
£80-120

3030
Prisoner of War Camp, Old Sarum, Wiltshire, 6d.,
serial number A 579142 green, WD (War
Department) in underprint at centre, R.A.F.
STATION OLD SARUM stamp dated 10 JAN 1947
to reverse. (Campbell 5016b.) very fine
£100-120

3028
Prisoner of War Camp No. 1018 (Asken),
Kinnerly, Oswestry, 6d., serial number B 398038
green, WD (War Department) in underprint at centre,
1018 GERMAN PW WKG CO. stamp. (Campbell
5016c.) about very fine
£100-150

3031
Prisoner of War Camp, Old Sarum, Wiltshire, 3d.,
serial number B 674118 blue, WD (War Department)
in underprint at centre, R.A.F. STATION OLD
SARUM stamp to reverse. (Campbell 5015c.) very fine
£100-120
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3035
States of Guernsey, £1, 1 August 1945, serial
number 1/S 3552, blue and pale green, Marquand
signature (Banknote Yearbook GU33a), an original
good very fine to almost extremely fine thus scarce
£200-250

3032
Prisoner of War Camp, Unknown Location, 3d.,
serial number B 193342 blue, WD (War Department)
in underprint at centre, partially readable stamp 12
OCT 1945 283 (G) P.W.W.C. to obverse. (Campbell
5015c.) about very fine
£100-120

GUERNSEY

3036
States of Guernsey, £1 (2), 1963, 1966, prefixes
37/E and 46/A, blue and pale green, Saint Peter Port
at centre, Guilemette signature (Banknote Yearbook
GU33b), uncirculated (2)
£100-120

3033
States of Guernsey, 10 shillings, 1 August 1945,
serial number 2/A 2385, lilac and pale green,
Marquand signature (Banknote Yearbook GU32a), an
original good very fine
£100-150

3037
States of Guernsey, £5, 1 March 1965, serial number
2/U 0669, green and pale blue and yellow,
Guillemette signature (Banknote Yearbook GU41),
an original good very fine
£300-400

3034
States of Guernsey, 10 shillings (3), 1 July 1966,
prefixes 23/F and 24/G (2), lilac and pale green,
Guillemette signature (Banknote Yearbook GU32b),
uncirculated (3)
£100-150
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3038
States of Guernsey, £1 (12), 1969-, prefixes A(3), B,
C (2), E (2), G, green and lilac-pink, arms at centre,
value at left and right, Guillemette/Hodder
signatures, also £1 (3), as previous but Bull signatures
(Banknote Yearbook GU34a, b, c), uncirculated, one
serial number included is E 008088 (12)
£200-300

3039
States of Guernsey, £1 (14), ND (1980-), prefixes A,
green, arms at left, the Old Market Square at centre,
Bull signature (3) including two consecutive
replacement notes with Z prefix, £1 (6), prefix H (4),
K, L, also two consecutive replacement notes with Z
prefix, all Brown signature, in addition £1 (3), as
previous but Trestain signature, one serial number Y
000022 and one Z replacement (Banknote Yearbook
GU35a, b, 36a, b), uncirculated and some ‘good’
numbers (14)
£200-300

3040
States of Guernsey, £5 (2), ND (1969), prefixes A,
blue and gold, arms at right, value at left, the first with
Guilemette signature, the second Hodder signature,
reverse blue, sea front (Banknote Yearbook GU42a,
b), uncirculated, the Guillemette scarce (2)
£200-250

3041
States of Guernsey, £5 (2), ND (1969), prefixes A
and B, blue and gold, arms at right, value at left,
Hodder signatures, reverse blue, sea front, £5 (2),
prefixes B and C, as previous but Bull signature
(Banknote Yearbook GU42b, c), uncirculated (4)
£250-300

3042
States of Guernsey, £5 (3), ND (1980), serial
number A 000610, A 000707, Z 131038, brown and
pale green and violet, arms at left, value at right, all
Bull signature (Banknote Yearbook GU43),
uncirculated, two low numbers and a replacement (3)
£150-200
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3043
States of Guernsey, £10, ND (1975), serial number A 536176, blue, pale green and white, Britannia at left, value at right
within ornate scrollwork, Hodder signature, reverse blue, the battle of Queenston Heights at centre (Banknote Yearbook
GU51), almost uncirculated, original and quite scarce
£300-400

3045
States of Guensey, £10 (5), ND (1980), prefixes A,
B and replacement Z, blue and pale green, arms at left,
Castle Cornet at centre, Bull signature, also £10 (2),
as previous, serial numbers C 000044 and Z 096285,
Brown signature (Banknote Yearbook GU52a, b),
uncirculated and some ‘good’ numbers (5)
£400-500

3044
States of Guernsey, £5 (4), ND (1991), serial
number G 000056, also prefixes G, H and
replacement Z, brown and pale green, arms at left,
Fort Grey at centre, £10 (2), ND (1991), prefixes F
and replacement Z, blue, arms at left, Castle Cornet at
centre, all notes Brown signature (Banknote Yearbook
GU 44a, 52b), uncirculated (5)
£150-200
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3046
States of Guernsey, £20 (2), ND (1980), serial
number A 000374 and replacement Z 009910, red
and pale green, arms at left, Saumarez Park at centre,
both notes Bull signature (Banknote Yearbook
GU61a), uncirculated, the replacement scarce (2)
£250-350

3047
States of Guernsey, a set of the ND (1980), series comprising £1, green, £5, brown, £10, blue and £20, red, all serial
number A 000020, all arms low left, all Bull signature (Banknote Yearbook GU35a, 43, 52a, 61a, Pick 48a, 49a, 50a, 51a),
uncirculated, a very low serial number set (4)
£600-800
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3050
States of Guernsey, £20, ND (1990), serial number
Z 029202, red and pale green, arms at left, Saumarez
Park at centre, Trestain signature (Banknote Yearbook
GU62b), uncirculated, a scarce replacement note
£150-180

3048
States of Guernsey, £20 (2), ND (1980), both prefix
A, red and pale green, arms at left, Saumarez Park at
centre, both notes Brown signature (Banknote
Yearbook GU61b), uncirculated, the replacement (2)
£200-300

3051
States of Guernsey, £1 (2), ND (1990), consecutive
pair with prefix M, green, arms at left, £5 (2), prefixes
J (3) and Z, brown, arms at left, also £20 (2), prefixes
B, red, all Trestain signature (Banknote Yearbook
GU36b, 44b, 62b), uncirculated (7)
£150-200

3049
States of Guernsey, £20 (2), ND (1980), prefixes B
and replacement Z, red and pale green, arms at left,
Saumarez Park at centre, both notes Brown signature,
smaller format than previous lot (Banknote Yearbook
GU62a), uncirculated, the replacement scarce (2)
£200-250

3052
States of Guernsey, £50, ND (1994), serial number
A 020434, blue and pale green and pink, Elizabeth II
at right, seal low centre, the Royal Court House at left,
Trestain signature (Banknote Yearbook GU71a),
uncirculated
£100-150
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3053
States of Guernsey, £5, ND (1996), brown and multicoloured, Elizabeth II at right, arms low centre, St Peter Port church
at left, £10 , ND (1995), blue and multicoloured, Elizabeth II at right, seal low centre, Elizabeth College low left, also
£20, ND (1995), red and multicoloured, seal low centre, St James Concert Hall at left, £50, brown and pale blue and pink,
Elizabeth II at right, seal low centre, the Royal Court House at left, all are serial number A 000027, all Trestain signature
(Banknote Yearbook GU 46, 54a, 63a, 71a), uncirculated and a lovely low number set (4)
£400-600

3054
States of Guernsey, £5 (5), ND (1996), prefixes A
(2) and replacement Z, brown and multicoloured,
Elizabeth II at right, arms low centre, St Peter Port
Church at left, £5 (2), ND (2000), as previous but
millennium issues, £10 (2), ND (1995), prefixes A and
replacement Z, blue and multicoloured, Elizabeth II
at right, seal low centre, Elizabeth College low left,
also £20 (2), ND (1995), prefixes B and replacement
Z, red and multicoloured, seal low centre, St James
Concert Hall at left (Banknote Yearbook GU45a, 46,
54a, 63a), uncirculated (10)
£150-200

3055
States of Guernsey, £1 (7), ND (1996), prefixes T,
U (4) and three consecutive Z replacement issues,
green, £5 (4), prefixes C (2) and Z (2) replacement
issues, brown, £10 (4), prefixes D (2) and Z (2)
replacement issues, blue, £20 (2), serial number C
222221 and Z 007151, red, all Clark signatures
(Banknote Yearbook GU36c, 45b, 45c, 54a, 63b), two
£5 fine, balance uncirculated (17)
£200-250
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3056
States of Guernsey, £1 (3), ND (2013), prefix
TD/LR, De la Rue commemoratives, green, £10 (4),
prefixes F (2), G and Z replacement, blue, £20 (5),
prefixes C, D and replacement Z and QE/60 (2), red,
all Haines signatures (Banknote Yearbook GU37, 54d,
64, 65), generally uncirculated (12)
£180-240

3058
States of Jersey, 6d, 1/-, 2/-, 10/-, £1, ND (194142), 485167, 65453, 126111, 10376, 3576, 6d black
on orange underprint, arms at upper left and chain
watermark, 1/- dark brown on blue underprint and
reverse brown silhouette of two men, 2/- blue on light
brown underprint, horse-drawn cart to obverse and
same in blue to reverse, 10/- green with girl and cows
to reverse, £1 purple on green underprint and reverse
men with cart gathering seaweed. (Banknote Yearbook
JE1, 2, 4-6) good very fine to uncirculated (5)
£300-350

JERSEY

3057
St. Saviours Bank, Jersey, £1, 12 May 1832, serial
number 155, black and white, St. Saviours Church top
left, arms top left, manuscript signatures below, the
signatures at right manuscript cross cancelled (Pick
S346), an original very fine thus scarce
£200-300

3059
States of Jersey, 10 shillings, ND (1963), serial
number A 000185, brown and pale blue, Elizabeth II
at right, arms low centre, Padgham signature
(Banknote Yearbook JE10), uncirculated and a low
number
£120-160

3060
States of Jersey, 10 shillings (3), ND (1963), prefixes
A, B, C, brown and pale blue, Elizabeth II at right,
arms low centre, Padgham signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE10), uncirculated and all three prefixes for
type (3)
£100-150
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3061
States of Jersey, £1 (5), ND (1963), prefixes A, B, C,
D, E, green and pale orange, Elizabeth II at right,
arms low centre, Padgham signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE11a the B very fine, balance uncirculated
and all five prefixes for type (5)
£150-200

3062
States of Jersey, £1 (3), ND (1972), prefixes H, J, K,
green and pale orange, Elizabeth II at right, arms low
centre, Clennett signature (Banknote Yearbook
JE11b), uncirculated (3)
£140-180

3064
States of Jersey, a group of specimens comprising £1
(3), May and Black signatures, £5 (2), Clennett and
May, £10 (2), Clennett and May and a £20, May
signature (Banknote Yearbook JE12b, 14b, 22a, 22b,
32a, 32b, 41b), all SPECIMEN overprint,
uncirculated (8)
£200-250

3065
States of Jersey, £5, ND (1963), serial number A
997136, red and pale green and lilac, Elizabeth II at
right, arms low centre, Padgham signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE21a), uncirculated and a lovely low
number
£200-250

3063
States of Jersey, £1 (3), ND (1972), serial number Z
052846, green and pale orange, Elizabeth II at right,
arms low centre, Clennett signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE11b), uncirculated and a rare replacement
issue for the type
£200-250
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3068
States of Jersey, £5, ND (1963), serial number Z
043861, red and pale green and lilac, Elizabeth II at
right, arms low centre, Clennett signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE21b), uncirculated and a scarce
replacement issue
£150-200
3066
States of Jersey, £5 (3), ND (1972), serial number B
831956/957/958, red and pale green and lilac,
Elizabeth II at right, arms low centre, Clennett
signature (Banknote Yearbook JE21b), uncirculated
and rare as a consecutive trio (3)
£200-250

3069
States of Jersey, £10, ND (1963), serial number A
349527, blue and pale pink and green, Elizabeth II at
right, arms low centre, Clennett signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE31), uncirculated
£120-160

3067
States of Jersey, £5, ND (1963), serial number C
399281, red and pale green and lilac, Elizabeth II at
right, arms low centre, Clennett signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE21b), uncirculated
£80-100

3070
States of Jersey, £10, ND (1963), serial number Z
029657, blue and pale pink and green, Elizabeth II at
right, arms low centre, Clennett signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE31), uncirculated and a scare replacement
issue
£180-240
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3071
States of Jersey, £1 (6), ND (1976-), prefixes DB
(2), ZB, RB, SB, ZB, blue and pale mauve, Elizabeth
II at right, arms top centre, first three Clennett
signature, last three Lely signature, also £5 (5), ND
(1976-), prefixes AB, FB, ZB, brown, design as
previous, Clennett signature, GB and ZB, Lely
signature (Banknote Yearbook JE22a, b), the Lely
replacement £1 fine, balance uncirculated and two
replacement issues included (11)
£150-180

3074
States of Jersey, £20 (2), ND (1963), prefixes AB
and AC, red and pale orange, Elizabeth II at right,
arms top centre, Lely signature (Banknote Yearbook
JE41b), almost uncirculated, fresh and original (2)
£150-200

3075
States of Jersey, £20, ND (1963), serial number ZB
019744, red and pale orange, Elizabeth II at right,
arms top centre, Lely signature (Banknote Yearbook
JE41b), almost extremely fine a scarce replacement note
£120-160
3072
States of Jersey, £10 (6), ND (1976-), prefixes AB
(2), ZB, green and lilac, Elizabeth II at right, arms top
centre, Clennett signature, also £10 (3), prefixes DB,
GB, ZB, as previous but Lely signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE32a, b), uncirculated and two scarce
replacement issues included in the lot (6)
£250-300

3073
States of Jersey, £20, ND (1963), serial number AB
000287, red and pale orange, Elizabeth II at right,
arms top centre, Clennett signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE41a), uncirculated
£100-150

3076
States of Jersey, £1 (3), ND (1989), prefixes AC,
DC, replacement CZ, green, £5 (3), prefixes AC (2),
replacement CZ, purple, £10 (2), serial numbers AC
000148 and AC 000984, red-brown, all Elizabeth II
at right, arms at centre, May signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE13, 23, 33), uncirculated, low numbers on
the £10 (8)
£180-220
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3080
States of Jersey, £50, ND (1989), serial number AC
002954, dark grey and multicoloured, Elizabeth II at
right, arms at centre, May signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE51), uncirculated
£150-200

x3077
States of Jersey, £1 (2), £10 (2), £50, (1976 - 2000),
LJ280347, XC000200, RC000200, AB000150,
AC700573, (Pick 25a, 26a, 28a, 13a, 24a)
uncirculated and some pleasing low serials (5)
£200-250

x3078
States of Jersey, £10, ND (2000), PC111111,
Orange and brown on multicoloured underprint with
portrait of Q.E.II to right, denomination to all but top
left corner, reverse Battle of Jersey and Death of Major
Peirson (Pick 28a) in PMG holder Choice Uncirculated
64
£100-200

3081
States of Jersey, £1 (2), ND (1993/1995), prefixes
GC (2), two consecutive replacement CZ, Liberation
issues prefix LJ (2), green, £5 (2), prefixes FC and
replacement CZ, purple, £10 (2), serial numbers DC
000851 and replacement CZ 010781, red-brown, all
ND (1993), Elizabeth II at right, arms at centre, all
Baird signature (Banknote Yearbook JE14, 15, 24a,
34a), uncirculated, low numbers on the £10 (10)
£150-200

3079
States of Jersey, £20 (3), ND (1989), serial numbers
AC 000349, BC 291808, replacement CZ 002726,
blue and multicoloured, Elizabeth II at right, arms at
centre, May signature (Banknote Yearbook JE42),
uncirculated, a scarce replacement (3)
£150-200

3082
States of Jersey, £20 (2), ND (1993), serial numbers
BC 500195 and replacement CZ 011514, blue, also
£50, ND (1993), serial number AC 200137, dark grey
and multicoloured, all Elizabeth II at right, arms at
centre, Baird signature (Banknote Yearbook JE43a,
51), uncirculated (3)
£150-200
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3083
States of Jersey, £1 (10), ND (1989), including a
replacement CZ, green, £5 (2), serial number KC
000116, replacement CZ, purple, £10 (2), prefixes
QC and replacement CZ, red-brown, £20 (2), serial
number LC 000333 and replacement CZ, blue, all
ND (2000-2006), Elizabeth II at right, arms at centre,
Black signature (Banknote Yearbook JE14b, 24b, 34b,
43b), last note very fine, balance uncirculated (16)
£150-200

3085
States of Jersey, £50 (2), ND (1989), serial numbers
BC 000059 and replacement CZ 007158, dark grey
and multicoloured, both Elizabeth II at right, arms at
centre, Black signature (Banknote Yearbook JE52b),
uncirculated, the replacement scarce (2)
£150-200

3086
States of Jersey, a specimen set of the ND (2010)
series comprising £1, 5, 10, 20 and 50, all Elizabeth II
facing at right, Black signature (Banknote Yearbook
JE25s, 35s, 44s, 53s), uncirculated (5)
£150-200

x3084
States of Jersey, £1, £10, £20, £50, ND (2000),
AEC, TC, PC, BC000058, (Pick 26a, 28a, 29a, 30a)
uncirculated with slight colour smudging to reverse top
margin of £50 but nevertheless a good set of matching
serial numbers
£200-300

3087
States of Jersey, £1, 5, 10, 20 and £50, all 2010, all
serial number AD 000056, all Elizabeth II at right,
arms at centre, Black signature (Banknote Yearbook
JE17, 25, 35, 44, 53), uncirculated, a low number set
(5)
£150-200
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3090
States of Jersey, a miscellaneous group of later issues
comprising £1 (12), including four consecutive
replacements, £5 replacement DZ, £10 (2), serial
numbers BD 000136/145, £20 (2), serial numbers
BD 000076/77, all Elizabeth II at right, arms at
centre, Black signature (Banknote Yearbook JE17, 25,
35, 44), uncirculated, several low numbers included
(17)
£150-200

3088
States of Jersey, £1, 5, 10, 20 and £50, all 2010, all
serial number AD 000549, all Elizabeth II at right,
arms at centre, Black signature, also a £100, serial
number QE 60000149, purple, the Diamond Jubilee
commemorative issue, Rowley signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE17, 25, 35, 44, 53, 61), uncirculated, a
low number set and a low number £100 (6)
£250-300

3091
States of Jersey, £1, 5, 10, 20 and £50, all 2010, all
replacement prefix DZ all Elizabeth II at right, arms at
centre, Black signature (Banknote Yearbook JE17, 25,
35, 44, 53), uncirculated and all replacements (5)
£200-250

3089
States of Jersey, £1, 5, 10, 20 and £50, all 2010, all
serial number AD 000550, all Elizabeth II at right,
arms at centre, Black signature, also a £100, serial
number QE 600005165, purple, the Diamond Jubilee
commemorative issue, Rowley signature (Banknote
Yearbook JE17, 25, 35, 44, 53, 61), uncirculated, a
low number set and a low number £100 (6)
£250-300

3092
States of Jersey, £100, 2010, serial number QE
60005166, purple, Elizabeth II at right, arms at
centre, Rowley signature, the Diamond Jubilee
commemorative issue (Banknote Yearbook JE61),
uncirculated
£150-200
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3093
Douglas and Isle of Man Bank, unissued £1, 18-, serial number 50511, black and white, arms top centre, allegorical
figures at left, red DUMBELLS BANKING COMPANY LIMITED overprint vertically at left (Pick S141 for type,
Quarmby 305 for type ), extremely fine and scarce
£150-200

3094
Barclays Bank Ltd., Isle of Man, £1, hand stamped date 4 December 1953, serial number 34841, brown on green, yellow
and brown underprint, value at left and right, triskeles at centre, manuscript signatures of Butterworth and Hall, reverse
brown, view of Douglas Harbour at centre (Pick 1b, Banknote Yearbook IM18e), about very fine and rare
£350-450
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3095
Martins Bank, Isle of Man, £1, 1 February 1957,
serial number 225491, grey and black, the Tower of
Refuge at right, arms at left, Conacher signature,
(Quarmby 364, Banknote Yearbook IM13f), original
paper, faint blue line at right margin, about
uncirculated thus rare
£200-300

3096
Isle of Man Bank Limited, £1, 30 December 1959,
serial number N/4 8434, blue and pale green, view of
Douglas Harbour top centre, arms low left and right,
two manuscript signatures, Cashin and Quirk, low
centre, reverse blue and pale green, triskeles at centre,
(Quarmby 44, Banknote Yearbook IM3f), a pleasing
and original very fine
£200-250

3097
Westminster Bank Limited, Isle of Man, part issued
£1 (2), 19- (ca 1961), serial numbers 255511/512,
black and pale yellow, arms top centre, arms top left
and right, reverse blue, triskeles and value (Quarmby
342 for type), the last issued number 246000,
uncirculated and scarce (2)
£250-300
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x3098
Isle of Man Government, colour trial specimen 10/-, ND (1961-67), zero serial number, no. 38, purple, no signature,
Elizabeth II at right, triskeles at centre, reverse purple, Viking longship at centre, (TBB B101 Pick 24ct), BYB IM21 for
type), red ‘SPECIMEN’ overprint at front and reverse, perforated, pencil annotation at reverse top left corner, in PCGS holder
58 choice about new
£400-500

3100
Isle of Man Government, 10 shillings (2), ND
(1961), serial numbers 035928, A 228698, red,
Elizabeth II at right, triskeles at centre, Garvey
signature, another example with serial number A
516007, as previous but Stallard signature (Banknote
Yearbook IM21a, b), uncirculated (3)
£150-200

3099
Isle of Man Government, specimen 10/-, £1, £5,
£10, ND (1961-72), 000000 (4), red, dark purple,
mauve, brown on multicolour underprint respectively,
all with Queen Elizabeth II at right, reverse, Viking
ship, Tynwald Hill, Castle Rushen, Peel Castle
respectively, (Pick 24s1, 25s1, 30s, 31s1) 10/extremely fine, £5 very fine, £1 about unc., £10 very fine
with fairly heavy vertical creasing to centre, all with two
cancellation hole punched, ‘SEPCIMEN’ overprint in
red (4)
£300-400

3101
Isle of Man Government, £1 (2), ND (1961), serial
numbers 181815, 355902, violet and multicoloured,
Elizabeth II at right, triskeles at centre, Garvey
signature, another two examples with prefixes A and B
(Banknote Yearbook IM31a, b), uncirculated (4)
£200-250
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x3104
Isle of Man Government, 50p (6), 10/-, £1 (2), ND
(1961-79), 209462, 027644, A288550, C553306,
B034000, B540971, A516266, B820244, F599941
(Pick 27a (2), 28a, 33a, 28b, 28c, 24b, 25b, 29d)
Uncirculated but slight foxing to margins on 10/£200-250

3102
Isle of Man Government, 50p (4), 10/-, £1, ND
(1961-72), 442582, A552921, C378353, 750661,
A000000 (2), 10/- red on multicolour underprint,
50p blue on multicolour underprint and reverse
Viking longship. 50p (1) and £1 with red SPECIMEN
handstamp to centre, hole punch cancellations over
signature and right centre. (Pick 24a, 27a, 28a/s1,
29s1, 33a) uncirculated (1), extremely fine (2), about
very fine (1) latter with biro ink annotation to upper
right corner, Specimens about very fine
£300-400

3105
Isle of Man Government, £1 (2) , ND (1961), serial
number B 658394, C 386306, violet and
multicoloured, Elizabeth II at right, triskeles at centre,
Stallard signature, another two examples with prefixes
C and D, (Banknote Yearbook IM31b, 32a),
uncirculated (4)
£150-200

3103
Isle of Man Government, 50 new pence (9), ND
(1969-), serial numbers 209471, A 201061/062,
then prefix A (2), B (2) and C, blue and pale orange
and lilac, Elizabeth II at right, triskeles at centre, first
four with Stallard signature, next four with Paul
signature, final example prefix C, Dawson signature
(Banknote Yearbook IM22, 23a, 23b, 23c, 24),
uncirculated and all types for issue represented (9)
£200-300
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3106
Isle of Man Government, £1 (2), ND (1961-72),
B180772, C875592, purple on multicolour
underprint, Q.E.II to right and arms to centre with
reverse view of Tynwald Hill. (Banknote Yearbook
IM31a, IM32a, Pick 25a, 29a) C series uncirculated, B
series extremely fine with minor smudging to obverse
£150-200

x3108
Isle of Man Government, £1 (2), ND (1983),
M136141/142 Green on multicolour underprint,
Q.E.II at right and Triskele arms lower centre with
map outline of island above and behind, reverse
Tynwald Hill. (Pick 38a) in PMG holders Choice
Uncirculated 64 (2)
£150-200

3107
Isle of Man Government, £1, ND (1972), prefix E,
violet and multicoloured, Elizabeth II at right,
triskeles at centre, Paul signature, another three
examples with prefixes F, G and H, design as previous
but Dawson signature, also a Dawson £1 with serial
number H 999994 (Banknote Yearbook IM32b, 32c,
33a), almost uncirculated to uncirculated, the last note
a few numbers shy of the final note for issue (5)
£150-200

x3109
Isle of Man Government, £1 (2), ND (1983),
N663674/675, Green on multicolour underprint,
Q.E.II at right and Triskele arms lower centre with
map outline of island above and behind, reverse
Tynwald Hill. (Pick 38a) in PMG holders Choice About
Uncirculated 58, 674 being EPQ
£150-200
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x3111
Isle of Man Government, £1, ND (1983), Y555555,
reduced size issue, purple on multicolour underprint,
Q.E.II at right, arms at centre with signature below,
reverse Tynwald Hill, watermark Triskele. (Pick 40b)
in PMG holder Gem Uncirculated 65 EPQ
£200-250

3110
Isle of Man Government, £1 (5), ND (1979-),
prefixes J, K, P, Q, R, violet and multicoloured,
Elizabeth II at right, triskeles at centre, Dawson
signatures, also £1 (3), ND (1983), prefixes M, N, P,
green and lilac, design similar to previous but printed
on bradvek (Banknote Yearbook IM33a, b, 34),
almost uncirculated to uncirculated (8)
£150-200

x3112
Isle of Man Government, colour trial specimen £5, ND (1961-67), zero serial number, no. 27, brown and blue, Elizabeth
II at right, triskeles low centre, reverse brown, Castle Rushen, (TBB B103 Pick 26ct, BYB IM41 for type), red
‘SPECIMEN’ overprint at front and reverse, perforated, in PCGS holder 55 PPQ choice about new,
£600-700
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3113
Isle of Man Government, specimen £5, ND (1961),
blacked out serial number 112020, green and blue on
multicolour underprint, Triskeles arms lower centre
and Queen Elizabeth II to right, reverse Castle
Rushen in grey. (Banknote Yearbook Im41 for type) a
scarce type and presumably produced due to a shortage of
standard specimens. two cancellation punch holes,
‘SPECIMEN’ overprint in red, slight foxing at top right
corner, good very fine
£150-250

3114
Isle of Man Government, £5, ND (1961), 181689,
green and blue on multicolour underprint, Q.E.II to
right and Triskeles arms at lower centre with map of
island above, reverse view of Castle Rushen.
(Banknote Yearbook IM41a, Pick 26a) very fine with
minor discolouration marks to obverse and reverse
£150-200

3115
Isle of Man Government, £5, ND (1961), serial
number 223477, blue and green, Elizabeth II at right,
triskeles at centre, Garvey signature (Banknote
Yearbook IM41a), small split low centre otherwise
almost uncirculated
£150-200

3116
Isle of Man Government, £5, ND (1968), serial
number 352073, blue and green, Elizabeth II at right,
triskeles at centre, Stallard signature (Banknote
Yearbook IM41b), almost uncirculated
£200-300

3117
Isle of Man Government, £5, ND (1972), serial
number 735143, blue and red and pale green,
Elizabeth II at right, triskeles at centre, Stallard
signature, also another example, ND (1974) with
serial number A 286676, as previous but Paul
signature (Banknote Yearbook IM42a, 42b), almost
uncirculated and uncirculated (2)
£250-300

3118
Isle of Man Government, £5 (3), ND (1979),
prefixes B, C, D, blue and green, Elizabeth II at right,
triskeles at centre, Dawson signature (Banknote
Yearbook IM43a, b), uncirculated (3)
£200-300
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3119
Isle of Man Government, £10, ND (1972), serial number 000111, brown and green, Elizabeth II at right, triskeles at
centre, Stallard signature, reverse brown and pale red, Peel Castle at centre (Banknote Yearbook IM51a, TBB B109a),
almost uncirculated, original, quite scarce and a great number
£500-700

3120
Isle of Man Government, £10, ND (1975), serial
number 328666, brown and green, Elizabeth II at
right, triskeles at centre, Paul signature, reverse brown
and pale red, Peel Castle at centre (Banknote
Yearbook IM51a, TBB B109b), almost uncirculated,
original
£250-350

3121
Isle of Man Government, £10 (2), ND (1979), serial
numbers 559005, A 199970, brown and green,
Elizabeth II at right, triskeles at centre, both Dawson
signatures, reverse brown and pale red, Peel Castle at
centre (Banknote Yearbook IM52, TBB B109c),
uncirculated (2)
£200-300
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3122
Isle of Man Government, £10 (2), ND (1979/83),
696162, C054819, brown and green on multicolour
underprint, Queen Elizabeth II at right and arms at
centre with reverse Peel Castle c.1830 at centre,
Triskele watermark. (Pick 36a, 42) 696162 very fine,
C054819 uncirculated
£200-300

3124
Isle of Man Government, £20, ND (1979), serial
number 004021, Millennium issue, red and pale
green, Elizabeth II at right, triskeles at centre, Dawson
signature, reverse red and pale blue, the Laxey Wheel
at centre (Banknote Yearbook IM61), uncirculated,
scarce
£200-300

3125
Isle of Man Government, £20, ND (1979), serial
number 006058, red and pale green, Elizabeth II at
right, triskeles at centre, Dawson signature, reverse red
and pale blue, the Laxey Wheel at centre (Banknote
Yearbook IM62), uncirculated, scarce
£200-300

3123
Isle of Man Government, £5 (3), ND (1972/83),
serial number 508909, A468064, E517865, blue and
violet on multicolour underprint, Queen Elizabeth II
at right and arms to centre, signature lower centre and
reverse Castle Rushen 1775 in grey-green, 1983 issue
with additional colours. (Banknote Yearbook IM42a,
IM42b, IM44a, Pick 30a, 30b, 41a) first note
uncirculated, remaining two extremely fine, with latter
showing light folds and ink spotting to border (3)
£350-450

3126
Isle of Man Government, £20, ND (1979), 060688,
red-orange, orange and dark brown on multicolour
underprint, Q.E.II at right and arms at centre, reverse
Laxey Wheel 1854 and jubilant crowd with houses and
hills in background. (Banknote Yearbook IM62, Pick
37a) very fine, some creasing and spotting to reverse
upper border
£200-300
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3127
Isle of Man Government, £10 (4), ND (1991),
prefixes G, L and two Z replacement issues, brown,
green and pale orange, Elizabeth II at right, triskeles
at centre, Cashen signature, also £10 (3), ND (2002),
prefixes N, R and Z, as previous but Shimmin
signature (Banknote Yearbook IM53, 54a, 54b, 54c),
good very fine or better, the Cashen replacement note
good extremely fine and scarce (7)
£150-200

3130
Isle of Man Government, £5 (2), ND (1991),
prefixes E and F, blue, red and white, Elizabeth II at
right, triskeles at centre, Dawson signature (Banknote
Yearbook IM44a), extremely fine, the F a scarce prefix
(2)
£150-200

3128
Isle of Man Government, £50, ND (1983), serial
number 052356, green and mauve, Elizabeth II at
right, triskeles at centre, Dawson signature, reverse
green and mauve and pale blue, Douglas Bay at centre
(Banknote Yearbook IM71), uncirculated, scarce
£150-200

3131
Isle of Man Government, £5 (4), ND (1991),
prefixes F, J, M and Z, blue, red and white, Elizabeth
II at right, triskeles at centre, Cashen signature, also
£5 (2), prefixes M and Z, as previous but Crouch
signature (Banknote Yearbook IM44a, b, c), extremely
fine to uncirculated, two replacement issue in the lot (6)
£100-150

3129
Isle of Man Government, £1 (5), ND (1990), serial
numbers T 805185/186, prefixes R (2), S, violet and
pink and white, Elizabeth II at right, triskeles at
centre, Dawson signature, £1 (7), ND (1991-),
prefixes U, V, W, X, Y (2) and a Z replacement issue,
as previous but Cashen signature, also £1 (2), ND
(2002), serial numbers AA 000171, 172, Shimmin
signature (Banknote Yearbook IM35a, b, c),
uncirculated (14)
£100-150
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x3132
Isle of Man Government, £10, ND (1998), H222222, brown and green on multicolour underprint, Q.E.II to right and
arms to centre, reverse Peel Castle c. 1830 at centre with harbour scene in front. (Pick 44a) in PMG holder Gem
Uncirculated 66 EPQ
£300-400

3133
Isle of Man Government, £20 (4), ND (1991), prefixes , no prefix, B, E and G, red-brown, Elizabeth II at right, triskeles
at centre, Cashen signature, reverse red-brown, the Laxey Wheel at centre (Banknote Yearbook IM63b, 64a), uncirculated,
scarce (4)
£120-160
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x3134
Isle of Man Government, £20, ND (2000), D666666, brown and red on multicolour underprint, Q.E.II to right and
arms to centre, map of island lower left centre, reverse Laxey Wheel 1854 and jubilant crowd with hills in background.
(Pick 45a) in PMG holder Choice Uncirculated 64 EPQ
£350-450

x3135
Isle of Man Government, £20, ND (2000), F555555, brown and red on multicolour underprint, Q.E.II to right and
arms to centre; map of island lower left centre, reverse Laxey Wheel 1854 and jubilant crowd with hills in background.
(Pick 45a.) in PMG holder Gem Uncirculated 65 EPQ
£300-400
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x3136
Isle of Man Government, £20, ND (2000), G777777, brown and red on multicolour underprint, Q.E.II to right and
arms to centre, map of island lower left centre, reverse Laxey Wheel 1854 and jubilant crowd with hills in background.
(Pick 45b.) in PMG holder Gem Uncirculated 66 EPQ, note letter ‘G’ in serial number signifies the seventh series, this is
therefore a ‘solid seven’ example.
£500-600

3137
Isle of Man Government, £20 (2), ND (1991), serial
number Z 020699/700, red-brown, Elizabeth II at
right, triskeles at centre, Cashen signature, reverse redbrown, the Laxey Wheel at centre (Banknote
Yearbook IM 64a), uncirculated, two consecutive
replacement notes, scarce (2)
£150-200

3138
Isle of Man, 50 pence (2), 000632/C 200069,
Stallard/Dawson, £1 (2), Dawson, Guernsey £1, Bull
and Jersey £1 (2), May signature, one with number PB
000015, other CC 000013 (Banknote Yearbook
IM22, 23a, 34, 35a, GU35a, JE12b, 13), extremely
fine to uncirculated and several low numbers (7)
£100-150
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3142
Bank of Limerick (Maunsell, Kennedy and
Maunsell), 1 guinea, 27 November 1815, serial
number 690, black and white, arms at left, two
manuscript signatures (PMI 276), VG, scarce in issued
format
£120-160

3139
Cork Bank, Roche and Roche, 1 guinea, 1
December 1818, serial number 266/129, black and
white, maiden on rock at left, partners names in
vertical frame at left (PMI PB 97), annotations, VG,
presentable and scarce
£200-250

3143
Ross Bank, unissued 4 guineas, 181-, black & white
maiden at left in circular frame, also Bank of Limerick,
part issued 1½ guineas, 3 May 1801, serial number
501, black and white, arms at left, unsigned (PMI
PB317, 276), slight damage low left on Limerick, very
fine (2)
£150-200

3140
Dublin, Ffrench, Morris, Keary & Ffrench, an
unissued £1 14/- and 6d, 180-, black and white,
maiden within oval wreath top left, partners initials in
oval frame at left (PMI PB149), almost fine and a
scarce denomination
£200-300

3141
Tuam Bank, Ffrench, Taaffe, Morris, Keary,
Ffrench and Ffrench, 1 guinea, 30 shillings, 1 1/2
guineas and £3, all 1812, black and white, initials at
left, manuscript signatures below (PMI PB331),
generally VG (4)
£250-300
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3146
Central Bank of Ireland, £1, 28th June 1972, serial
number 83J253229, £5 (2), £10, 1990-91, prefixes,
GKK, LCG, HFB, (BYB E086, E144, E147) all good
very fine (4)
£70-120

Allied Irish Banks
3144
Waterford Bank, Newport & Newport, £1, 16
November 1819, serial number 3338, black & white,
arms top centre, manuscript signatures below, also
£1/10 shillings 29 March 1820, colour and design as
previous (PMI PB346), VG, scarce (2)
£200-250

Central Bank

3147
Allied Irish Banks, £1, £5 (2), £10 , 1982-84, prefix
PN, QN, RN, green, blue, brown respectively, portrait
at right, all O’Keiffe signature, Provincial Bank of
Ireland, £1 (2), 1977-79, PN, (PMI AI1, AI2, AI13,
AI, PR101 PR102), £5, £10 very fine, remaining notes
extremely fine to about uncirculated (6)
£50-70

x3145
Central Bank of Ireland, specimen £1, 13.5.06 (ca
1945), serial number 01H000000, green on pale gold
underprint, Lady Hazel Lavery at left and
denomination at lower centre with horizontal red
overstamp SPECIMEN over signatures of Brennan
and McElliott, cancellation perforations upper left and
lower right. (PMI LTN27as, Banknote Yearbook
E081s) in PMG holder Choice Uncirculated 63 NET,
“SPECIMEN” Minor Repair and annotation top right
corner margin
£250-300

3148
Allied Irish Banks, a set of second issue (1987-8),
£5, £10, £20, £100, purple, brown, red, green
respectively, all with portrait at right, reverse, Dunluce
Castle, sinking ship, Lacada Point, The Armada
respectively, all signature Scanlon (PMI AI6, A18,
A19, A10), all extremely fine, a nice set (4)
£160-200
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Bank of Ireland

3149
Bank of Ireland, £5, £10, 16th September 1942,
26th January 1942, serial number S/18 069256,
U/11 063509, both with Medusa heads across top,
Hibernia at left and right, Medusa head at centre, £5
with red underprint, £10 with blue underprint,
printed signature Adams, (PMI BA99, BA102), both
pressed, extremely fine (2)
£100-150

3151
Bank of Ireland, specimen £5, 10 and 100, ND
(1972-), all Hibernia at right, O’Neill signature
(Banknote Yearbook NI213b, 223b, 251b), all
SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated (3)
£200-250

3150
Bank of Ireland, £10, 26 January 1942, prefix U/11,
black and white with a blue central guilloche, head of
Medusa at centre, Hibernia at left and right, Adams
signature (Banknote Yearbook NI221b) (PMI
BA102), first prefix for type, uncirculated thus scarce
£200-300

3152
Bank of Ireland, £1, £5 (2), ND (1972, 1971,
1968), serial number D945352, P490670, M860407,
multicolour, Hibernia at right, signature Chestnut,
(PMI BA106, BA108, BA110), some show handling
and minor folds, generally good extremely fine (3)
£150-200
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3153
Bank of Ireland, £100, ND (1978), serial number
A027534, red, Hibernia at right, (PMI BA 114), two
small folds at left, good extremely fine, rare
£250-300
3156
Bank of Ireland, £1, 1943, £1, ND, £5, 10 and 20,
1990, 1991, 1991 respectively and all serial number A
001301, Provincial Bank £1, 1977, serial number PN
000319, (Banknote Yearbook NI202b, 205, 215,
225, 234, 706a), uncirculated and some low serial
numbers (6)
£200-300

3154
Bank of Ireland, £100, ND (1978), serial number
A039479, red, Hibernia at right, (PMI BA 115), signs
of handling, about uncirculated, rare
£300-350

3155
Bank of Ireland, £5, £20, £100, ND (1985), serial
number T174071, E310003, A092305, blue, green,
red respectively, all with Hibernia at right, all signature
Harrison, (PMI BA119, BA124, BA126), shows
handling, one to two light folds on each note, good
extremely fine (3)
£150-200

3157
Bank of Ireland, £1 (3), £5, 1972-81, serial number
F000055, H974939, Z086464, R050851, all with
O’Neill signature, Bank of Ireland, £5, £20, £50,
1994-2003, L274457, BD000109, A200122, (PMI
BA109, BA111, BA127, BA137, BA139), some low
number serials, some show handling, good extremely fine
to uncirculated (7)
£100-150
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3158
Bank of Ireland, £50, £100, 1st July 1995, serial number A050986, A146494, green and multicolour, red and
multicolour, both with Hibernia at left, reverse, university building, all McGinn signature, (PMI BA138, BA140), £50,
small fold at right, good extremely fine, £100, uncirculated (2)
£200-250

3159
Bank of Ireland, £100, 28th August 1992, serial number A075039, multicolour, Hibernia at left, reverse, university
building, signature Harrison (PMI BA130), signs of handling, about uncirculated, rare
£200-250

Belfast Banking Company Limited

3160
Belfast Banking Company Limited, £10, 5th June 1965, green serial number A/0 6480, arms of Belfast at top centre,
denomination in green underprint, manuscript signature low right (PMI BB75, Banknote Yearbook NI 306d), about
uncirculated
£150-200
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3161
Belfast Banking Company Limited, £100, 3rd January 1923, serial number A4314, arms of Belfast at top centre,
denomination in red underprint, (PMI BB87, Banknote Yearbook NI306d), PCGS Currency 58PPQ Choice About New.
Rare in this grade
£400-500

3162
Belfast Banking Company Limited, £100, 3rd January 1923, serial number A 5480, arms of Belfast at top centre,
denomination in red underprint, (PMI BB87, Banknote Yearbook NI306d), uncirculated, rare in this grade
£400-600
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First Trust Bank

Northern Bank Limited

3163
First Trust Bank, £10, £20, £50, 10th January 1994,
serial number AB 356211, AC 817537, AD 009138,
brown, red, green respectively, portrait at right,
reverse, The Girona, Lacada Point, medal respectively,
all McElroy signature, (PMI FT1, FT4, FT5), shows
handling, good about uncirculated (3)
£150-200

3166
Northern Bank Limited, £1, 1940, £5, 1943, £10,
1943, Northern Bank Limited £1, 1978, £10, 1990,
and a Belfast Banking Company £1 of 1939 (Banknote
Yearbook NI 601e, 613c, 623e, 602c, 625a, 301b),
uncirculated and a good group (7)
£250-350

3164
First Trust Bank, £100, 1st March 1996, serial
number Æ 366716, green, portrait at right, Spanish
Armada at reverse, (PMI FT7), light folds at left corner,
extremely fine
£180-220

3167
Northern Bank Limited, £10 (4), 1st January 1942,
1st April 1942, 1st October 1968, serial N-I/H
06399, N-I/I 01368, N-I/I 07858, N-I/00 01665,
ship at centre, ‘TEN’ in red underprint, signatures,
White, Craig, Hill, respectively, (PMI NR77, 78, 81),
first three notes fine, remaining note uncirculated with
clear embossing all over (4)
£80-100

3165
First Trust Bank, £10, £50, £100, 1st January 1998,
serial number NA 231363, BA 031334, AA 000147,
brown, light green, dark green respectively, portrait at
right, reverse, The Girona, medal, Spanish Armada, all
Licence signature, (PMI FT8, FT11, FT12), £100 has
one vertical fold, extremely fine, others show signs of
handling, about uncirculated (3)
£200-250
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3168
Northern Bank Limited, £100, 2nd June 1919, red serial number 5855, ship at top centre, ‘£100’ in blue underprint at
centre, manuscript signature of Craig low right (PMI NR 66, Banknote Yearbook NI 651), PCGS Currency 63PPQ Choice
New and superb condition for a high denomination note almost 100 years old.
£600-800

3170
Northern Bank Limited, £5, £10, £20, £50, 23th
August 1990, 30th August 1996, serial number
A7327232, B37215754, C21130959, D0064763,
blue, brown, purple green multicolour respectively,
portrait at right, £5, 8th October 1999, serial number
MM0001344, blue, (PMI NR112, NR114, NR116,
NR117, NR128), some light folds, good very fine to
extremely fine, last note uncirculated (5)
£150-200

3169
Northern Bank Limited, £1 (3), £5, £10 (2), £20
(2), 1970-88, green, blue, brown, purple respectively,
(PMI NR87-89, NR92, NR97, NR100, NR102,
NR104), about uncirculated to uncirculated, £20’s
have dirt at lower left margin, nice group (8)
£300-350
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3174
Northern Bank Limited, £100, 1st November 1990,
serial number E0242454, red multicolour, James
Martin at right, (PMI NB118), shows handling,
extremely fine
£200-250

3171
Northern Bank Limited, specimen £20, purple, £50,
green and £100, red and blue, all 1990, Torrens
signature (Banknote Yearbook NL633as, 644s, 654s),
red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated and scarce (3)
£200-300

3172
Northern Bank Limited, £10 (2), £20 (2), £50 (2),
1997-2005, (PMI NR119, NR121 NR122, NR123,
NR125, NR131R), most show handling, extremely fine
to about uncirculated, last £50 note very fine (6)
£220-280
3175
Northern Bank Limited, £100 (2), 8th October
1999, 19th January 2005, serial number EA041606,
KB073745, red, multicolour, both with James Martin
at right, (PMI NR127, NR132), uncirculated (2)
£300-350

3173
Northern Bank Limited, specimen £20, purple, £50,
green and £100, red and blue, all 1999, all Price
signature (Banknote Yearbook NL635s, 645s, 655s),
red SPECIMEN overprint, uncirculated and scarce (3)
£200-300
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Provincial Bank

3176
Provincial Bank of Ireland, £100, 1st March 1981,
serial number TN001225, green, portrait at right,
reverse, ship, (PMI PR108R) graffiti at front,
otherwise about very fine, rare
£250-300

3178
Ulster Bank Limited, Northern Ireland, £50, 1
June 1929, red serial number 617, black and white
with value in blue at centre, ship and allegorical
symbols top centre, manuscript signature of Lester low
right, uniface, (PMI UB51), about very fine, scare
£200-250

Ulster Bank Limited

3177
Ulster Bank Limited, £1 (2), £10, 1st January 1936,
1st September 1939, 1st January 1940, serial number
1755861, 1345918, 58396, black and white, ship and
allegorical symbols top centre, £1, with denomination
in blue at centre, manuscript signature Lester, Gore,
£10 with denomination in red at centre, manuscript
signature Todd, reverse building, (PMI UB53b,
UB56, UB58), numerous pin holes, about very fine, £10
note edges are rough, (3)
£120-160

3179
Ulster Bank Limited, Northern Ireland, £50, 1st
January 1943, serial number 5052, black and white
with value in blue at centre, ship and allegorical
symbols top centre, manuscript signature of Niblock
low right, reverse, building, (PMI UB60, Banknote
Yearbook NI 842), minor tears at margin, pinholes at
left, about very fine, rare fresh example
£250-350
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3180
Ulster Bank Limited, Northern Ireland, £100, 1st June 1929, serial number 481, black and white with value in blue at
centre, ship and allegorical symbols top centre, manuscript signature of Patton low right, uniface, (PMI UB52, Banknote
Yearbook NI 851), pinholes from rust at left and right, good fine, generally an attractive example, rare
£350-400

3181
Ulster Bank Limited, Northern Ireland, £100, 1st March 1941, serial number 1535, black and white with value in blue
at centre, ship and allegorical symbols top centre, manuscript signature of Niblock low right, reverse, building, (PMI UB61,
Banknote Yearbook NI 852), slightly pressed, extremely fine and scarce
£400-500
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3184
Ulster Bank Limited, £100, 1st October 1982, serial
number F121201, red on multicolour underprint,
Mourne Mountains, Belfast and the Giant’s Causeway
at lower left to right, signature Chambers, (PMI
UB82, Banknote Yearbook NI 853b), light fold at top
left corner, clear embossing, about uncirculated
£300-400

3182
A group of Ulster Bank Limited, £1 (3), £5, £20,
£50, 1966-2006, various signatures, (PMI UB64,
UB69, UB85, UB86, UB87, UB88, UB95), most
have some light folds, good extremely fine to about
uncirculated (8)
£300-350

3185
Bank of Ireland, a Franklin Mint specimen set of £1,
5, 10, 100, also a Franklin Mint specimen set for the
Provincial Bank £1, 5 and 10 (Pick CS1, CS2),
uncirculated, Maltese Cross prefix (7)
£100-150

3183
Ulster Bank Limited, £5, £10, £20, £50, 1st
February 1988, 1st October 1982, serial number
C0418699, D4823850, D3457113, E032054,
brown, green, mauve, olive respectively, all with
Mourne Mountains, Belfast and the Giant’s Causeway
at lower left to right, all signature Chambers, (PMI
UB72, UB75, UB79, UB80), £20 good very fine,
remaining notes uncirculated, a nice set in high grade
(4)
£300-400
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SCOTLAND
A Charity Auction
All proceeds for the following lots for the
benefit of the Prince’s Trust

3186
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 1 June
1944, serial number A148-847, dark blue on light
yellow, orange and pink underprint, portrait Marquess
of Lothian plus shipping on the Clyde at left,
Edinburgh Castle and Holyroodhouse Palace at right,
Royal Arms upper centre, Dandie and Leggat
signatures, reverse blue, aerial view of Princes Street at
centre (PMS NA62, Banknote Yearbook SC522d),
fine
£80-100

3187
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 1
November 1957, serial number A032-334, red, pale
orange and green, Dandie and Alexander signatures,
also National Commercial Bank of Scotland limited
£20, serial number A038188, 16 September 1959, red
and green, Alexander signature (PMS NA69, NC4),
original and fresh, almost extremely fine, second note
very fine, scarce (2)
£150-200

National Commercial Bank

3188
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £100, 16 September 1959, serial number A 019281, purple and green,
arms low right, David Alexander signature at right, value at right centre and at each corner (PMS NC5, Banknote Yearbook
SC641), original, small glue mark top left, three soft creases otherwise almost extremely fine, rare
£700-900
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3189
National Commercial Bank, £1 (3), 1968,
Commercial Bank £1, 1947, National Bank £1, 1957
and Royal Bank £10, 1969 all original grade, generally
good very fine (6)
£100-120

Royal Bank of Scotland

3190
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £10, 3 May
1982, serial number A/49 000000, brown, arms at
right, Winter signature, also specimen £20, 3 May
1982, serial number A/6 000000, purple, as previous
(PMS RB82as, 83s), uncirculated (2)
£150-200

3191
Royal Bank of Scotland Limited, £20 (3), 1 May
1981, serial numbers A/3 884314/15/16, violet and
pale green and yellow, arms at right, Burke signature
(Banknote Yearbook SC821), fresh, good extremely fine
and a scarce consecutive trio (3)
£180-240
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3192
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £100, 3 May 1982, serial number A/1 000000, red, arms at right, Winter
signature (PMS RB84s), black SPECIMEN overprint, fresh, good extremely fine and rare
£300-400

3193
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £1, 25 March
1987, serial number A/1 000000, green, Lord Ilay at
right, Maiden signature, also specimen £5, 21
November 2008, B/97 000000, blue, Lord Ilay at
right, Hester, £10, 30 November 2010, D/81
000000 brown, Lord Ilay at right, Hester at right
(PMS RB85s, 97es, 103c), uncirculated (3)
£150-200

3194
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £1, 25 March
1987, serial number A/1 000000, green, Lord Ilay at
right, Maiden signature, also specimen £5, 21
November 2008, B/97 000000, specimen £10, 2010,
D/81 000000 brown, Lord Ilay at right, Hester at
right (PMS RB85s, 97es, 103c), uncirculated (3)
£150-200
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3195
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £5, 22 June
1988, serial number A/25 000000, blue, Lord Ilay at
right, Maiden signature (PMS RB86s, ), uncirculated
£80-120

3196
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £10, 24
January 1990, serial number A/96 000000, brown,
Lord Ilay at right, Mathewson signature, also
specimen £20, 24 January 1990, serial number A/3
000000, purple, as previous (PMS RB87s, 109as),
uncirculated (2)
£140-180

3197
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £20, 30
November 2010, serial number C/4 000000, purple,
Lord Ilay at right, Hester, also specimen £50, 14
September 2005, A/1 000000, green, Lord Ilay at
right, Hester signature (PMS RB105es, 107s),
uncirculated (2)
£150-180
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3198
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £20, 30
November 2010, Serial number C/4 000000, purple,
Lord Ilay at right, Hester signature, also specimen
£50, 14 September 2005, A/1 000000, green, Lord
Ilay at right, Hester signature, specimen £100, 28
January 1992, A/1 000000, red, Lord Ilay at right,
Mathewson signature, (PMS RB105es, 107s, 109as),
uncirculated (3)
£250-300

3200
Royal Bank of Scotland, £5 (2), 14 May 2004, Royal
and Ancient Saint Andrews commemorative issue, £5
(2), 14 July 2005, Jack Nicklaus commemorative
issue, £5 (2), 22 November 2014, Ryder Cup
commemorative issues uncirculated (6)
£60-80

3199
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £100, 28
January 1992, serial number A/1 000000, red, Lord
Ilay at right, Mathewson signature (PMS RB109as),
uncirculated
£150-200
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A Very Rare Specimen Polymer Pair

3201
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., polymer £5, 11 February 2016, serial number AA 000000, blue and pale orange, the
Scottish Poet Nan Shepherd at right, security feature in green/blue, reverse two mackerel and an excerpt from ‘The Choice’
by Sorley MacLean extremely rare
£800-1,200

3202
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., polymer £10, 26 December 2016, serial number AA 000000, red, the Scottish
mathematician and astronomer Mary Somerville at right, a view of Burntisland in background, security feature in
gold/orange at left, reverse red, two otters and words by the Scottish poet Norman MacCaig extremely rare
£800-1,200

Unique Artwork for the Polymer Issues
3203
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., the original artwork for
the reverse of the polymer £5 and depicting two
mackerel, handsigned by the artist charming and a
unique opportunity
£600-800

3204
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., the original artwork for
the reverse of the polymer £10 and depicting two
otters, handsigned by the artist charming and a unique
opportunity
£600-800
3205
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., the original artwork for
the reverse of the polymer £20 and depicting two red
squirrels, handsigned by the artist charming and a
unique opportunity
£700-900
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3206
Ulster Bank Limited, specimen £10, 4 April 2017, serial number K 0000000, green and multicoloured, also specimen
£20, 4 April 2017, serial number P 0000000, purple and multicoloured, red SPECIMEN overprint, about uncirculated and
scarce (2)
£200-250

Dumfries

Other Properties
City of Glasgow Bank

3207
City of Glasgow Bank, £1, 1 May 1857, serial
number B 239/230, black and white, equestrian
statue top centre, maiden and arms low centre,
manuscript signature low left and right (Douglas 1 for
type, PMS CG1c), ex Keith Austin collection. Thinned
top centre otherwise VG and rare
£500-700

3208
Dumfries Commercial Bank, 1 guinea, Dumfries, 15
January 1805, serial number B4/10, black and white,
three manuscript signatures below (Douglas 2 for
type, PMS DF2), ex Pringle collection, VG
£120-160
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Leith

3209
Leith Banking Company, £20, Leith, 1 October 1825, serial number 23/175, black and white, the Port of Leith in oval
frame top left, three manuscript signature low right (Douglas 4, PMS LB8b), ex Pringle collection. Red control mark top
left, annotations on reverse, a pleasing good fine, scarce
£300-400

Stirling

3210
Stirling Banking Company, 1 guinea, 2 January 1816, serial number 87/505, black and white, Stirling Castle top centre
in oval frame, bank initials at left, two manuscript signatures below (Douglas 3), manuscript cross cancelled, original paper
with body, a pleasing fine and rare in this grade
£500-700
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Bank of Scotland
A Rare Pound of 1876

3211
Bank of Scotland, £1, 4 August 1876, serial number A147/F409, black and white, value in pink-red underprint at centre,
arms top centre and at left, printed signature and manuscript signature low centre (Douglas 65 for type, PMS BA79e),
about fine and rare
£800-1,000

3213
Bank of Scotland, £1, 25 July 1927, serial number
61/AT 2923, pale orange-brown, Scotia in grey seal at
centre, arms top centre and at left, Rose signature low
centre (Banknote Yearbook SC101c, PMS BA89e), an
original good very fine, scarce
£200-300

3212
Bank of Scotland, £1, 23 July 1917, serial number
67/AG 5036, pale orange-brown, Scotia in grey seal
at centre, arms top centre and at left, Macdonald
signature low centre (Banknote Yearbook SC101b,
PMS BA89d), almost fine, scarce
£100-150
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3214
Bank of Scotland, £1 (3), 1 March 1941, serial
numbers X0689944-946, pale brown and pale blue,
Scotia in grey seal at centre, arms at left, Elphinstone
and Mcfarlane signatures, also £1 (5), 1945, 1947,
1948 (3), colour and design as previous except
Elphinstone and Crawford signatures (Banknote
Yearbook SC103b, 105a, PMS BA95b, 98b), original,
good very fine or better (8)
£60-80

3215
Bank of Scotland, specimen £1, ND ((1955), mainly
brown with blue, (Banknote Yearbook SC106bs)
‘SPECIMEN’ overprint in red at front, uncirculated
£150-200

3216
Bank of Scotland, £1 (8), 1 October 1957, serial
numbers P0831554-558/661-663, pale brown and
pale blue, Scotia in blue seal at centre, Bilsland-Watson
signatures, also £1, 1960, prefix B/A, colour and
design similar to previous (Banknote Yearbook
SC106c, PMS BA99c), original, about uncirculated,
last note very fine (9)
£100-120

3217
Bank of Scotland, specimen £1, ND (1961-65),
mainly light brown with blue, (Banknote Yearbook
SC107a), shows light handling, about uncirculated
£150-200
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3220
Bank of Scotland, specimen £5, 9th April , serial
number 11/G 0000, mainly brown and blue,
(Banknote Yearbook SC11as), ‘SPECIMEN’ overprint
in red at front, minor mounting traces at right, about
uncirculated
£220-280

3218
Bank of Scotland, £5, 4 October 1916, serial number
16/G 2368, pale orange-brown, Scotia in grey seal at
centre, arms top centre and at left, Macdonald
signature low centre (Banknote Yearbook SC111b,
PMS BA90d), good fine, scarce. Ex Keith Austin sale
1999
£200-250

3219
Bank of Scotland, £5 (2), 26 October 1951, serial
numbers 16/J 2986/2987, pale brown and pale grey,
Scotia in blue seal at centre, arms top centre and at left,
Elphinstone and Crawford signatures, £5 (2), 1956
and 1959, prefixes 3/I and 12/Z, CraigWatson/Bilsland-Watson signatures, blue seal at
centre (Banknote Yearbook SC115a, 117a, 117b,
PMS BA103e, 105a, b), original, extremely fine (4)
£150-200

3221
Bank of Scotland, £1, 1956, £5, 1958, £1, 1984, £5,
1985, £10, 1989, Clydesdale Bank £1, 1945, £1 (2),
1969, 1985, £10, 1981 (Banknote Yearbook SC106b,
117b, 109e, 121e, 134d, 303b, 317b, 328c, 322b),
generally extremely fine or better (9)
£80-120
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3222
Bank of Scotland, specimen £5, ND (1961), brown
and blue, (Banknote Yearbook SC118 for type),
‘SPECIMEN’ overprint in red at front, slight tape
residue at lower right margin, otherwise uncirculated
£200-250

3224
Bank of Scotland, £10, 26 September 1963, serial
number 6/C 3047, uniface, brown and light tan, bank
arms top centre flanked by value in black tablets,
thistle motif on panel at left, blue medallion low centre
with bank title above, Bilsland and Watson signatures
(Douglas 126-1, Banknote Yearbook SC133, PMS
BA108c), only 5000 printed, first date and prefix for
issue, a pleasing extremely fine and a scarce
denomination
£250-300

3225
Bank of Scotland, £10, 26 September 1963, serial
number 7/C 3984, uniface, brown and light tan, bank
arms top centre flanked by value in black tablets,
thistle motif on panel at left, blue medallion low centre
with bank title above, Bilsland and Watson signatures
(Douglas 126-1, Banknote Yearbook SC133, PMS
BA108c), only 5000 printed, last date and prefix for
issue, almost extremely fine and a scarce denomination
£200-300
3223
Bank of Scotland, £1 (3), May 1965, prefixes A/M
and A/N, pale brown, blue Scotia seal at centre,
Bilsland and Watson signatures, £1 (8), 3 March
1967, serial numbers B/B 0870251-255, B/B
0870278-280, also £5 (3), 20 September 1961, serial
numbers 2/E 7940, 2/E 7881/7882, Bilsland and
Watson signatures, also £5 (3), 1 November 1967,
serial numbers I 000394-396, colour and design
similar to previous, all Polwarth and Letham signatures
(Banknote Yearbook SC107a, 107c, 118, 119c, PMS
BA100d, 100g106a, 106e), ), the £5 last date for issue,
almost uncirculated to uncirculated (17)
£180-240
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3227
Bank of Scotland, £20, Edinburgh, 5 May 1969,
serial number 9/H 2490, orange-brown, arms top
centre, value in red-orange lozenge shaped tablet at
left and right, arms in vertical panel at left, Scotia in
blue circular frame at centre, signatures of Polwarth
and Letham (Douglas 121-4, Banknote Yearbook
SC144, PMS BA109h), last date and prefix for issue,
fresh, two folds as usual, extremely fine and scarce
£250-350

3226
Bank of Scotland, £20, 11 August 1952, serial
number 5/J 0722, pale orange-brown, Scotia in grey
seal at centre, arms top centre and at left, value in red
lozenge panel top left and right, Elphinstone and
Crawford signatures (Banknote Yearbook SC142c,
PMS BA109c), the last date and prefix for type,
original, extremely fine and scarce
£200-250

3228
Bank of Scotland, £100, 22 November 1962, serial number 2/N 0514, pale brown and orange, blue circular vignette of
Scotia at centre, arms top centre, arms at left, value in red panel top left and right, Bilsland and Watson signatures (Douglas
122-2, Banknote Yearbook SC173b, PMS BA110e), extremely fine and quite rare
£500-700
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3231
Bank of Scotland, £1 (5), 30th July 1981, 9th
November 1984, D/38 0425929, consecutive low
serial numbers D/71 0003127-29, 31, (BYB
SC109e), all show light handling, about uncirculated
(5)
£50-70

3229
Bank of Scotland, £1, £5, 1969, B/2 0925220, C
0342134, £1 multicoloured with Bank’s Coat of Arms
to centre and reverse shield with thistles to centre,
sailing ship at right and Arms at left; £5 green on
multicolour underprint with design details as above.
(BY SC108, 120) £1 uncirculated, £5 extremely fine
with some light folding
£150-200
3232
Bank of Scotland, £1 (6), 1983-86, 88, E/1
0910510, E/13 0050126, E/1 0517945, D/77
0997802, D/61 0413443, D/46 0311017, green on
multicolour underprint, Sir Walter Scott at right and
Bank’s Arms at centre with thistles at left and reverse
shield and thistles at centre with sailing ship at left and
Pallas at right. (BY 109e, f) uncirculated, one or two
with small light folds
£80-120

3230
Bank of Scotland, £1 (2), 1968, 1969, pale brown,
blue and green, also £5 (3), 1968 including a
consecutive pair, green and blue, all arms at centre,
Polwarth and Letham signatures (Douglas SC108,
120, PMS BA111a, 112b), the £1 a first and last date
of issue, the £5 first date for issue, extremely fine to
uncirculated (5)
£150-200

3233
Bank of Scotland, £1 (6), 1970-75, B/2 0015885,
B/6 0743184, C/10 0729252, C/18 0363948,
C/28 0687132, C/48 0237832, green on
multicolour underprint, Sir Walter Scott at right and
Bank’s Arms at centre with thistles at left and reverse
shield and thistles at centre with sailing ship at left and
Pallas at right. (BY SC109a, b, c) about uncirculated
(5), most with a light vertical fold around centre, a good
5-note set with one for each year
£200-300
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3234
Bank of Scotland, £1 (6), 1976-81, D/41 0190266,
D 26 0914110, C/65 0359295, C/97 0858776,
D/8 0257008, C/71 0105692, green on multicolour
underprint, Sir Walter Scott at right and Bank’s Arms
at centre with thistles at left and reverse shield and
thistles at centre with sailing ship at left and Pallas at
right. (BY SC109c, d, e) uncirculated or about, some
with light folds but a nice set of six consecutively dated
notes
£150-200

3236
Bank of Scotland, £5 (3), 1973-74, AD 928401, Z
953543, W 157500, blue on multicolour underprint,
Sir Walter Scott at right and Bank’s Arms at centre
with reverse shield and thistles to centre flanked by
sailing ship at left and Pallas at right. (BY SC121b, c)
1973 extremely fine, 1974 about uncirculated with
evidence of very light folds
£100-200

3235
Bank of Scotland, £5 (3), 1970-72, P 824874, H
530197, B 661303, blue on multicolour underprint,
Sir Walter Scott at right and Bank’s Arms at centre
with reverse shield and thistles to centre flanked by
sailing ship at left and Pallas at right. (BY SC121a, b)
1970 about extremely fine, 1971/72 uncirculated
£200-300
3237
Bank of Scotland, £1 (4), 10 August 1970, prefixes
A/1 (2), A/2, A/4, green and lilac, Polwarth and
Walker signatures, £1 (6), 26 November 1975, one
consecutive run of four, Clydesmuir and Russell
signatures, £1, 15 October 1979, prefix D/9,
Clydesmuir and Pattullo signatures also £1 (3), 8
September 1986, a consecutive trio, Clydesdale and
Russell signatures, £5, 4 November 1974, prefix ZA,
blue, Clydesmuir and Pattullo signatures, also £5 (2),
29 February 1988, serial numbers DZ 906402 and
906407, blue, Risk and Patullo signatures (Banknote
Yearbook SC109a, 109c, 109d, 109e, 121c, 121e,
PMS BA113a, c, d, f, 114c, f), the first two about
extremely fine, balance almost uncirculated to
uncirculated, the £5 ZA a replacement and the £5 DZ
last date of issue (17)
£120-160
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3238
Bank of Scotland, £5 (4), £10, 1975-81, AN
662077, AZ 030435, BL 328999, CB 282344, E
636962, £5 blue on multicolour underprint, Sir
Walter Scott at right and Bank’s Arms at centre with
reverse shield and thistles to centre flanked by sailing
ship at left and Pallas at right, £10 brown and orange
with details as above. (BY SC121c, d, e, 134a) about
uncirculated, 1980 extremely fine with more evidence of
light folding
£200-300

3239
Bank of Scotland, £1 (4), 30 July 1981, a
consecutive run with prefix D/35, green, Sir Walter
Scott at right, Risk and Pattullo signatures, also £1 (2),
15 August 1988, a consecutive pair with prefix E/11,
green, Risk and Burt signatures, £5 (4), 29 February
1988, serial numbers DZ 995022-024, 995026, blue,
Risk and Pattullo signatures (Banknote Yearbook
SC109e, 109f, 121e, PMS BA113e, 113g, 114f), the
1981 first date for issue, the £5 last date of issue for type,
uncirculated (10)
£80-100

3240
Bank of Scotland, £5 (2), £10, 1988-90, DY
565621, EA 000052, DL 478230, blue on
multicolour underprint, Sir Walter Scott at right and
Bank’s Arms at centre, £10 orange-brown on
multicolour underprint. (BY SC121e, 122a, 134d) £5
uncirculated (2), £10 about unc. with light vertical
centre fold
£100-150
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3242
Bank of Scotland, £5 (2), £10 (2), 1977-94, FA
429114, GG 999014, AT 224425, F 515580, £5 blue
on multicolour underprint, Sir Walter Scott at right
and Bank’s Arms at centre with reverse shield and
thistles to centre flanked by sailing ship at left and
Pallas at right, £10 brown and orange with other
details as above. (BY 121c, 122b, 134a, 135) about
uncirculated, £5 (1994) about extremely fine
£200-300

3241
Bank of Scotland, £5, £10 (2), £20 (2), 1991-93, ET
656774, FT 161282, FT 612519, AU 149036, K
150101, all with Sir Walter Scott at right and Bank’s
Arms at centre to obverse, £5 blue, £10 brown and
orange, £20 black, pink and violet. (BY SC122b, 135,
146) generally about uncirculated, one £10 very fine
£250-300

3243
Bank of Scotland, £5 (20), 7 January 1994, serial
numbers FB 851481-500, blue and multicoloured, Sir
Walter Scott at right, arms at centre, Pattullo and Burt
signatures (Banknote Yearbook SC122b, PMS
BA115b), last prefix for issue, an uncirculated run (20)
£200-250
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3244
Bank of Scotland, £10 (10), 9 March 1993, serial
numbers GE 468501-510, brown and multicoloured,
Sir Walter Scott at right, arms at centre, Pattullo and
Burt signatures, also £10 (12), 1 February 1999, serial
number BG 928045-056, similar to previous but later
style (Banknote Yearbook SC135, 136a, PMS
BA117), first day of issue, both uncirculated runs (22)
£400-450

3245
Bank of Scotland, £1, 18 November 1986, serial
number D/87 0523001, green, £5, 3 December
1985, serial number DJ 551001, blue, £10, 20
October 1986, serial number BV 731001, brown and
£20, 9 November 1986, serial number F 253001,
purple, all with Sir Walter Scott at right, arms at
centre, Risk and Pattullo signatures (Banknote
Yearbook SC109e, 121e, 134c, 145e, PMS BA113f,
114f, 116c, 118e), £1 last date for issue, uncirculated
and interestingly all notes ending with 001 (4)
£150-200

3246
Bank of Scotland, £5, 1 January 1987, prefix DP,
blue, £10 (2), 6 August 1987, consecutive pair with
prefix CB, brown, £20, 15 December 1987, prefix K,
purple, all Sir Walter Scott at right, Risk and Pattullo
signatures (Banknote Yearbook SC121e, 134c, 145e,
PMS BA 114f, 116c, 118e), the £10 and £20 last date
of issue, uncirculated (4)
£80-120

3247
Bank of Scotland, £5, 7 January 1994, prefix FB,
blue, £10 (2), 7 May 1992, consecutive pair with
prefix FK, brown, £20 (5), 12 January 1993,
consecutive run with prefix AP, purple, all Sir Walter
Scott at right, Pattullo and Burt signatures (Banknote
Yearbook SC122b, 135, 146, PMS BA115b, 117,
119), last prefix, first prefix and last date for issues
respectively, uncirculated (8)
£220-260
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3248
Bank of Scotland, £100, 10 June 1982, serial number A 115001, red and orange on multicolour underprint, Sir Walter
Scott at right, Risk and Pattullo signatures, reverse red, bank building (Banknote Yearbook SC174e, PMS BA118e), ex
McMillan and McIntyre collection. Original, uncirculated and a scarce issue
£400-500

x3250
Bank of Scotland, £100, 1990-94, A000000, red
SPECIMEN overstamp to both sides and additional
stamp EDINBURGH 22nd JANUARY 1992 to
obverse. (Banknote Yearbook SC175 for type) In
PMG holder Gem Uncirculated 65 EPQ
£180-220

3249
Bank of Scotland, £100 (2), 15 October 1984,
consecutive pair with serial numbers A 126493/494,
red and orange on multicolour underprint, Sir Walter
Scott at right, Risk and Pattullo signatures, reverse red,
bank building (Banknote Yearbook SC174e, PMS
BA118e), original, good very fine and scarce (2)
£350-400
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3251
Bank of Scotland, £100, 2 December 1992, serial
number A 328234, red and orange on multicolour
underprint, Sir Walter Scott at right, Pattullo and Burt
signatures, reverse red, bank building (Banknote
Yearbook SC175, PMS BA121), original, about
extremely fine
£150-200

3253
Bank of Scotland, a run of consecutive £5 (20), 5
August 1998, serial numbers BD 564241-260, blue
and multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott at left, arms at
centre, Grant and Masterton signatures, also £5 (10),
25 June 2002, a consecutive run with serial number
BV 654271-280, as previous but Burt and Mitchell
signatures and £5, 4 January 1995, prefix AE, as
previous but Pattullo and Burt signatures (Banknote
Yearbook SC123c, d, a, PMS BA122c, d, a),
uncirculated (31)
£220-260

3254
Bank of Scotland, £10 (9), 18 August 1998, serial
numbers CK 319311-319, brown and multicoloured,
Sir Walter Scott at left, arms at centre, Grant and
Masterton signatures (Banknote Yearbook SC136c,
PMS BA123c), uncirculated (9)
£130-160
3252
Bank of Scotland, £10 (10), 1 February 1995, serial
number AA 077002-7011, brown and multicoloured,
Sir Walter Scott at left, arms at centre, Pattullo and
Burt signatures, also £5 (20), 4 February 1995, serial
number AA 108001-020, blue, design as previous
(Banknote Yearbook SC136a, 136a, PMS BA 123a,
122a), uncirculated and first prefix runs (30)
£280-320

3255
Bank of Scotland, £10 (10), 18 June 2001, serial
numbers DU 976191-200, brown and multicoloured,
Sir Walter Scott at left, arms at centre, Shaw and
Mitchell signatures (Banknote Yearbook SC136d,
PMS BA123d), uncirculated (10)
£180-220
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3256
Bank of Scotland, £20 (5), 1 May 1995, a
consecutive run with serial numbers AA 372001372005, purple and multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott at
left, arms at centre, Pattullo and Burt signatures
(Banknote Yearbook SC147a, PMS BA124a),
uncirculated and first prefix (5)
£180-240

3258
Bank of Scotland, £50 (2), 1 May 1995, consecutive
pair with serial numbers AA 045301-302, green and
multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott at left, arms at centre,
Pattullo and Burt signatures (Banknote Yearbook
SC161a, PMS BA 125a), uncirculated (2)
£180-240

3257
Bank of Scotland, £50 (2), 1 May 1995, serial
number AA36959, green and multicoloured, Sir
Walter Scott at left, arms at centre, Pattullo and Burt
signatures, also £50, 29 January 2003, serial number
AB 471282, as previous but Mitchell signature
(Banknote Yearbook SC161a, 161c, PMS BA125a,
125c), uncirculated (2)
£150-200
3259
Bank of Scotland, £50 (2), 1 January 2006,
consecutive pair with serial numbers AC
815221/815222, green and multicoloured, Sir Walter
Scott at left, arms at centre, Stevenson and Matthew
signatures (Banknote Yearbook SC161d, PMS
BA125d), uncirculated (2)
£140-180
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3260
Bank of Scotland, £100 (2), 17 July 1995, serial number AA 003521-3522, red and multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott at
left, arms at centre, Pattullo and Burt signatures (Banknote Yearbook SC176a, PMS BA126a), uncirculated and a low serial
number consecutive pair (2)
£450-550

3261
Bank of Scotland, £100, 19 May 1999, serial number
AA 839020, red and multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott at
left, arms at centre, Grant and Masterton signatures
(Banknote Yearbook SC176c, PMS BA 126c),
uncirculated
£150-200
3262
Bank of Scotland, £100 (2), 24 September 2004,
serial numbers AB 345099/345100, red and
multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott at left, arms at centre,
Mitchell signature (Banknote Yearbook SC176d, PMS
BA126d), uncirculated and a consecutive pair (2)
£300-400
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3263
Bank of Scotland, a set comprising £5, blue and multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott at centre, arms low right, reverse blue,
the Brig o’Doon, £10, brown and multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott, arms low right, reverse brown, the Glenfinnan Viaduct
at centre, £20, purple and multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott at centre, arms low right, reverse purple, the Forth Bridge at
centre, £50, green and multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott, arms low right, reverse green, the Falkirk Wheel at centre and £100,
red and multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott at centre, arms at low right, the Kessock Bridge at centre, all serial number
AA000800, 17 September 2007, (PMS BA127a, 128a, 129a, 130a, 131a), uncirculated (5)
£500-700
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3264
Bank of Scotland, £5, multicoloured, Sir Walter
Scott at centre, arms low right, reverse blue, the Brig
o’Doon, £10, brown and multicoloured, Sir Walter
Scott, arms low right, reverse brown, the Glenfinnan
Viaduct at centre, £20, purple and multicoloured, Sir
Walter Scott at centre, arms low right, reverse purple,
the Forth Bridge at centre and £50, green and
multicoloured, Sir Walter Scott, arms low right,
reverse green, the Falkirk Wheel at centre, all serial
number AB000800, 17 September 2007, (PMS
BA127a, 128a, 129a, 130a), uncirculated (4)
£150-200

x3265
Bank of Scotland, a set of polymer £5, £10, £20, £50, 2007, matching serial number AB 000005, blue, brown, purple,
green respectively, all with Sir Walter Scott at centre, reverse, Brig o’Doon, Glenfinnan Viaduct, Forth Bridge, Falkirk
Wheel respectively, (Banknote Yearbook SC124, SC137, SC148, SC162), all in PMG holder 66 EPQ gem uncirculated, 66
EPQ gem uncirculated, 65 EPQ gem uncirculated, 64 EPQ choice uncirculated, rare set (4)
£600-800
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3266
Bank of Scotland, £20 (10), 17 September 2007,
purple and multicoloured, serial numbers AC000150,
AC000200, AC000300, AC000400, AC000500,
AC000600, AC000700, AC000800, AC000900 and
AC001000, Sir Walter Scott at centre, arms low right,
reverse purple, the Forth Bridge at centre (Banknote
Yearbook SC148a, PMS BA129a), uncirculated (10)
£300-400
3267
Bank of Scotland, a commemorative folder with
‘Bridges’ series, comprising £5, 10, 20, 50 and 100, all
17 September 2007, all Stevenson and Matthew
signatures and all serial number AA 000199,
uncirculated (5)
£350-450

3268
Bank of Scotland, £10 experimental polymer issue, 1st June 2016, serial number XX013478, brown, lilac and orangebrown, portrait of Sir Walter Scott at right, the Bank of Scotland’s head office (The Mound, Edinburgh) at centre left,
thistle motif in background, arms low left, value top left and low right, bank title in vertical format at far right, reverse,
Glenfinnan viaduct, uncirculated, rare
£300-400
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3269
British Linen Bank, £1, 15 July 1910, serial number
W 31/557, blue and white, bank initials in pale red
underprint at centre, arms top centre, Britannia at left,
manuscript signature low left, printed signature of
Edwin Galletley low right, also a sheet of watermarked
paper for the £1 issue (PMS BL54d, Banknote
Yearbook SC201c), ex James Douglas and the Douglas
plate note (p.63). Almost very fine, scarce
£250-350

3271
British Linen Bank, a selection of £1 comprising
1929, 1934, 1938, 1942, 1944, 1950, 1957 (2),
1960, 1961 (7), smaller format 1962 (4), 1963 (4),
1964, 1966, 1967 (12), all are blue with red sunburst
pattern, arms top centre, Britannia at left (Banknote
Yearbook SC203, 205a, 205b, 205c, 206, 207, 208a,
208b, PMS BL60, 64, 65b, c, d, 74, 75, 76b), mixed
grades, generally extremely fine or better (38)
£250-350

3270
British Linen Bank, £1, 10 May 1915, serial number
B 207/306, blue with red sunburst design, arms top
centre, Britannia at left, manuscript signature low
centre, printed signature of Edwin Galletley low
centre, reverse blue, Britannia at centre (PMS BL59a,
Banknote Yearbook SC202a), pressed, good fine, scarce
£150-200
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3272
British Linen Bank, £5, 20 December 1917, serial number O/3 18/416, blue with red sunburst design, arms top centre,
Britannia at left, two manuscript signatures below, reverse blue, Britannia at centre, value at left and right (PMS BL60,
Banknote Yearbook SC212), fresh and original, about extremely fine and quite rare in this grade
£400-600

3273
British Linen Bank, £5, 10 January 1927, serial
number Z/4 15/206, blue with red sunburst design,
arms top centre, Britannia at left, two manuscript
signatures below, reverse blue, Britannia at centre,
value at left and right (PMS BL60, Banknote
Yearbook SC212), ex James Douglas collection. A
pleasing almost very fine and scarce
£250-350

3274
British Linen Bank, £5, 15 May 1931, serial number
O/5 7/488, blue with red sunburst design, arms top
centre, Britannia at left, two manuscript signatures
below, reverse blue, Britannia at centre, value at left
and right (PMS BL60, Banknote Yearbook SC212), ex
James Douglas collection. A pleasing good fine, scarce
£200-300
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3275
British Linen Bank, £5, 19 July 1943, serial number H/7 7/409, blue with red sunburst design, arms top centre,
Britannia at left, Waugh and Mackenzie signatures, reverse blue, Britannia at centre, value at left and right (PMS BL66d,
Banknote Yearbook SC213c), about extremely fine
£200-300

3276
British Linen Bank, £20, 27 February 1918, serial number G/3 2/267, blue with red sunburst design, arms top centre,
Britannia at left, two manuscript signatures low centre, reverse blue, Britannia at centre, value at left and right (PMS BL62,
Banknote Yearbook SC233), ink numeral top right, very fine and quite rare
£700-900
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3277
British Linen Bank, £20, 31 July 1939, serial number A/4 2/371, blue with red sunburst design, arms top centre,
Britannia at left, manuscript signature of Wallace low left, printed signature of Dempster low right, reverse blue, Britannia
at centre, value at left and right (PMS BL68b, Banknote Yearbook SC234a), ink numeral top right, good very fine, scarce
£280-340

3278
British Linen Bank, £20, 18 May 1954, serial number X/4 08/183, blue with red sunburst design, arms top centre,
Britannia at left, Anderson signature, reverse blue, Britannia at centre, value at left and right (PMS BL68e, Banknote
Yearbook SC235b), a fresh good extremely fine and a pleasing example, scarce
£300-350

3279
British Linen Bank, £20, 9 November 1955, serial number B/5 01/308, blue with red sunburst design, arms top centre,
Britannia at left, Anderson signature, reverse blue, Britannia at centre, value at left and right (PMS BL69d, Banknote
Yearbook SC244), extremely fine and a pleasing example, scarce
£250-300
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3280
British Linen Bank, £100, 4 February 1942, serial number D/3 2/495, blue with red sunburst design, arms top centre,
Britannia at left, manuscript signature of Macfarlane low left, Mackenzie signature low right, reverse blue, Britannia at
centre, value at left and right (PMS BL69b, Banknote Yearbook SC243b), an original extremely fine and a pleasing
example, rare for date and grade
£1,500-2,000

3281
British Linen Bank, £100, 27 November 1957, serial number T/3 01/343, blue with red sunburst design, arms top
centre, Britannia at left, Anderson signature, reverse blue, Britannia at centre, value at left and right (PMS BL69d,
Banknote Yearbook SC244), extremely fine and a pleasing example, scarce
£700-900
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3282
British Linen Bank, £5 (2), 4 November 1953, serial
number I/10 21/270/271, blue with red sunburst
pattern, arms top centre, Britannia at left, Anderson
signature, also £5 (2), 7 December 1953, serial
number K/10 22/258 and 22/259, colour and
design as previous (PMS BL67d, Banknote Yearbook
SC214c, PMS BL67d), almost uncirculated and two
scarce consecutive pairs (4)
£200-250
3284
British Linen Bank, £1 (6), 1968 (2), 1969 (2),
1970 (2), blue with red sunburst pattern, arms top
centre, Sir Walter Scott at left, Walker signature, £5
(5), 1962, colour and design similar to previous,
Anderson signature, also £5 (7), 1968, as previous but
Walker signature (PMS BL75, 76a, 77, Banknote
Yearbook SC210, 216a, 217), generally uncirculated ,
the £5 include three consecutive pairs (18)
£200-300

Clydesdale Bank Limited

3283
British Linen Bank, £5 (4), 1944, 1948, 1959 (2)),
blue with red sunburst pattern, arms top centre,
Britannia at left, also £5 (4), 1961, as previous but
smaller format, all prefix A/12, also £5 (4), all prefix
Z/11 (Banknote Yearbook 214a, b, c, 215, PMS
BL67a, 67b, 67e, 72), one of the 1959 is dated 4
August 1959, last date for type. Generally very fine or
better (12)
£200-250

3285
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £1, 9 October 1918,
serial number A 3561737 black and white, three
maidens around Glasgow City Arms top centre, above
bank title, allegorical women left and right side, value
low centre and in panels with red underprint, signature
of D.Dewar, Accountant and manuscript signature on
behalf of General Manager, (PMS CL14b, Banknote
Yearbook SC301), bankstamp at reverse, good fine
£150-200
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3286
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £1, 9 February 1921,
serial number A 5048331, black and white, three
maidens around Glasgow City Arms top centre, above
bank title, allegorical women left and right side, value
low centre and in panels with red underprint, signature
of D.Dewar, Accountant and manuscript signature on
behalf of Joint General Managers (PMS CL14c,
Banknote Yearbook SC301), ex Keith Austin
Collection. A scarce variety on last date of this series, very
fine
£200-250

3287
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £1 (5), 1929-1949, 9
January 1929, serial number A 2565602, Swanson and
Young signatures, 2 Match 1932, serial number A
5895927, 6 April 1938, serial number B 2386940,
both Mitchell and Young signatures, 14 December
1949 (2), serial numbers C 3846261, 3946674, both
Campbell and Houston signatures, all blue and red,
three maidens with Glasgow City Arms top centre,
allegorical women left and right side, reverse blue,
bank title around City Arms at centre, (PMS CL9a, b,
g, Banknote Yearbook SC303a, b, e) £1 1932, good
very fine to extremely fine, balance mostly very fine to
good very fine (5)
£120-150

3288
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £5, 10 May 1916,
F2/L 0000445, black and white, Glasgow City Arms
top centre, bank title and value in black and in pale
red, signature of D.Dewar, Accountant and
manuscript signature on behalf of General Manager,
couple of numbers top right, signature on reverse
(PMS CL15, Banknote Yearbook SC304) ex Keith
Austin Collection. Very fine, scarce
£300-400

3289
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £5, 5 February 1941,
prefix X2/2, blue and white, value in pink-red
underprint, arms top centre, Mitchell and Young
signatures (Banknote Yearbook 305d), fresh and
original, uncirculated and really quite scarce in this
grade
£200-300
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3291
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £20, 15 November
1944, serial number T/Z 0000533 dark blue and
white, Glasgow City Arms top centre, bank title and
value in dark blue and in pale red, Mitchell and Young
signatures, tiny number at top, reverse blue, bank title
around City Arms at centre (PMS CL22e, Banknote
Yearbook SC308c) very fine
£200-250

3290
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £20, 5 July 1944,
serial number T/P 0000619, dark blue and white,
Glasgow City Arms top centre, bank title and value in
dark blue and in pale red, Mitchell and Young
signatures, reverse blue, bank title around City Arms at
centre (PMS CL22e, Banknote Yearbook SC308c),
very fine to good very fine
£250-300

3292
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £100, 4 November 1942, serial number F/X 0000144 dark blue and white, ornate design
with Glasgow City Arms top centre, bank title and value in dark blue and in pale red, Mitchell and Young signatures, reverse
blue, bank title around City Arms at centre (PMS CL23d, Banknote Yearbook SC310c) worn edges, few tiny holes in body,
otherwise clean and paper very firm, fine, scarce
£500-600
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3293
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £1 (11), 1965-68, £5
(5), 1966-67, £1, green on orange/brown, Arms at
right, Fairbairn signature, reverse, launching of ship,
£5, blue on orange/brown, Arms at right, Fairbairn
signature, reverse, Kings College Aberdeen, (PMS
CL30a, b, 31a, b, Banknote Yearbook SC317a, b,
319a, b) good very fine to extremely fine (16)
£120-150

3294
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £10 (2), 20 April
1964, serial number, CB 000294, 1 December 1967,
serial number, C/D 061864, brown on multicolour,
Arms at right, bank title top centre, value twice on
each side and at centre, R.D.Fairbairn signature,
reverse, University of Glasgow (PMS CL32, Banknote
Yearbook SC321) first good very fine, second extremely
fine (2)
£150-200

3295
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £10 (2), 1 December
1967, consecutive serial numbers, C/D 086892/ 893
brown on multicolour, Arms at right, bank title top
centre, value twice on each side and at centre,
R.D.Fairbairn signature, reverse, University of
Glasgow (PMS CL32, Banknote Yearbook SC321)
good very fine to extremely fine (2)
£120-150

3296
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £20 (2), 1 December
1967, consecutive serial numbers C/E 042679/ 680,
red on pale green, Arms at right, bank title top centre,
value twice on each side and at centre, R.D.Fairbairn
signature, reverse, George Square, Glasgow, (PMS
CL33, Banknote Yearbook SC323) about uncirculated
(2)
£300-400
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3297
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £100, 1 February 1968, serial number C/8 000676 purple on multicolour, Arms at right,
bank title top centre, value twice on each side and at centre, R.D.Fairbairn signature, reverse, river scene (PMS CL34,
Banknote Yearbook SC326) very fine, scarce
£600-800

3298
The Clydesdale Bank Limited, £1 (2), 1 March
1971, D/A, 2 February 1976, D/AF, £5, 2 February
1976, serial number D/BC 194600, £10, 2 February
1976, serial number, D/G 033700, £20, 27 February
1981, serial number, D/AL 013191 £1, green,
Robert The Bruce at left, £5, blue, Robert Burns at
left, £10, brown, David Livingstone at left, £20,
purple, Lord Kelvin at left, first £1 with Fairbairn
signature, others all with MacMillian signature, (PMS
CL35a, c, 36c, 37b, 38b, Banknote Yearbook
SC318a, c, 320c, 322b, 324b) first £1 and £20 very
fine to good very fine, balance good extremely fine to
about uncirculated (5)
£150-200

3299
Clydesdale Bank plc., £1 (18), 1983-1988, £5 (6),
1982-89, £1, green on multicolour, Robert The Bruce
at left, £5, blue on multicolour, Robert Burns at left,
mostly with signature of A.Cole Hamilton (PMS
CL41a, b, c, d, 42a, d, Banknote Yearbook SC328a, b,
c, d, 329d) £1 notes about uncirculated, £5
uncirculated (24)
£150-200
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3300
Clydesdale Bank plc., £5 (8), 2 April 1990 (4),
E/AA, E/CH, E/CJ, E/CL prefixes, 21 July 1996,
Burns set (4), serial numbers R/B 0000655,
10000655, 20000655, 3000655 all blue and
multicolour, Robert Burns at left, reverse blue,
illustration of field mouse and flowers, signature of
A.Cole Hamilton, F.Goodwin, (PMS CL48a, 49a, b,
c, d, Banknote Yearbook SC330a, 331), uncirculated
bar E/CH prefix (8)
£120-150

3301
Clydesdale Bank plc., £10 (8), 7 May 1988, D/TC
prefix, 3 September 1992 (5), E/JL, E/GV, E/HB,
E/LB, E/LR, 5 January 1993, E/ST, 22 March
1996, E/WQ 000009, brown and multi-coloured,
David Livingstone at left, reverse brown and green,
birthplace of Livingstone, first six with signature of A.
Cole Hamilton, then C. Love and F. Goodwin (PMS
CL44, 50a, b, c, Banknote Yearbook SC342, 343a, b,
c) last uncirculated, balance good very fine to extremely
fine (8)
£120-150

3302
Clydesdale Bank plc., £10 (2), 3 September 1989,
consecutive serial numbers D/WM 056686/ 87, £20
(2), 8 April 1985, consecutive serial numbers, D/ED
017192/ 13 £10, brown and multicolour, David
Livingstone at left, reverse brown and green,
birthplace of Livingstone, £20, purple, Lord Kelvin at
left, reverse purple, lecture hall in University of
Glasgow, (PMS CL44, 45b, Banknote Yearbook
SC342, 351b), good extremely fine to about
uncirculated (4)
£120-150

3303
Clydesdale Bank plc., £10 (8), 15 March 2006,
consecutive serial numbers, CG/5 572391-572398,
£20 (3), 6 June 2005 (3), serial numbers, A/DQ
966001,
966002,
A/DZ
804308
£10,
Commonwealth Games Commemorative, brown,
Mary Slessor at left, reverse brown, stylised
representation of sporting events, £20, purple, Robert
The Bruce at left, reverse purple and brown,
Clydesdale Bank Exchange, all with signature of
D.Thorburn, (PMS CL52, 59, Banknote Yearbook
SC346, 358), £10, uncirculated, £20, good extremely
fine (11)
£180-220
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3306
Clydesdale Bank plc., £20 (4), 30 November 1990
(2), consecutive serial numbers E/AH 012265/ 66, 2
August 1991 (2), consecutive serial numbers, E/FS
025704/ 05, purple and orange-brown on
multicolour, Robert The Bruce at left, signature of
A.Cole Hamilton, reverse Robert The Bruce in full
battle armour on horseback, (PMS CL50a, Banknote
Yearbook SC352a), first pair uncirculated, second
extremely fine (4)
£150-200

3304
Clydesdale Bank plc., £10 (2), £20 (4), £50, 19962000, (PMS CL51a, d, 55a, 57b, 58a, 62a, Banknote
Yearbook SC344a, 345, 353b, 356, 357, 362a),
uncirculated apart from first £10 (7)
£200-250

3307
Clydesdale Bank plc., £20 (10), 30 September 1997,
consecutive serial numbers, F/BD 485601-10,
commemorative issue for Commonwealth Heads of
Government meeting, purple and orange-brown on
multicolour, Robert The Bruce at left, signature of
F.Goodwin, reverse Edinburgh Castle in background
behind Clydesdale Bank Plaza and Edinburgh
International Conference Centre, (PMS CL55b,
Banknote Yearbook SC354), about uncirculated to
uncirculated (10)
£250-300
3305
Clydesdale Bank plc., £10 and £20, both 1 January
2000, matching serial numbers MM 000655, £50, 6
January 2001, serial number GU 003054, £10, £20,
brown, Mary Slessor at left, reverse brown, stylised
representation of sporting events, £50, University of
Glasgow Commemorative, S.Grimshaw signature,
(PMS CL 51d, 58b, 62b, Banknote Yearbook SC345,
357, 363), uncirculated (3)
£150-200
3308
Clydesdale Bank plc., £50, 3 September 1989, serial
number, D/Z 006131, olive green, Adam Smith at
left, signature of A.Cole Hamilton, reverse green and
brown, group of old agricultural and industrial tools,
ships in background, (PMS CL46, Banknote Yearbook
SC361) about uncirculated
£150-200
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3309
Clydesdale Bank plc., £50 (2), 6 January 2001, serial numbers GU 000002/ 000003, green and brown, Adam Smith at
left, commemorative issue for 550 years of the University of Glasgow, signature of S.Grimshaw, reverse mainly green and
brown, group of old agricultural and industrial tools, ships in background, (PMS CL62b, Banknote Yearbook SC363)
important low numbers and matching those in lot 203, about uncirculated to uncirculated (2)
£400-500

3310
Clydesdale Bank plc., £50 (5), 6 January 2001, serial numbers GU 099996-100000 green and brown, Adam Smith at
left, commemorative issue for 550 years of the University of Glasgow, signature of S.Grimshaw, reverse mainly green and
brown, group of old agricultural and industrial tools, ships in background (PMS CL62b, Banknote Yearbook SC363)
mostly good extremely fine to about uncirculated, last extremely fine. The last five notes for issue (5)
£400-500
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3311
Clydesdale Bank plc., £100, 9 November 1991, serial number D/S 003472, red, Lord Kelvin at left, signature of A.Cole
Hamilton, reverse red and yellow, lecture room at the University of Glasgow (PMS CL47b, Banknote Yearbook SC371b)
uncirculated
£400-500

3313
Clydesdale Bank plc., £100, 2nd October 1996,
serial number A/AS 000009, red, Lord Kelvin at left,
reverse, University of Glasgow, (PMS CL63a,
Banknote Yearbook SC372), uncirculated and a very
low serial number
£150-200

3312
Clydesdale Bank plc., £100, 2 October 1996, serial
number A/AA 008557 red and purple, Lord Kelvin at
left, signature of F.Goodwin, reverse red and purple,
illustration of the University of Glasgow (PMS 63a,
Banknote Yearbook SC372) uncirculated
£150-200
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3314
Clydesdale Bank plc., £100, 2nd October 1996, serial number A/AS
000010, red, Lord Kelvin at left, reverse, University of Glasgow, (PMS
CL63a , Banknote Yearbook SC372), uncirculated and a very low serial
number
£150-200

3315
Clydesdale Bank plc., £100 (2), 6 January 2001, serial numbers GU 000002/ 000003, red and purple, Lord Kelvin at
left, commemorative issue for 550 years of the University of Glasgow, signature of S.Grimshaw, reverse red and purple,
illustration of the University of Glasgow (PMS CL63b, Banknote Yearbook SC373) important low serial numbers and
matching those in lot 123, about uncirculated (2)
£500-600
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3316
Clydesdale Bank plc., £100 (5), 6 January 2001, serial numbers GU 049996-050000, red and purple, Lord Kelvin at left,
commemorative issue for 550 years of the University of Glasgow, signature of S.Grimshaw, reverse red and purple,
illustration of the University of Glasgow (PMS CL63b, Banknote Yearbook SC373) about uncirculated and the last five
notes for issue (5)
£800-1,000
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3317
Clydesdale Bank plc., a set of 2009 issue, £5, 6
August 2009, blue, Sir Alexander Fleming at right,
£10, 25 January 2009, brown, Robert Burns at right,
£20, 11 July 2009, purple, Robert The Bruce at right,
£50, 16 August 2009, green, Elsie Inglis at right,
£100, 7 June 2009, red, Charles Rennie Mackintosh at
right, all with serial number W/HS 000800, signature
of D.Thorburn, reverses with illustrations of Scottish
Heritage sites, (PMS CL64a, 65a, 66a, 67a, 68a,
Banknote Yearbook SC332, 348a, 360A, 365, 374)
about uncirculated to uncirculated (5)
£400-500

x3318
Clydesdale Bank plc., £5, £10, £20, £50, 2009, matching serial number W/HS 333333, blue, brown, purple, green
respectively, Sir Alexander Fleming, Robert Burns, Robert The Bruce, Elsie Inglis at right, reverse, St Kilda, Edinburgh,
New Lanark, The Antonine Wall, (Banknote Yearbook SC332, SC348a, SC360A, SC365), in PMG holder 65 EPQ gem
uncirculated, 64 EPQ choice uncirculated, 66 EPQ gem uncirculated, 64 EPQ choice uncirculated, rare (4)
£900-1,200
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x3319
Clydesdale Bank plc., £20, £50, 2009, serial number W/HS 666666, £20, purple, Robert The Bruce at right, reverse,
New Lanark, £50, green, Elsie Inglis at right, reverse, The Antonine Wall, (Banknote Book SC360A, SC365), both in PMG
holder, 66 EPQ gem uncirculated, 64 EPQ choice uncirculated, rare six ‘6’s solid numbers (2)
£700-800
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x3320
Clydesdale Bank plc., £20, £50, 2009, serial number W/HS 777777, £20, purple, Robert The Bruce at right, reverse,
New Lanark, £50, green, Elsie Inglis at right, reverse, The Antonine Wall, (Banknote Book SC360A, SC365), both in PMG
holder, 64 EPQ gem uncirculated, 65 EPQ choice uncirculated, rare solid numbers (2)
£700-800
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x3321
Clydesdale Bank plc., £5, £10, £20, £50, 2009, matching serial number W/HS 999999, blue, brown, purple, green
respectively, Sir Alexander Fleming, Robert Burns, Robert The Bruce, Elsie Inglis at right, reverse, St Kilda, Edinburgh,
New Lanark, The Antonine Wall, (Banknote Yearbook SC332, SC348a, SC360A, SC365), all in PMG holder 66 EPQ choice
uncirculated, rare (4)
£900-1,200

Clydesdale and North of Scotland
Bank Limited

3323
Clydesdale & North of Scotland Bank Limited, a
partial die proof/printing for a £1, ND (1961), blue
and white, 1 at left, arms at right, both heavily
engraved (PMS CL28 for type), unusual and very rare
£150-200

3322
The Clydesdale & North of Scotland Bank
Limited, £1 (6), 1950-60, £5 (3), 1956-1960, £20,
1961, £1, blue-grey on pale orange, shipping and
agricultural vignettes, bottom left and right, £5,
purple on pale green and pink, Kings College,
Aberdeen at left, Glasgow Cathedral at right, £20,
green on pale yellow, Kings College, Aberdeen at left,
Glasgow Cathedral at right, all with Campbell or
Fairbairn signatures, (PMS CL24a, b, d, 25b, c,
Banknote Yearbook SC311a, b, 313a, b, 315b), mostly
good very fine, few better (10)
£150-200
247
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3324
The Clydesdale & North of Scotland Bank
Limited, £1 (12), 1961-63, £5 (3), 1962-63, £1,
green, orange and brown, Arms at right, bank title top
centre, R.D. Fairbairn signature, £5, dark blue and
orange/brown, Arms at right, bank title top centre,
R.D. Fairbairn signature (PMS CL28, 29., Banknote
Yearbook SC312, 314), £1 notes, extremely fine or
better, £5, good very fine (15)
£120-150

3325
The Clydesdale & North of Scotland Bank
Limited, £20 (2), 1 July 1961, consecutive serial
numbers, D 034305/306, green on pale yellow, Kings
College, Aberdeen at left, Glasgow Cathedral at right,
bank title top centre, value in each corner and at
centre, R.D. Fairbairn signature, reverse, bank arms at
centre, flanked by value, (PMS CL26c, Banknote
Yearbook SC315b), about extremely fine (2)
£150-200

3326
The Clydesdale & North of Scotland Bank Limited, £100, 2 May 1951, serial number A 002419 blue on pale yellow,
Kings College, Aberdeen at left, Glasgow Cathedral at right, bank title top centre, value in each corner and at centre,
J.J.Campbell signature, reverse, bank arms at centre, flanked by value (PMS CL27a, Banknote Yearbook SC316a) good very
fine
£400-500
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Commercial Bank

3327
Commercial Banking Company, £1, 1 September 1821, serial number H41/464, black and white, Edinburgh Castle top
left, bank title at left, pay Edwr. Robertson in text, two manuscript signatures below (PMS CO7a), ex Keith Austin auction
1999, tear in paper top right, fine and rare especially as this type often a contemporary forgery, however this is genuine
£700-900

3328
Commercial Banking Company, a contemporary
copy of a £1, 1 January 1826, serial number 937/41,
black and white, Edinburgh Castle top left, (Douglas
6b for type), extremely fine
£80-100
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3329
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £1, 2 January 1893, serial number 15/B 28/246, blue and pale orange, classical
frieze top centre, Scotia low centre, printed signature of Anderson low left, manuscript signature low right, reverse green,
Bank head office at centre (PMS CO48a), ex Keith Austin sale 1999, first date of issue for type, a pleasing and solid very fine,
rare
£800-1,200

3330
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, specimen/trial £1, 4th January 1904, serial range 17/J 1/1 - 17/K 200/500
blue on yellow underprint, bank title at centre with classic frieze above, value in each corner and at centre, arms low centre,
Bradbury Wilkinson engraving. reverse, green panel with bank building at centre, (Douglas 36 for type), perforated
SPECIMEN, pencil date “18th Feb 1904” top left, extremely fine
£600-800
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3331
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £1, 4 January 1906, serial number 17/L 138/392, blue and pale orange,
classical frieze top centre, Scotia low centre, printed signature of Mackay low left, manuscript signature low right, reverse
green, Bank head office at centre (PMS CO48d), ex Keith Austin sale 1999, about very fine, quite rare
£500-600

3333
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £1, 2
January 1923, serial number 21/I 671/105, blue and
pale orange, bank offices top centre and at left and
right, classical frieze low centre, value in pale orange
underprint at centre, Scotia low centre, printed
signatures of Mackay and Roberts, reverse blue, Scotia
at centre (PMS CO48a, Banknote Yearbook SC402b),
last date of issue for type, fine, scarce
£200-300

3332
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £1, 2
January 1919, black serial number 21/C 388/129,
blue and pale orange, bank offices top centre and at
left and right, classical frieze low centre, value in pale
orange underprint at centre, Scotia low centre, printed
signatures of Mackay and Riddell, reverse blue, Scotia
at centre (PMS CO56f, Banknote Yearbook 402b),
fine, scarce
£150-200
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3334
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, specimen £1, 2nd January 1923, serial range, 21/J 1/1 - 21/J 28/450, blue
on yellow paper, bank offices in Edinburgh, Glasgow and London at top, left and right, (Banknote Yearbook SC402bs),
pen annotation at top left corner, ‘CANCELLED’ perforation at lower right, uncirculated
£400-500

3335
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £5, 2 January 1913, serial number 13/C 11/69, blue and pale orange, bank
offices top centre and at left and right, classical frieze low centre, value in pale orange underprint at centre, Scotia low
centre, printed signatures of Mackay low left, manuscript signature low right, reverse blue, Scotia at centre (PMS CO57b,
Banknote Yearbook 412b), first date and prefix of issue for type, a respectable fine, scarce
£300-400
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3336
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £5, 2 January 1919, serial number 13/H 123/105, blue and pale orange, bank
offices top centre and at left and right, classical frieze low centre, value in pale orange underprint at centre, Scotia low
centre, printed signatures of Mackay low left, manuscript signature of Riddell low right, reverse blue, Scotia at centre (PMS
CO57b, Banknote Yearbook 412b), ex Pringle Collection. A pleasing and original very fine to good very fine, scarce in this
grade
£350-450

3338
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £1 (3), 1st
December 1927, serial number 23A 244824, 1st June
1928, serial number 23B 069130, 140106, all dark
blue yellow and pale red, classical frieze top centre,
Lord Pitcairn low centre, value low right and left,
reverse blue, bank head office at centre, signatures,
R.R. Thomson and Roberts, Irving and
R.R.Thomson, (PMS CO61a, b, Banknote Yearbook
SC404a, b), good fine (3)
£150-200

3337
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £1, 31
October 1924, serial number 22/Z 376180 dark blue,
yellow and pale red, classical frieze top centre, Lord
Pitcairn low centre, value low right and left,
R.R.Thomson and Robb signatures, reverse blue, bank
head office at centre (PMS CO60, Banknote Yearbook
SC403) ex James Douglas Collection. Fine
£100-150
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3339
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £1 (2), 4
June 1941, 25C, 6 January 1943, 25G, £5, 3 August
1940, serial number 14/J 23883, all dark blue, yellow
and pale red, classical frieze top centre, Lord Pitcairn
low centre, value low right and left, signatures of
Irving and J. Thomson on £1 notes, J.Thomson and
J.Erskine on £5, (PMS CO61f, 62s, Banknote
Yearbook SC404d, 413d), very fine to good very fine
(3)
£100-150

3340
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £5, 31
October 1924, serial number 14/X 19579 dark blue,
yellow and pale red, classical frieze top centre, Lord
Pitcairn low centre, value low right and left, signature
of R.R.Thomson, Accountant, manuscript signature
on behalf of Manager, reverse blue, bank head office at
centre, (PMS CO62a, Banknote Yearbook SC413a) ex
Pringle Collection. About very fine
£150-200

3341
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 1
December 1928, serial number 12/Y 00349 dark
blue, yellow and pale red, classical frieze top centre,
Lord Pitcairn low centre, value low right and left,
Thomson and Robb signatures, reverse blue, bank
head office at centre (PMS CO63b, Banknote
Yearbook SC423b) ex Keith Austin Collection. Good
fine and rare
£200-250

3342
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 2 June
1941, serial number 12/U 03490 dark blue, yellow
and pale red, classical frieze top centre, Lord Pitcairn
low centre, value low right and left, Thomson and
Erskine signatures, reverse blue, bank head office at
centre (PMS CO63d, Banknote Yearbook SC423c) ex
Keith Austin Collection. Tiny hole upper centre, good
very fine and scarce
£200-250
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x3343
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £5, 194758, 16L075418, (Banknote Year Book SC414b) in
PMG holder About Uncirculated 55, water stain to both
sides and some discolouration to margins
£200-250

Falkirk Union Bank

3344
Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £1 (4), 3
January 1949, 26J, 2 January 1953 (2), 26S, 26U, 2
January 1954, 27A, £5 (2), 3 January 1952, serial
number 16R 032208, 3 January 1956, 17N 002832,
£20, 2 January 1958, serial number 13O 03094, all
with Lord Cockburn, seated £1, allegorical women
and cameo head of Scotia on front, Erskine and
Macdonald signatures, reverses for £1 with Bank
Arms, others with Victorian street scene in front of
bank head office, (PMS CO65, 66, 67a, b, 68b,
Banknote Yearbook SC405, 406, 414a, b, 424b),
mostly good very fine (7)
£200-250

3345
Falkirk Union Bank, one guinea, 20 July 1815, serial
number 53/252, black and white, rose and thistles top
centre, vertical spray of roses and thistles at left with
bank title, two manuscript signatures below, red
dividend stamp low right (Douglas 2, PMSFU2b),
very fine and rare in this condition
£300-400
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National Bank

3346
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £1, 11 November 1835, serial number G 110/313 black and white, Royal Arms
surmounted by St. Andrew and cross upper centre, value right and left, engraved by Perkins & Bacon, London, manuscript
signatures bottom right on behalf of Manager and Cashier, reverse Congreve Duty Stamp (PMS NA7a, Banknote Yearbook
-), ex Keith Austin Collection. Worn edges, few tiny splits in body, writing at reverse, about fine, early and very rare
£800-1,000

3347
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £1, 2 January
1926, serial number O049-966 dark blue on light
orange and yellow sunburst underprint, portrait
Marquess of Lothian plus shipping on the Clyde at
left, Edinburgh Castle and Holyroodhouse Palace at
right, Royal Arms upper centre, Lethbridge and
McKissock signatures, reverse blue, aerial view of
Princes Street at centre (PMS NA32, Banknote
Yearbook SC501d), ex McMillan and McIntyre
collection. Lightly pressed, extremely fine, scarce
£150-200

3348
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £1, 15 May
1916, serial number J183-317 dark blue on light
orange and yellow sunburst underprint, portrait
Marquess of Lothian plus shipping on the Clyde at
left, Edinburgh Castle and Holyroodhouse Palace at
right, Royal Arms upper centre, Samuel signature on
behalf of General Manager, manuscript signature on
behalf of Accountant, reverse blue, aerial view of
Princes Street at centre, (PMS NA29, Banknote
Yearbook SC501b) good very fine
£200-250
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3351
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 16 May
1935, serial number A108-916 dark blue on light
yellow, orange and pink underprint, portrait Marquess
of Lothian plus shipping on the Clyde at left,
Edinburgh Castle and Holyroodhouse Palace at right,
Bank Arms upper centre, signature of G. Drever,
Cashier and manuscript signature on behalf of
Accountant, reverse blue, aerial view of Princes Street
at centre, (PMS NA59, Banknote Yearbook SC522a),
small numbers in top margin each side, good fine, scarce
£250-300

3349
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £1 (3), 1916,
1929, 1938, prefixes, J, A/C, A/L, £5 (2), 1944,
1955, prefixes, B, D, £1, dark blue on light orange
and yellow sunburst underprint, portrait Marquess of
Lothian plus shipping on the Clyde at left, Edinburgh
Castle and Holyroodhouse Palace at right, Royal Arms
upper centre, Samuel signature on behalf of General
manager, manuscript signature on behalf of
Accountant, £5, signatures, Dandie-Leggat, DandieBrown (PMS NA29, 43, 46, 56, 57, Banknote
Yearbook SC501b, 502a, 503a, 512e, f), £1, 1938, £5
1952, good very fine, balance fine (5)
£120-150

3352
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 1
February 1951, serial number A183-778 dark blue on
light yellow, orange and pink underprint, portrait
Marquess of Lothian plus shipping on the Clyde at
left, Edinburgh Castle and Holyroodhouse Palace at
right, Royal Arms upper centre, Brown and Dandie
signatures, reverse blue, aerial view of Princes Street at
centre (PMS NA63, Banknote Yearbook SC522e),
good very fine
£200-250
3350
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £5 (2), 1952,
1955, blue, brown and pale yellow, the Marquess of
Lothian at left, arms top centre, Dandie and
Brown/Dandie and Alexander signatures (Banknote
Yearbook SC512f, 512g), fine and an original fresh
good extremely fine (2)
£150-200
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3353
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £100, 1 July 1936, serial number A022-573 dark blue on light yellow, orange and
pink underprint, portrait Marquess of Lothian plus shipping on the Clyde at left, Edinburgh Castle and Holyroodhouse
Palace at right, Bank Arms upper centre, manuscript signatures of G.Drever and A.McKissock, reverse blue, aerial view of
Princes Street at centre, (PMS NA65a, Banknote Yearbook SC531) worn edges, couple of splits in body, about fine, extremely
rare
£800-1,000

3354
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £100, 1 March 1952, serial number A029-656 dark blue on light yellow, orange
and pink underprint, portrait Marquess of Lothian plus shipping on the Clyde at left, Edinburgh Castle and Holyroodhouse
Palace at right, Bank Arms upper centre, Brown and Dandie signatures, reverse blue, aerial view of Princes Street at centre
(PMS NA67, Banknote Yearbook SC532b) good very fine
£800-1,000
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3356
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 1st
November 1957, serial number A008-333, dark
magenta, thistles at left, arms at lower left, (Banknote
Yearbook SC523), in PCGS holder 50 PPQ About New
£180-220

3355
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £1 (3), 1 July
1958, consecutive serial numbers B/X 404608/609/610, £5, 1 November 1957, serial number
A 268-685, £20, 1 November 1957, serial number, A
020-434, £1, signature Alexander, both £5, £20
Dandie and Alexander signatures, (PMS NA51, 68,
69, Banknote Yearbook SC503e, 513, 523) last good
very fine, balance extremely fine or better (5)
£150-200

3357
National Bank of Scotland Limited, £100, 1 November 1957, serial number A001-252 blue, Bank Arms lower left, value
at right, Dandie-Alexander signatures, reverse blue, Forth Rail Bridge (PMS NA70, Banknote Yearbook SC533), pencilled
number top margin, scarce low number, very fine to good very fine
£500-600
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National Commercial Bank

3358
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited,
£1 (3), 16 September 1959, serial numbers J 165117119, blue, the Forth Bridge at centre, Alexander
signature, also £1 (5), 16 September 1959, serial
numbers Y 607006-010, colour and design as previous
(PMS NC1, Banknote Yearbook SC601),
uncirculated and two consecutive runs (8)
£150-200

3359
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited,
£5 (2), 16 September 1959, prefixes B and E, green
and lilac, arms low right, Alexander signature, also £5,
3 January 1961, serial number H 943406, colour and
design as previous but smaller format (PMS NC2, 3,
Banknote Yearbook SC611, 612), original, about
extremely fine and good extremely fine, last note central
crease otherwise almost uncirculated (3)
£180-220

3360
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited,
£5, £20, 16th September 1959, serial number
A501128, A293282, green and red respectively,
reverse, both with Forth rail bridge, (Banknote
Yearbook SC611, SC631), £5 with one vertical fold,
extremely fine, £20 with two vertical folds, extremely fine
(2)
£280-350

3361
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited,
specimen £20, 16th September 1959, serial number
A000000, red, reverse, Forth Rail bridge, (Banknote
Yearbook SC631s), ‘SPECIMEN’ overprint in red at
front and reverse, minor mounting traces at right,
otherwise uncirculated
£300-350
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3362
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited,
£20, 16 September 1959, serial number A 004997,
red and lilac, arms low right, Alexander signature
(PMS NC4, Banknote Yearbook SC631), original, soft
central crease, good extremely fine and a low number
£180-240

3363
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited,
£20, 16 September 1959, serial number A 139476,
red and lilac, arms low right, Alexander signature
(PMS NC4, Banknote Yearbook SC631), original, soft
central crease, good extremely fine and a low number
£140-180

3364
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £100 (2), 16 September 1959, serial number
A 007895/7896, purple and lilac, arms low right, Alexander signature (PMS NC5, Banknote
Yearbook SC641), original, soft central crease, ink mark on reverse of first note, about extremely fine
and very rare as a consecutive pair (2)
£1,400-1,800
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3365
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited, £100, 16 September 1959, serial number A 016973, purple and lilac,
arms low right, Alexander signature (PMS NC5, Banknote Yearbook SC641), original, soft central crease, extremely fine
and rare, a handsome note
£900-1,100

3366
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited,
£1 (4), 1 November 1961, consecutive run with serial
numbers B 555279-282, green and pale blue and
pink, Forth Bridge at centre, Alexander signature,
consecutive pairs of £1 (2), 1 November 1962,
consecutive serial numbers J 532668/669, colour and
design as first, £1 (2), 4 January 1967, consecutive
pair with serial numbers 2G 302445/446, £1 (2), 4
January 1968, consecutive pair with serial numbers A
004966/4967, colour and design similar to last, the
1968 Burke signature (PMS NC6, 7, 8, Banknote
Yearbook SC602a, 602b, 603), original, extremely fine
to uncirculated (10)
£100-150

3367
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited,
specimen £5, 3rd January 1961, serial number
G000000, green, reverse, Forth rail bridge, (Banknote
Yearbook SC612), ‘SPECIMEN’ overprint in red at
front and reverse, perforated, pinholes, extremely fine
£220-280
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3368
National Commercial Bank of Scotland Limited,
£5 (5), 1 August 1963, prefixes D (4), F, blue, pink
and orange, arms low centre, Alexander signature, also
£5 (4), 1 August 1966, all prefix L, colour and design
as previous (PMS NC9, Banknote Yearbook SC613a),
the D prefix two consecutive pairs, the 1968 three are
consecutive, generally original extremely fine (9)
£150-200

3370
The North of Scotland & Town & County Bank
Limited, £1, 1 March 1916, serial number B
0729/0313, blue and yellow, Marischal College at top
above bank title, three coats of arms in panel at left,
value at upper left and right plus centre, manuscript
signatures on behalf of General Manager and
Accountant, reverse blue and yellow, bank arms at
centre, (PMS NS26b, Banknote Yearbook SC701a)
two tiny holes, very fine to good very fine
£300-350

North of Scotland and Town and County
Bank Limited

North of Scotland Bank Limited

3369
The North of Scotland & Town & County Bank
Limited, £1, 1 March 1910, serial number A
0825/0327, blue and yellow, Marischal College at top
above bank title, three coats of arms in panel at left,
value at upper left and right plus centre, manuscript
signatures on behalf of General Manager and
Accountant, reverse blue and yellow, bank arms at
centre (PMS NS26a, Banknote Yearbook SC701a)
lightly pressed, very fine
£300-350

3371
The North of Scotland Bank Limited, £1 (2), 1
March 1932, serial number H 0225/0578, £5, 1
March 1928, serial number A 0664/0487 £1,
signatures RWW, Accountant and Stuart on behalf of
General Manager, £5, signature, Harvey Smith,
General Manager, manuscript signature on behalf of
Accountant, both blue and yellow, Marischal College
at top above bank title, three coats of arms in panel at
left, value at upper left and right plus centre, reverse
blue and yellow, bank arms at centre, (PMS NS38a,
40a, Banknote Yearbook SC711a, 714a) £5 good very
fine, £1, extremely fine, an appealing lot (3)
£250-300
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3372
The North of Scotland Bank Limited, £5, Aberdeen, 1 March 1934, prefix A, blue and yellow, the Marischal
College top centre, arms at left, signatures of Brown and Harvey Smith Banknote Yearbook SC714b), fresh and
original, extremely fine and scarce in this grade
£250-300

3373
The North of Scotland Bank Limited, a group of £1 (9), 1934-1949, £5, 1st March 1934, serial number A
1000/0899 £1 signatures, JDP and R.W. Wath, Harvey Smith and G. Webster, £5, brown with Smith signature,
(PMS NS38b, 40a, 43a, b, Banknote Yearbook SC711b, 712a, b, 714a) very fine to good very fine (10)
£150-200

3374
The North of Scotland Bank Limited, £20, 1 March 1934, serial number A 0115/0554 purple and light
green, Marischal College at top above bank title, three coats of arms in panel at left, value at upper left and right
plus centre, Harvey Smith signature as General Manager, manuscript signature on behalf of Accountant (PMS
NS41, Banknote Yearbook SC716) very fine to good very fine
£200-250
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3375
The North of Scotland Bank Limited, £100, 1 March 1930, serial number A 0008/0014 brown and light green,
Marischal College at top above bank title, three coats of arms in panel at left, value at upper left and right plus centre,
Harvey Smith signature as General manager, manuscript signature for Accountant, reverse brown and green, bank arms at
centre, (PMS NS42, Banknote Yearbook SC718) ex Keith Austin Collection. Very fine and scarce
£1,500-2,000

3377
The North of Scotland Bank Limited, £20, 1 July
1940, serial number CT 06994 green on light mauve
underprint, Kings College at centre with bank title
above, coat of arms top right and left, bottom right,
value at centre and in ornate tablet at right, Harvey
Smith signature, reverse, bank arms at centre (PMS
NS45a, Banknote Yearbook SC717a), extremely fine to
good extremely fine
£150-200

3376
The North of Scotland Bank Limited, £1, £5, £20,
1st July 1940, serial number C 061948, AE 122941,
ET 08341, blue, red, green respectively, Kings
College at centre with bank title above, coat of arms
top right and left, bottom right, value at centre and in
ornate tablet at right, Harvey Smith signature, reverse,
bank arms at centre (PMS NS43a, 44a, 45a, Banknote
Yearbook SC712a, 715a, 717a), good very fine (3)
£150-200
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3378
The North of Scotland Bank Limited, £20 (2), 1
July 1943, serial numbers, GT 02183, JT 08221 green
on light mauve underprint, Kings College at centre
with bank title above, coat of arms top right and left,
bottom right, value at centre and in ornate tablet at
right, G.Webster signature, reverse, bank arms at
centre, (PMS NS45b, Banknote Yearbook SC717b)
first good very fine, second better (2)
£150-200

3379
The North of Scotland Bank Limited, £100, 1 July 1940, serial number Bc 0696, dark purple on light pink underprint,
Kings College at centre with bank title above, coat of arms top right and left, bottom right, value at centre and in ornate
tablet at right, Harvey Smith signature, reverse, bank arms at centre, (PMS NS46, Banknote Yearbook SC719), ex Pringle
Collection. Good very fine and rare
£450-500

3380
The North of Scotland Bank Limited, £100, 1 July 1940, serial number Cc 0216 dark purple on light pink underprint,
Kings College at centre with bank title above, coat of arms top right and left, bottom right, value at centre and in ornate
tablet at right, Harvey Smith signature, reverse, bank arms at centre, (PMS NS46, Banknote Yearbook SC719), ex
McMillan and McIntyre collection. Good very fine to extremely fine, rare
£500-600
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Paisley Commercial Banking Company

3381
Paisley Commercial Banking Company, £20, Paisley, 17 June 1863, serial number 8/286, black and white, Paisley
Abbey top centre with vignette of Queen Victoria in olive wreath in foreground, allegorical maiden at left and right
representing Industry and Commerce, value in black tablet at centre, arms low centre, two manuscript signatures below
(Douglas 3, PMS PC3), no example illustrated in PMS, a lovely Lizars engraving, fresh good very fine, an excessively rare and
handsome note
£3,000-4,000
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Royal Bank of Scotland

3382
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £1, 1 October 1872, serial number E359/203, payable to James Wright, blue and white,
King George I flanked by Lion and Unicorn upper centre with Bank title below, allegorical figures right and left, red-brown
R.B.S at centre, manuscript signatures on behalf of Accountant and Cashier (PMS RB52), ex Keith Austin Collection. Worn
top edge, few tiny holes in body, very good, rare
£500-600

3383
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £1, 2 January 1895, serial number U6303 59 blue on light brown underprint, King George
I flanked by Lion and Unicorn upper centre with Bank title below, allegorical figures right and left, red-brown R.B.S at
centre, signature of W.Templeton, Accountant, manuscript signature on behalf of Cashier (PMSRB53c, Banknote
Yearbook SC801a), ex Keith Austin Collection. Number at left side, few tiny holes, about very fine, scarce
£400-500
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3384
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £1, 2 February 1918, prefix W, blue and white, arms top centre, Lunan and
manuscript signature below (PMS RB53e), fine
£80-120

3385
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £5, 1 March 1943, prefix F, blue and white, arms top centre, Whyte and
Brown signatures (PMS RB57g), a one year type, good fine
£100-150

3386
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £20, 1 December 1931, serial number D276/5062 blue and orange on
yellow underprint, King George I flanked by Lion and Unicorn upper centre with Bank title below, value
in red-brown panel at centre, manuscript signatures on behalf of Accountant and Cashier, (PMS RB61c,
Banknote Yearbook SC811a), ex Keith Austin Collection. A couple of pencilled numbers at top, fine
£200-250
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3387
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £100, 2 February 1929, serial number D 21/4032 blue and orange on yellow underprint,
King George I flanked by Lion and Unicorn upper centre with Bank title below, value in red-brown panel at centre,
manuscript signatures on behalf of Accountant and Cashier (PMS RB62, Banknote Yearbook SC812a) few tiny splits,
number and some lettering inked on back, very good to fine, rare
£600-800

3388
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £1, 1934, 1941 (2), 1949
(17), 1950, 1955 (3), 1956, 1963, 1964, 1965 (4), 1967
(2), first few very fine, balance generally uncirculated (33)
£150-180
3389
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £1 (2), 1st May 1958, 1964,
serial number AT 770283, BR 791348, Royal Bank of
Scotland, £1, 25th March 1987, A/4 555502, Clydesdale
Bank Plc, £1, 9th November 1989, D/DU 945911, (BYB
SC803, SC832, SC328d), first two notes good extremely fine,
third and fourth notes show light handling, very good extremely
fine (4)
£50-70
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3392
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £20, 1 October 1949,
serial number E24/4655 blue and orange on yellow
underprint, King George I flanked by Lion and
Unicorn upper centre with Bank title below, value in
orange panel at centre, Thomson and Brown
signatures (PMS RB61d, Banknote Yearbook
SC811b), ex Pringle Collection. Numbers on back, very
fine to good very fine
£120-150

3390
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £1 (6), 1948, 1956,
1986, 1983, 1987, 1988, £5 (5), 1952, 1969, 1970,
1987, 1988, also £20, 1987, also National
Commercial Bank £1 (2), 1959, 1967, £5, 1963,
British Linen Bank, £1, 1968, Commercial Bank £1
(2), 1947, 1954, National Bank £1, 1952 generally
extremely fine or better (19)
£100-150

3393
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £20, 1 May 1957,
serial number G131/6198 blue and orange on yellow
underprint, King George I flanked by Lion and
Unicorn upper centre with Bank title below, value in
red-brown panel at centre, Ballantyne-Campbell
signatures (PMS RB61f, Banknote Yearbook
SC811d), good very fine
£120-150

3391
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £5 (4), 1952 (2),
1955, 1958, also £5 (2), 1965, all yellow and blue and
brown (PMS RB 52a, 58d, 58e, 59a), generally
extremely fine (6)
£100-150
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3394
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £100, 1 October 1949, serial number E1/39 blue and orange on yellow underprint, King
George I flanked by Lion and Unicorn upper centre with Bank title below, value in orange panel at centre, Thomson and
Brown signatures (PMS RB62d, Banknote Yearbook SC812b) ex Pringle Collection. Very fine
£500-600

3395
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £100, 1 October 1960, serial number F1/157 blue and orange on yellow underprint, King
George I flanked by Lion and Unicorn upper centre with Bank title below, value in orange panel at centre, Ballantyne and
Campbell signatures (PMS RB62f, Banknote Yearbook SC812c) number on back, very fine to good very fine
£400-500
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3396
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £100, 3 February 1966, serial number G1/183, blue and orange on yellow underprint,
King George I flanked by Lion and Unicorn upper centre with Bank title below, value in orange panel at centre, Robertson
and Campbell signatures, (PMS RB62f, Banknote Yearbook SC813) small pencil number bottom right, good extremely fine,
scarce
£800-1,000

3397
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £1
(2), 1 September 1967, serial
numbers A/1 000010 and A/24
1000000, green and pink, red,
David Dale at left, arms low right,
Robertson
signature
(PMS
RB63), a very low number of the
first issue and the last number of the
last series, an unusual and
desirable pair (2)
£600-800
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3398
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £1, 1 September 1967,
serial number A/2 987618, £5 (9), 1 Match 1967,
serial numbers J/3 386363, J/5 120411-120418,
consecutive run, £1, signature, Robertson, £5,
Robertson and Campbell, (PMS RB63, 64, Banknote
Yearbook SC805, 809) good very fine to extremely fine
(10)
£150-200

3400
The Royal Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 19
March 1969, serial number A/1 246967 purple, Arms
lower right, Burke and Robertson signatures, reverse
purple, Forth Road Bridge (PMS RB73, Banknote
Yearbook SC820), ex Keith Austin Collection.
Uncirculated
£150-200

3401
The Royal Bank of Scotland Limited, £100, 19th
March 1969, serial number A/I 007296, red on
multicolour underprint, arms at lower centre and
reverse Forth Road Bridge, signature Robertson and
Burke. (PMS RB 74, Banknote Yearbook SC822)
original paper, fine, one pin hole around watermark
and much evidence of folds and creasing as well as
several biro ink annotations to both sides
£200-250
3399
The Royal Bank of Scotland Limited, £1, 19th
March 1969, serial number A/44 014633, £5 (2),
1969, 1976, serial number A/7 600802, A/46
487981, £10, 1969, A/1 417986, £1, green, £5,
blue, £10, brown, (PMS RB 68, 70, 72, 76, Banknote
Yearbook SC814a, 816a, 817, 818), good very fine (4)
£120-150

3402
The Royal Bank of Scotland Limited, £1 (7), £5
(2), £10, 1972-1976, (PMS, RB75, 76, 77, Banknote
Yearbook SC 815, 817, 819), £10 good very fine,
balance mostly uncirculated (10)
£120-150
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3405
The Royal Bank of Scotland Limited, colour trial
£10, ND (1972-81), serial number A/1 000000, red,
bank arms at right, reverse, Glamis Castle, (PMS
RB77ct, Banknote Yearbook SC819 for type),
‘SPECIMEN’ overprint in black twice at front and
reverse, mounting remnants at left, perforation,
otherwise uncirculated
£200-250
3403
The Royal Bank of Scotland, £1 (12), 1972-81,
A/28 460475, A/67 999619, A/72 771625, A/78
171402, B/18 444103, B/22 018039, B/43
750334, B/61 246747, C/7 786487, C/25 859108,
C/35 621211, B/16 326281, green on
multicoloured underprint, Bank’s Arms at right and
reverse view of Edinburgh Castle, including one
miscut note with excess upper margin and lack of
lower same. (BY SC815) majority uncirculated, some
about and a good set of consecutive year notes
£200-300
3406
The Royal Bank of Scotland Limited, specimen
£20, ND (1972-81), serial number A/1 000000,
green, bank arms at right, reverse, Brodick Castle,
(PMS RB78s, Banknote Yearbook SC821 for type),
mounting remnants at left, perforation, very minor
handling, about uncirculated
£250-300

3404
The Royal Bank of Scotland Limited, £5 (4),
1974/75/76/80, A/23 966297, A/36 459897,
A/47 837893, A/88 600151, blue-grey on
multicolour underprint, Bank’s Arms at right and
reverse view of Culzean Castle. (BY SC817) about
uncirculated generally with a light fold or evidence of
bank counting
£100-150
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3409
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., a selection of £1
comprising £1, 23 March 1994, prefix C/31. green,
Lord Ilay at right, Matthewson signature, no
watermark, ‘Headless £1’, £1 (5), 8 December 1992,
serial number EC0351909-913, as previous but blue
EEC flag at left, also another 5 with four consecutive,
£1, 3 December 1994, prefix RLS, a Robert Louis
Stevenson commemorative note (PMS RB91, 93, 94,
Banknote Yearbook 833d, 834, 835), uncirculated
(11)
£50-60

3407
The Royal Bank of Scotland Limited, £1, B/34, £5,
A/53, £10, A/11, £20, A/1, 3rd May 1977, green,
blue, brown, purple respectively, J.Burke signature,
Arms at right, reverses with Edinburgh Castle,
Culzean Castle, Glamis Castle and Brodick Castle
respectively, (PMS RB75, 76, 77, 78, Banknote
Yearbook SC815, 817, 819, 821) uncirculated (4)

Royal Bank of Scotland plc.

3410
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (13), 19882001, A/41 000342, A/98 415802, B/19 427288,
B/29 307209, B/55 394010, C/10 682721, C/31
733736, C/50 579107, C/68 433340, C/73
487110,
C/83
001097,
C/88
629402,
AGB0208653, green on multicolour underprint, Lord
Ilay at right and reverse view of Edinburgh Castle with
exception of one Alexander Graham Bell
commemorative example. (PMS RB90a, Banknote
Yearbook SC833a - f) uncirculated (13)
£50-100

3408
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (4), £10 (4),
1983-86, B/26 186795, B/39 190090, B/48
268889, B/60 457345, A/65 796185, A/75
152655, A/79 527678, A/93 272905, £5 blue-grey
on multicolour underprint, £10 brown-orange on
same, Bank’s Arms at right and reverse views of
Culzean Castle and Glamis Castle respectively.
(Banknote Yearbook SC841a, b, c, 851 a, b) a mix of
uncirculated and about unc., one £5 extremely fine,
some very minor colour smudging and foxing
£200-300
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3411
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (9), 19822000, C/59 152230, C/81 414189, C/83 024388,
D/21 993034, D/57 599601, D/68 416007, D/68
590376, C/86 421276/77, all green on multicolour
underprint and including two Royal Bank of Scotland
Limited £1 notes. (PMS RB80a, ff., Banknote
Yearbook SC814 a, b, 831a, b, c, d, 833f) mostly
uncirculated, a few about with light folds
£100-150

3413
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (20), 23 March
1994, serial number B/16 299581-600, blue and
multicoloured, Lord Ilay at tight, Mathewson
signature, also £10 (10), 24 February 1993, serial
number
C/22
613501-510,
brown
and
multicoloured, Lord Ilay at right, Mathewson
signature (PMS RB97b, 103a, Banknote Yearbook
SC843b, 853a), uncirculated and two consecutive runs
(30)
£300-350

3412
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (20), 23 March
1994, consecutive serial numbers B/16 43990143992 blue on multi-coloured underprint, Lord Islay
at right, G.Mathewson signature, reverse blue,
Culzean Castle, (PMS RB97b, Banknote Yearbook
SC843b) uncirculated (20)
£150-200

3414
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (2), £10 (2),
£20 (2), 2000-2012, TQGJ0000166/1820,
TQDJ1466263/64, QETQM0001187/88, £5 bluegrey, Lord Ilay to right and gold crown to lower left
with overprint The Queen’s Golden Jubilee 2002 and
reverse two portraits of Q.E.II, £10 brown-orange
with Lord Ilay at right and crown lower left including
overprint Diamond Jubilee 1952-2012 and reverse
several portraits of Q.E.II, £20 violet with Lord Ilay at
right and gold crown to left with overprint below To
Commemorate the 100th Birthday of Queen
Elizabeth the Queen Mother 4th August 2000,
reverse portrait of same. (Banknote Yearbook SC844,
£10 unlisted, SC864) uncirculated and a pleasing set of
commemoratives with some consecutive serials
£100-150
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3415
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (16), 14 May
2004, Commemorative Series, consecutive serial
numbers R & A 0811901-0811916, blue on multicoloured underprint, Lord Ilay at right, St. Andrews
club seal at left, F.Goodwin signature, reverse blue,
Tom Morris at left above St. Andrews clubhouse,
(PMS RB99, Banknote Yearbook SC845),
uncirculated
£120-150

3416
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (5), £10 (5),
£20 (5), 1988-2012, £5 blue-grey, £10 brown and
orange, £20 black and violet, all on multicolour
underprint with Lord Ilay at right and reverse various
views of Scottish castles. (Banknote Yearbook
SC843b/d, 852, 853b, 863d) mostly uncirculated, a
few about unc. with small light folds from counting
£400-500

3417
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (34), 14 July
2005, blue, Lord Ilay at right, Jack Nicklaus ‘golden
bear’ at left, Fred Goodwin signature, also £5 (2),
Ryder cup commemorative issue (PMS RB101, 102),
uncirculated (36)
£300-400

3418
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £10 (10), 28
January 1992, serial number B70 379011-020 brown
and multicoloured, Lord Ilay at right, Mathewson
signature, also £20 (5), 28 January 1992, serial
numbers
A/40
057266-270,
purple
and
multicoloured, Lord Ilay at right, Mathewson
signature (PMS RB103a, 105b, Banknote Yearbook
SC853a, 863b), uncirculated and two consecutive runs
(15)
£300-350
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3419
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £20 (2), 25 March
1987, consecutive serial numbers A/1 000099/
000100 purple on multi-coloured underprint, Lord
Ilay at right, R.Maiden signature, reverse purple,
Brodick Castle (PMS RB88, Banknote Yearbook
SC862), paper clip indent at right, good extremely fine
(2)
£150-200

3421
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £20 (5), 24
February 1993, serial number A/65 407601-605,
purple and multicoloured, Lord Ilay at right,
Mathewson signature (PMS RB105b, Banknote
Yearbook SC863b), uncirculated and a consecutive
run (5)
£180-240

3420
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £20 (2), 25 March
1987, serial numbers A/1 000019, 000028 purple on
multi-coloured underprint, Lord Ilay at right,
R.Maiden signature, reverse purple, Brodick Castle
(PMS RB88, Banknote Yearbook SC862), paper clip
indent at right, good extremely fine (2)
£150-200

3422
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £50 (5), 14
September 2005, consecutive serial numbers A/1
210401-210405 green and brown, Lord Ilay at right,
Arms bottom centre, F.Goodwin signature, reverse,
green on multi-coloured underprint, Inverness castle
(PMSRB 107, Banknote Yearbook SC871),
uncirculated (5)
£300-400
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3423
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £50 (5), 14
September 2005, consecutive serial numbers A/1
210406-210410, green and brown, Lord Ilay at right,
Arms bottom centre, F.Goodwin signature, reverse,
green on multi-coloured underprint, Inverness castle
(PMS RB107, Banknote Yearbook SC871)
uncirculated (5)
£300-400

3424
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £50 (6), 14
September 2005, serial numbers RBS 12015, 12016,
12035-12038 green and brown, Lord Ilay at right,
Arms bottom centre, F.Goodwin signature, reverse,
green on multi-coloured underprint, new bank
headquarters at Gogarburn (PMS RB 108, Banknote
Yearbook SC872), uncirculated (6)
£400-500
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3425
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £100, 23 March
1994, serial number A/1 629826, purple and
multicoloured, Lord Ilay at right, Mathewson
signature (PMS RB109a, Banknote Yearbook
SC882b), uncirculated
£200-250

3426
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £100 (2), 23
March 1994, consecutive pair with serial numbers A/1
724021/022, purple and multicoloured, Lord Ilay at
right, Mathewson signature (PMS RB109a, Banknote
Yearbook SC882b), uncirculated (2)
£400-500

3427
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1(12), 1986-92,
£5 (3), 1987-88, £10 (3), 1987-90, £20, (PMS
RB80d, 85, 86, 87, 88, 90a, b, c, Banknote Yearbook
SC832, 833a, b, 842, 843a, 852, 862) mixed grade,
mostly good extremely fine to uncirculated (19)
£120-150
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3428
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (2), £10, £20
(2), £100 (2), 1993/96/97/98, B/26 495106,
B/46 047923, B/76 411701, A/86 649001, A/89
344001, A/2 079970, A/I 828101, £5 blue-grey on
multicolour underprint with Lord Ilay at right and
view of Culzean Castle to reverse, £10 brown and
orange on multicolour underprint, Lord Ilay at right
and reverse Glamis Castle, £20 violet on multicolour
underprint with Lord Ilay at right and reverse view of
Brodick Castle, £100 green, violet and black on
multicolour underprint, Lord Ilay at right and
Balmoral Castle to reverse. (BY SC843b, 853a, 863b,
883a) uncirculated
£350-450

3429
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (2), £10, £20
(2), £100 (2), 1999-2000, B/58 070086, B/68
001126, D/4 001102, B/6 824100, B/29 001080,
A/2 411501, A/2 801060, £5 blue-grey, £10 brown
and orange, £20 violet, £100 red-pink on multicolour
underprints with Lord Ilay at right and castle views to
reverse. (BY SC843c/d, 853b, 863c/d, 883b/c) £100
(2) about uncirculated, remainder uncirculated
£300-400

3430
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (4), £50, 200514, RCE 393102/3/4/5, RBS 00602, £5 grey on
multicolour underprint, Lord Ilay at right and small
representation of Ryder Cup in gold at lower left with
reverse Ryder Cup to centre and Gleneagles in
background, £50 green on multicolour underprint
with Lord Ilay at right and reverse view of RBS HQ at
Gogarburn to left. (BY SC872, PMS RB 102)
uncirculated, pleasing lot of commemorative notes and
Ryder Cup £5 good as a consecutive set of four
£150-250

3431
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £10 (3), 6
February 2012, consecutive serial numbers, TQD
J0216385-0216387, £20 (3), 4 August 2000,
consecutive serial numbers, QET QM01339270133929, £10, Diamond Jubilee Commemorative,
brown, Lord Islay at right, Queen on reverse, Hester
signature, £20, Queen Mother Commemorative for
100th Birthday, purple, Lord Islay at right, Queen
Mother on reverse, Goodwin signature (PMS RB104,
106, Banknote Yearbook SC854, 864), uncirculated
(6)
£150-200
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Union Bank of Scotland

3432
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £1, 28 February 1919, serial number F 812/243, blue and white, value in red
guilloche at centre, arms top centre, equestrian statue low left and right, a manuscript signature and printed signature of
McCrindle low centre, reverse a blue central guilloche, value at centre (PMS UB57d, Banknote Yearbook SC901d), almost
fine
£200-250

3433
Union Bank of Scotland, £1, 1 October 1921, serial number A 015941, blue and yellow, value in red protector and red
sunburst at centre, arms top centre, equestrian statue low left and right, printed signatures of Hird and McCrindle low
centre (Banknote Yearbook SC902), fresh and original, almost extremely fine and a first prefix, unusually good grade for this
type
£350-450
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3434
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £5, 5 April 1926,
serial number A 909/142, blue, red and pale yellow,
arms top centre, equestrian statue low left and right,
value in red underprint at centre, signatures of
McCrindle and Hird below, reverse a blue and pale
yellow central guilloche, value at centre (PMS UB64a,
Banknote Yearbook SC912b), almost very fine
£180-220

3435
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £5 (2), 1947,
prefixes G and H, blue, red and pale yellow, arms top
centre, equestrian statue low left and right, Morrison
and Wilson signatures (PMS UB64e, Banknote
Yearbook SC912f), ink numeral at top on first note,
good very fine and almost very fine (2)
£200-240

3436
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £5, 3 May 1949,
serial number H462/071, blue, red and pale yellow,
arms top centre, equestrian statue low left and right,
Morrison and Wilson signatures (PMS UB64e,
Banknote Yearbook SC912f), a solid good very fine
£150-200

3437
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 2 August
1923, serial number A 71/005, blue, red and pale
yellow, arms top centre, equestrian statue low left and
right, value in red underprint at centre, two
manuscript signatures below, reverse a blue and pale
yellow central guilloche, value at centre (PMS UB66a,
Banknote Yearbook SC932a), ex Keith Austin
Collection. Almost fine, a scarce early date for type
£320-380
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3438
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 31 May
1937, serial number A 229/025, blue, red and pale
yellow, arms top centre, equestrian statue low left and
right, value in red underprint at centre, two
manuscript signatures below, reverse a blue and pale
yellow central guilloche, value at centre (PMS UB66c,
Banknote Yearbook SC932b), ex Keith Austin sale,
good very fine
£350-450

3439
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 2 January
1942, serial number B64/044, blue, red and pale
yellow, arms top centre, equestrian statue low left and
right, value in red underprint at centre, two
manuscript signatures below, reverse a blue and pale
yellow central guilloche, value at centre (PMS UB66c,
Banknote Yearbook SC932b), almost very fine, scarce
£250-350

3440
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 1 September
1947, serial number B206/013, blue, red and pale
yellow, arms top centre, equestrian statue low left and
right, value in red underprint at centre, signatures of
Morrison and Wilson below, reverse a blue and pale
yellow central guilloche, value at centre (PMS UB66e,
Banknote Yearbook SC932d), original, about
extremely fine
£350-450
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3441
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £100, 18 February 1947, serial number A90/031, blue, red and pale yellow, arms top
centre, equestrian statue low left and right, value in red underprint at centre, Morrison and Wilson signatures, reverse a
blue and pale yellow central guilloche, value at centre (PMS UB67d, Banknote Yearbook SC942c), only 1000 printed, fresh
and original, a striking extremely fine and rare
£2,500-3,000

3442
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £100, 18 February 1947, serial number A90/032, blue, red and pale yellow, arms top
centre, equestrian statue low left and right, value in red underprint at centre, Morrison and Wilson signatures, reverse a
blue and pale yellow central guilloche, value at centre (PMS UB67d, Banknote Yearbook SC942c), good very fine and a
consecutive number to the preceding lot, rare
£1,600-1,800
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3445
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £5 (2), 1952,
1954, blue, red and pale yellow, arms at left and right,
Morrison and Watson signatures respectively (PMS
UB69a, 69b, Banknote Yearbook UB913a, 913b),
almost uncirculated and almost extremely fine, the 1954
a scarce date (2)
£300-400

3443
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £1 (4), 1940,
1942, 1951. 1954, blue, red and pale yellow (PMS
UB63e, 68a, 68b, Banknote Yearbook SC903d, 904a,
904b), generally good very fine, the 1954 quite scarce (4)
£120-140

3444
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, a cancelled sheet
of 4 x £1, 1 September 1953, red and blue and yellow,
arms at left, ship seal at right, Morrison signature
(PMS UB68a), perforated, extremely fine
£140-180

3446
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £20, 19 June
1951, serial number A053/076, blue, red and pale
yellow, arms at left and right, Morrison signature low
centre (PMS UB60, Banknote Yearbook SC933), an
original almost extremely fine
£250-300
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3447
Union Bank of Scotland Limited, £100, 10 March 1952, serial number A011/070, blue, red and pale yellow, arms at
left and right, Morrison signature low centre (PMS UB71a, Banknote Yearbook SC943a), a solid and original very fine and
quite rare
£800-1,000

Mixed Lots and Consecutive Runs
3448
A selection of Scottish notes, comprising North of
Scotland £1, 1947, Bank of Scotland £1 (5), £5, 1961,
£5 (3), £10 (2), Royal Bank £1, 1964, Royal Bank £1
(21) including 10 x Alexander Graham Bell notes, £5,
1958, £5 (2), £10 (3) with Lord Ilay portrait,
Clydesdale £1 (2), £5 (2), £10, Allied Irish Bank £10,
1988, Central Bank £1, 1976, Bank of Ireland £1,
1989 and Ulster Bank £10, 1983 mixed grades (49)
£150-200
3450
Bank of Scotland, £1 (100), 18 November 1986,
serial number D/99 0652101-200, green, Sir Walter
Scott at right, arms at left, Risk and Pattulo signatures
(PMS BA113f), uncirculated, last prefix for type (100)
£300-400

3449
Bank of Scotland, £1 (100), 18 November 1986,
serial number D/99 0488601-700, green, Sir Walter
Scott at right, arms at left, Risk and Pattulo signatures
(PMS BA113f), uncirculated, last prefix for type (100)
£300-400
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3451
Bank of Scotland, £5 (30), 17 September 2007,
serial number AA 180901-930, blue and £10 (19), AA
223201-219, brown, Sir Walter Scott at left,
Stevenson and Matthew signatures (PMS BA127a,
128a), first day of issue, uncirculated (49)
£400-450

3453
Bank of Scotland, £50 (10), 17 September 2007,
serial number AA 0024902499, green, Sir Walter
Scott at left, Stevenson and Matthew signatures (PMS
BA130a), first day of issue, uncirculated (10)
£600-650

3452
Bank of Scotland, £20 (9), 17 September 2007,
serial number AA 293201-209, purple, Sir Walter
Scott at left, Stevenson and Matthew signatures (PMS
BA129a), first day of issue, uncirculated (9)
£250-300

3454
Bank of Scotland, £100 (5) 17 September 2007,
serial number AA 002995-2999, red, Sir Walter Scott
at left, Stevenson and Matthew signatures (PMS
BA131a), first day of issue, uncirculated (5)
£600-650
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3455
Clydesdale Bank plc., £5 (100), 13 February 2015,
prefix FB/1, blue, Sir William Arrol at right, David
Thorburn signature (PMC CL69), first polymer issue,
uncirculated (100)
£600-650

3458
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 24 March
1992, serial numbers B/55 720601-700, green, Lord
Ilay at right, Mathewson signature (PMS RB90c),
uncirculated (100)
£200-300

3456
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 19
December 1990, serial numbers B/2 939701-800,
green, Lord Ilay at right, Maiden signature (PMS
RB90a), uncirculated (100)
£200-300

3459
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 24 March
1992, serial numbers B/58 688001-100, green, Lord
Ilay at right, Mathewson signature (PMS RB90c),
uncirculated (100)
£200-300

3457
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 19
December 1990, serial numbers B/3 762701-800,
green, Lord Ilay at right, Maiden signature (PMS
RB90a), uncirculated (100)
£200-300

3460
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 8 December
1992, serial number EC 1369301-400, green, Lord
Ilay at right, EEC commemorative issue, Mathewson
signature (PMS RB93), uncirculated (100)
£200-300
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3461
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 3 March
1997, serial numbers EC1 789201-300, green, Lord
Ilay at right, EEC flag at left issue, Matthewson
signature (PMS RB93), uncirculated (100)
£200-300
3464
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., 17 commemorative
packs containing £1 Robert Louis Stevenson notes, 3
December 1994, all prefix RLS, green, Lord Ilay at
right, quill, ink and book at left, Mathewson signature
(PMS RB94), as issued (17)
£60-80

3462
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., 9 Perspex
commemorative packs of £1, 8 December 1992, all
prefix EC green, Lord Ilay at right, Mathewson
signature, blue EEC symbol at left (PMS RB93), as
issued (9)
£100-120

3465
The Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (38), some
consecutive, £5 (7), 6 February 2002, consecutive
serial numbers, TQGJ 05497223-29 £1, with one
presentation
envelope,
R.L.
Stevenson
commemorative, Mathewson signature, £5, Golden
Jubilee commemoratives, all in bank presentation
holders, signature of F. Goodwin (PMS 94, 95, 98,
Banknote Yearbook SC835, 836, 844), uncirculated
(45)
£120-150

3463
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 3 December
1994, serial numbers RLS 0515301-400, green, Lord
Ilay at right, Robert Louis Stevenson commemorative
issue, Mathewson signature (PMS RB94),
uncirculated (100)
£200-300
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3466
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 3 March
1997, serial numbers AGB 0819701-800, green, Lord
Ilay at right, Alexander Graham Bell commemorative
issue, Mathewson signature (PMS RB95),
uncirculated (100)
£200-300

3467
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 3 March
1997, serial numbers AGB 0819801-900, green, Lord
Ilay at right, Alexander Graham Bell commemorative
issue, Matheson signature (PMS RB95), uncirculated
(100)
£200-300
3468
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., 15 commemorative
packs containing £1 ‘Childline’ Alexander Graham
Bell notes, 3 March 1997, all prefix AGB, green, Lord
Ilay at right, telephone at left, Mathewson signature
(PMS RB95), as issued (15)
£75-100

3469
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 12 May
1999, serial number SP 0729701-800, green, Lord
Ilay at right, Scottish Parliament commemorative
issue, Mathewson signature (PMS RB96),
uncirculated (100)
£200-300

3470
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 12 May
1999, serial number SP 0729801-900, green, Lord
Ilay at right, Scottish Parliament commemorative
issue, Mathewson signature (PMS RB96),
uncirculated (100)
£200-300

3471
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £1 (100), 12 May
1999, serial number SP 0729901-730000, green,
Lord Ilay at right, Scottish Parliament commemorative
issue, Mathewson signature (PMS RB96),
uncirculated (100)
£200-300

3472
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (95), 6 February
2002, serial numbers TQG J1083301-3395, blue,
Lord Ilay at right, Queen’s Golden Jubilee seal at left,
Fred Goodwin signature (PMS RB98), uncirculated
(95)
£700-750
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3473
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £5 (100), 1 July 2005, serial numbers RC 505596001700, blue, Lord Ilay at right, Royal College of Surgeons 500th anniversary issue, Fred
Goodwin signature (PMS RB100), uncirculated (100)
£600-700

3474
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., 12 green
commemorative packs containing a Ryder Cup £5, 22
September 2014, all prefix RCE, blue, Lord Ilay at
right, Ryder Cup at left, McEwan signature (PMS
RB102), as issued (12)
£140-180

3475
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £10 (50), 24 February
1993, serial numbers C/7 023901-950, brown, Lord
Ilay at right, Matthewson signature (PMS RB103a),
uncirculated (50)
£650-750
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3476
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., £20 (50), 12 May 1999, serial number QETQM 0133501-550, purple and multicoloured,
Lord Ilay at right, Queen Mother’s 100th birthday commemorative issue, Fred Goodwin signature (PMS RB106),
uncirculated (50)
£1,100-1,200

Advertising Notes

3477
A selection of advertising notes, comprising Bradbury Wilkinson (2), green with portrait of Admiral Nelson and purple
with portrait of Queen Elizabeth I, also a De la Rue Instruments Limited note, also a Waterlow advertising note in blue
with Saint George and the dragon very fine (4)
£200-250
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A late consignment, all proceeds for the following lots
for the benefit of the Prince’s Trust
3478
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., a group of specimen
commemorative £1 (4), comprising European Summit, 1992,
flag at left, Robert Louis Stevenson, 1994, quill and book at
left, Alexander Graham Bell, 1997, telephone at left and the
opening of the Scottish Parliament, 1999, text at left, all are
green, Lord Ilay at right, Mathewson signature (PMS RB93s,
94s, 95s, 96s), uncirculated, scarce (4)
£400-600

3480
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., a group of specimen
commemorative £5 (4), comprising the Queen’s Golden
Jubilee, 2002, crown at left, Royal and Ancient Golf, 2004,
the Royal College of Surgeons, 2005, Jack Niklaus, 2005, all
are blue, Lord Ilay at right, Fred Goodwin signature (PMS
RB98s, 99s, 100s, 101s), uncirculated, scarce (4)
£500-700
3481
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., a group of specimen
commemorative £5 (4), comprising the Queen’s Golden
Jubilee, 2002, crown at left, Royal and Ancient Golf, 2004,
the Royal College of Surgeons, 2005, Jack Niklaus, 2005, all
are blue, Lord Ilay at right, Fred Goodwin signature (PMS
RB98s, 99s, 100s, 101s), uncirculated, scarce (4)
£500-700

3479
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., a group of specimen
commemorative £1 (4), comprising European Summit, 1992,
flag at left, Robert Louis Stevenson, 1994, quill and book at
left, Alexander Graham Bell, 1997, telephone at left and the
opening of the Scottish Parliament, 1999, text at left, all are
green, Lord Ilay at right, Mathewson signature (PMS RB93s,
94s, 95s, 96s), uncirculated, scarce (4)
£400-600

3482
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £5, 22 September 2014, serial number RCE 000000, blue and
multicoloured, Lord Ilay at right, the Ryder Cup in transparent panel at left, Fred Goodwin signature
(PMS RB102s), uncirculated. This is a Giesecke and Devrient printing on hybrid substrate (paper and
polymer). Very rare in specimen format
£400-600
3483
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £5, 22 September 2014, serial number RCE 000000, blue and
multicoloured, Lord Ilay at right, the Ryder Cup in transparent panel at left, Fred Goodwin signature
(PMS RB102s), uncirculated. This is a Giesecke and Devrient printing on hybrid substrate (paper and
polymer). Very rare in specimen format
£400-600
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3484
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £10, 22 March 1991, serial number TQD 0000000, the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee commemorative issue, brown and multicoloured, Lord Ilay at right, crown
and text at left, Stephen Hester signature, also specimen £20, 4 August 2000, serial number QETQM
0000000, the Queen Mother’s 100th birthday commemorative issue, purple and multicoloured, Lord
Ilay at right, crown and text at left, Fred Goodwin signature (PMS RB104s, 106s), uncirculated and
scarce (2)
£300-400

3485
Royal Bank of Scotland plc., specimen £10, 22 March 1991, serial number TQD 0000000, the
Queen’s Diamond Jubilee commemorative issue, brown and multicoloured, Lord Ilay at right, crown
and text at left, Stephen Hester signature, also specimen £20, 4 August 2000, serial number QETQM
0000000, the Queen Mother’s 100th birthday commemorative issue, purple and multicoloured, Lord
Ilay at right, crown and text at left, Fred Goodwin signature (PMS RB104s, 106s), uncirculated and
scarce (2)
£300-400
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69 Southampton Row, Bloomsbury,
London WC1B 4ET
tel: +44 (0)20 7563 4005
fax: +44 (0)20 7563 4037
email: auctionteam@spink.com

WRITTEN BIDS FORM

NAME ______________________________________________________

This form should be sent or faxed to the
Spink auction office in advance of the sale.
References for new clients should be
ADDRESS ____________________________________________________ supplied in good time to be taken up
before the sale. Bids received later than
one hour before the start of the sale may
____________________________________________________________ not be processed.

____________________________________________________________
YOU CAN ALSO BID IN REAL TIME ON SPINK LIVE.

POSTCODE ___________________________________________________

JUST VISIT WWW.SPINK.COM, REGISTER AND LOG
INTO THE SALE.

SALE TITLE

DATE

CODE NAME

SALE NO.

British Banknotes

Wednesday 10 October 2018 at 10.00 a.m.

PARCHMENT

18049

I request Spink, without legal obligations of any kind on its part, to bid on the following Lots up to the price given below. I understand that if my bid is successful the
Purchase Price will be the sum of the final bid and Buyer’s premium as a percentage of the final bid, any VAT chargeable, also a fee for bidding on the-saleroom.com only
and fee for paying by card. The Rate of Premium is 20% of the final hammer price of each lot. I understand Spink will pursue me for payment for any successful bid.
In addition, I understand and consent that Spink may share my personal details relating to the default with other auction houses and live bidding platforms to protect
themselves from such defaults.
All bids shall be treated as offers made on the Terms and Conditions for Buyers printed in the catalogue. I also understand that Spink provides the service of executing
bids on behalf of clients for the convenience of clients and that Spink will not be held responsible for failing to execute bids. If identical commission bids are received for
the same Lot, the commission bid received first by Spink will take precedence. Please note that you will not be notified if there are higher written bids received.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS AND ENSURE THAT BIDS ARE IN STERLING

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

#

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Please hold my purchased lots for collection

TEL. HOME

______________________________________________

TEL. OFFICE ____________________________________________

____________________________________________________

E-MAIL ________________________________________________

SIGNATURE _______________________________________________

VAT NUMBER ___________________________________________

FAX

I agree to receive notifications about Spink auctions, news and events via email and direct mail
I agree to receive marketing notifications related only to the following categories (please select as appropriate)
Autographs / Banknotes / Bonds & Shares / Books / Coins / Comics / Handbags / Jewellery / Maps / Medals / Stamps / Watches /
Whiskies & Spirits / Wine / Corporate News & Events
We will use the personal information you provide to us as set out in our privacy notice available at www.spink.com/privacy-policy
Continued ...
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DATE

SALE NO.

Wednesday 10 October 2018
at 10.00 a.m.

18049

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK LETTERS AND ENSURE THAT BIDS ARE IN STERLING
Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

Lot Number
(in numerical order)

Price Bid £
(excluding Buyer’s Premium)

All Corporate cards regardless of origin and Consumer debit and credit cards issued outside the EU are subject to a fee of 2%
CARD NO:

START DATE:

SIGNATURE

TYPE OF CARD:

EXPIRY DATE

CONSUMER DEBIT
(UK OR EU)

CONSUMER CREDIT
(UK OR EU)

by £5
by £10
£320-£350-£380-£400 etc.
by £50

CONSUMER CREDIT
(NON EU)

ALL CORPORATE

Do not charge my card. (Spink will charge your card should you default on the payment)

BIDDING INCREMENTS
Bidding generally opens below the low estimate and advances in the following order
although the auctioneer may vary the bidding increments during the course of the auction.
The normal bidding increments are:
Up to £100
£100 to £300
£300 to £600
£600 to £1,000

SECURITY CODE:

NAME (ON CREDIT CARD)

CONSUMER DEBIT
(NON EU)

Please charge all purchases to my card

ISSUE NO:

£1,000 to £3,000
£3,000 to £6,000
£6,000 to £20,000
£20,000 and up

by £100
£3,200-£3,500-£3,800-£4,000 etc.
by £500
Auctioneer’s discretion

VAT is chargeable on the Hammer price and
the Buyer’s premium of daggered (†) and (Ω)
lots at the standard rate (currently 20%), and
on lots marked (x) at the reduced rate
(currently 5% on the Hammer price and 20%
on the Buyer’s premium). VAT on Margin
Scheme lots (identified by the absence of any
VAT symbol next to the lot number) is
payable at 20% on the Buyer’s premium only.

REFERENCES REQUIRED FOR CLIENTS NOT YET KNOWN TO SPINK

TRADE REFERENCES

BANK REFERENCES

____________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR BUYERS
These conditions set out the terms on which we (Spink and Son Limited of 69 Southampton Row, Bloomsbury London WC1B 4ET (company no. 04369748)) contract
with you (Buyer) either as agent on behalf of the Seller or as principal if we are the Seller. You should read these conditions carefully.
1

DEFINITIONS
The following definitions apply in these conditions:
Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme
means a VAT margin scheme as defined by HM Revenue & Customs;
Buyer’s Premium
means the charge payable by you as a percentage of the Hammer Price, at the rates set out in clause 5.1 below;
Certificate of Authenticity
means a certificate issued by an Expert Committee confirming the authenticity of a Lot;
Expert Committee
means a committee of experts to whom a Lot may be sent for an extension in accordance with clause 3.4.3;
Forgery
means a Lot constituting an imitation originally conceived and executed as a whole with a fraudulent intention to deceive as to
authorship, origin, age, period, culture or source where the correct description as to such matters is not reflected by the description
in the catalogue and which at the date of the auction had a value materially less than it would have had if it had been in accordance
with the description in the catalogue. Accordingly, no Lot shall be capable of being a Forgery by reason of any damage and/or
restoration work of any kind (including re-enamelling);
Hammer Price
means the amount of the highest bid accepted by the auctioneer in relation to a Lot;
Lot
means any item deposited with us for sale at auction and, in particular, the item or items described against any Lot number in any
catalogue;
Reserve
the amount below which we agree with the Seller that the Lot cannot be sold;
Seller
means the owner of the Lot being sold by us;
Spink Group
Spink and Son Limited, our subsidiaries and associated companies.
VAT
value added tax chargeable under VAT and any similar replacement or additional tax; and
VAT Symbols
means the symbols detailing the VAT status of the Lot details of which are set out at the back of the catalogue.

2

SPINK’S ROLE AS AGENT
2.1

2.2
3

3.4.3 If we accept a request for an expert opinion or Certificate of
Authenticity we will submit the Lot to the Expert Committee. You
acknowledge and accept that the length of time taken by an Expert
Committee to reach an opinion will vary depending on the
circumstances and in any event is beyond our control.

All sales undertaken by us either at auction or privately are undertaken
either as agent on behalf of the Seller or from time to time, as principal
if we are the owner of the Lot. Please note that even if we are acting as
agent on behalf of the Seller rather than as principal, we may have a
financial interest in the Lot.

3.4.4 We will not accept a request for an extension on account of
condition. Any Lot described in the catalogue as having faults or
defects may not be returned even if an expert opinion or Certificate
of Authenticity cites other faults or defects not included in the
catalogue description, other than in the case of a Forgery.

The contract for the sale of the Lot will be between you and the Seller.

BEFORE THE SALE
3.1

3.2

Examination of goods
You are strongly advised to examine personally any goods in which you
are interested, before the auction takes place. Condition reports are
usually available on request. We provide no guarantee to you other
than in relation to Forgeries, as set out in clause 5.13 of these Terms
and Conditions.

3.4.5 Should Spink accept a request for an extension under the
foregoing provisions of this paragraph, the fact may be stated by the
Auctioneer from the rostrum prior to the sale of the Lot.
3.4.6 It should be noted that any stamp accompanied by a Certificate
of Authenticity is sold on the basis of that Certificate only and not
on the basis of any other description or warranty as to authenticity.
No request for an extension will be accepted on such a stamp and
the return of such a stamp will not be accepted.

Catalogue descriptions
3.2.1 Statements by us in the catalogue or condition report, or made
orally or in writing elsewhere, regarding the authorship, origin,
date, age, size, medium, attribution, genuineness, provenance,
condition or estimated selling price of any Lot are merely
statements of opinion, and are not to be relied on as statements of
definitive fact. Catalogue and web illustrations are for guidance
only, and should not be relied on either to determine the tone or
colour of any item. No lot shall be rejected on the grounds of
inaccurate reproduction. No lot illustrated in the catalogue and
online shall be rejected on the grounds of cancellation, centring,
margins, perforation or other characteristics apparent from the
illustration. Estimates of the selling price should not be relied on as
a statement that this price is either the price at which the Lot will
sell or its value for any other purpose.
3.2.2 Many items are of an age or nature which precludes their being
in perfect condition and some descriptions in the catalogue or given
by way of condition report make reference to damage and/or
restoration. We provide this information for guidance only and the
absence of such a reference does not imply that an item is free from
defects or restoration nor does a reference to particular defects
imply the absence of any others.

3.4.7 If you receive any correspondence from the Expert Committee
in relation to the Lot, including but not limited to a Certificate of
Authenticity, you must provide us with copies of such
correspondence no later than 7 days after you receive such
correspondence.
4

AT THE SALE
4.1

Refusal of admission
Our sales usually take place on our own premises or premises over
which we have control for the sale, and we have the right, exercisable
at our complete discretion, to refuse admission to the premises or
attendance at an auction.

4.2

Registration before bidding
You must complete and sign a registration form and provide
identification before making a bid at auction. Please be aware that we
usually require buyers to undergo a credit check.
If you have not bid successfully with Spink in the past, or you are
registering with us for the first time, we reserve the right to require a
deposit of up to 50% of the amount you intend to spend. Such deposit
will be deducted from your invoice should you be successful. If you are
unsuccessful at auction, your deposit will be returned by the same
means it was paid to Spink.
Some lots may be designated, prior to the auction, as “Premium Lots”,
which means a deposit may be required before placing a bid on the
item for sale. Information will be posted on our website in such an
event.

4.3

Bidding as Principal
When making a bid (whether such bids are made in person or by
way of telephone bids operated by Spink, commission or online or
email bids), you will be deemed to be acting as principal and will be
accepting personal liability, unless it has been agreed in writing, at the
time of registration, that you are acting as agent on behalf of a third
party buyer acceptable to us.

4.4

Commission Bids
If you give us instructions to bid on your behalf, by using the form
provided in our catalogues or via our website, we shall use reasonable
endeavours to do so, provided these instructions are received not later
than 24 hours before the auction. If we receive commission bids on a
particular Lot for identical amounts, and at auction these bids are the
highest bids for the Lot, it will be sold to the person whose bid was
received first. Commission bids are undertaken subject to other
commitments at the time of the sale, and the conduct of the auction
may be such that we are unable to bid as requested. Since this is
undertaken as a free service to prospective buyers on the terms stated,
we cannot accept liability for failure to make a commission bid. You
should therefore always attend personally if you wish to be certain of
bidding.

3.2.3 Other than as set out in clause 5.13, and in the absence of fraud,
neither the Seller nor we, nor any of our employees or agents, are
responsible for the correctness of any statement as to the
authorship, origin, date, age, attribution, genuineness or
provenance of any Lot nor for any other errors of description or for
any faults or defects in any Lot. Every person interested should
exercise and rely on his own judgment as to such matters.
3.3

Your Responsibility
You are responsible for satisfying yourself as to the condition of the
goods and the matters referred to in the catalogue description.

3.4

Extensions – Stamps only
3.4.1 If you wish to obtain an expert opinion or Certificate of
Authenticity on any Lot (other than a mixed Lot or Lot containing
undescribed stamps) you must notify us in writing not less than
forty-eight hours before the time fixed for the commencement of
the first session of the sale. If accepted by us, such request shall have
the same effect as notice of an intention to question the
genuineness or description of the Lot for the purposes of clause
5.13 (Refund in the case of Forgery) of these Terms and
Conditions and the provisions of clause 5.13 (Refund in the case of
Forgery) shall apply accordingly.
3.4.2 Notice of a request for an expert opinion or Certificate of
Authenticity must give the reason why such opinion is required and
specify the identity of your proposed expert which will be subject
to agreement by us. We reserve the right, at our discretion, to
refuse a request for an expert opinion or Certificate of Authenticity
including (without limitation) where the proposed expert is not
known to us.
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4.5

On-line Bidding
We offer internet services as a convenience to our clients. We will not
be responsible for errors or failures to execute bids placed on the
internet, including, without limitation, errors or failures caused by (i) a
loss of internet connection by either party for whatever reason; (ii) a
breakdown or problems with the online bidding software and/or (iii)
a breakdown or problems with your internet connection, computer or
system. Execution of on-line internet bids on www.spink.com and
Spink Live is a free service undertaken subject to other commitments at
the time of the auction and we do not accept liability for failing to
execute an online internet bid or for errors or omissions in connection
with this activity. Buyers who acquire lots on the-saleroom.com will
have a fee of 3% on the hammer price added to their invoice for using
this facility.

4.6

Telephone Bids
If you make arrangements with us not less than 24 hours before the
sale, we shall use reasonable endeavours to contact you to enable you
to participate in bidding by telephone, but in no circumstances will we
be liable to either the Seller or you as a result of failure to do so.

4.7

Currency Converter
At some auctions, a currency converter will be operated, based on the
one month forward rates of exchange quoted to us by Barclays Bank
Plc or any other appropriate rate determined by us, at opening on the
date of the auction. Bidding will take place in a currency determined by
us, which is usually sterling for auctions held in London. The currency
converter is not always reliable, and errors may occur beyond our
control either in the accuracy of the Lot number displayed on the
converter, or the foreign currency equivalent of sterling bids. We shall
not be liable to you for any loss suffered as a result of you following the
currency converter.

4.8

Video images
At some auctions there will be a video screen. Mistakes may occur in its
operation, and we cannot be liable to you regarding either the
correspondence of the image to the Lot being sold or the quality of the
image as a reproduction of the original.

4.9

Bidding Increments
Bidding generally opens below the low estimate and advances in the
following order although the auctioneer may vary the bidding
increments during the course of the auction. The normal bidding
increments are:
Up to £100
by £5
£100 to £300
by £10
£300 to £600
£320-£350-£380-£400 etc.
£600 to £1,000
by £50
£1,000 to £3,000
by £100
£3,000 to £6,000
£3,200-£3,500-£3,800-£4,000 etc.
£6,000 to £20,000
by £500
£20,000 and up
Auctioneer’s discretion

5.2

5.3

4.10 Bidding by Spink
4.10.1 We reserve the right to bid on Lots on the Seller’s behalf up to
the amount of the Reserve (if any), which will never be above the
low estimate printed in the auction catalogue.
4.10.2 The Spink Group reserves the right to bid on and purchase
Lots as principal.
4.11 The Auctioneer’s Discretion
The auctioneer has the right at his absolute discretion to refuse any bid
to advance the bidding in such manner as he may decide to withdraw
or divide any Lot, to combine any two or more Lots and, in the case of
error or dispute, to put an item up for bidding again.
4.12 Successful Bid
Subject to the auctioneer’s discretion, the striking of his hammer marks
the acceptance of the highest bid, provided always that such bid is
higher than the Reserve (where applicable), and the conclusion of a
contract for sale between you and the Seller.
4.13 After Sale Arrangements
If you enter into any private sale agreements for any Lot with the Seller
within 60 days of the auction, we, as exclusive agents of the Seller
reserve the right to charge you the applicable Buyer’s Premium in
accordance with these Terms and Conditions, and the Seller a
commission in accordance with the terms of the Seller’s agreement.
4.14 Return of Lot
4.14.1 Once your bid has been accepted for a Lot then you are liable
to pay for that Lot in accordance with these Terms and Conditions.
If there are any problems with a Lot then you must notify us within
7 days of receipt of the Lot, specifying the nature of the problem.
We may then request that the Lot is returned to us for inspection.
Save as set out in clause 5.13, the cancellation of the sale of any Lot
and the refund of the corresponding purchase price is entirely at
our sole discretion. We will not normally exercise that discretion if
the Lot is not received by us in the same condition that it was in at
the auction date.
4.14.2 No lot may be returned on account of condition if the
condition was stated by a third party grading company (including,
but not limited to PCGS, NGC, ANACS, ICG, PMG, WBG).
5

AFTER THE AUCTION
5.1 Buyer’s Premium and other charges
In addition to the Hammer Price, you must pay us the Buyer’s
Premium at a rate of 20% of the final Hammer price of each lot, a fee
of 3% on the hammer price total for using the-saleroom.com and a fee
for paying by card.
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5.4

Value Added Tax
Other than in respect of Zero-rated Lots (o) VAT is chargeable on the
Hammer price and the Buyer’s premium of daggered (†) and (Ω) lots
at the standard rate (currently 20%), and on lots marked (x) at the
reduced rate (currently 5% on the Hammer price and 20% on the
Buyer’s premium). VAT on Margin scheme lots (identified by the
absence of any VAT symbol next to the lot number) is payable at 20%
on the Buyer’s premium only.
VAT Refunds
General
5.3.1 As we remain liable to account for VAT on all Lots unless they
have been exported outside the EU within 3 months of the date of
sale, you will generally be asked to deposit all amounts of VAT
invoiced. However, if a Spink nominated shipper is instructed, then
any refundable VAT will not be collected. In all other cases credits
will be made when proof of export is provided. If you export the
Lot yourself you must obtain shipping documents from the
Shipping Department for which a charge of £50 will be made.
5.3.2 If you export the Lot you must return the valid proof of export
certificate to us within 3 months of the date of sale. If you fail to
return the proof of export certificate to us within such period and
you have not already accounted to us for the VAT, you will be
liable to us for the full amount of the VAT due on such Lot and we
shall be entitled to invoice you for this sum.
5.3.3 To apply for a refund of any VAT paid, the proof of export
certificate must be sent to our Shipping Department clearly marked
‘VAT Refund’ within 3 months of the date of sale. No payment will
be made where the total amount of VAT refundable is less than £50
and Spink will charge £50 for each refund processed.
VAT Refunds - Buyers from within the EU
5.3.4 VAT refunds are available on the Hammer Price and Buyer’s
Premium of Daggered (†) and Investment Gold (g) Lots. You must
certify that you are registered for VAT in another EU country and
that the Lot is to be removed from the United Kingdom within 3
months of the date of sale.
5.3.5 Where an EU buyer purchases a Lot on which import VAT has
been charged, no refund of VAT is available from us. It may be
possible to apply directly for a refund on form VAT 65 to
HM Revenue & Customs Overeseas Repayment Section,
Londonderry.
VAT Refunds – Buyers from outside the EU
5.3.6 Where a Lot is included within the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme
and evidence of export from the EU is produced within 3 months
of the date of sale, the VAT on Buyer’s Premium may be refunded.
5.3.7 Where the Lot is marked as a Daggered (†) Lot the VAT
charged on the Hammer Price may be refunded where evidence of
export from the EU is produced within 3 months of the date of
sale. A refund of VAT charged on the Buyer’s Premium can also be
made on receipt of proof of business as a collectibles dealer.
5.3.8 Where the Lot is marked as an Omega (Ω) Lot or an Import
VAT (x) Lot and evidence of export from the EU is produced
within 3 months of the date of sale, the VAT charged on both the
Hammer Price and Buyer’s Premium may be refunded. Where
required, we can advise you on how to export such Lots as a specific
form of export evidence is required. Where we advise you on the
export of the Lots, please be aware that the ultimate responsibility
in respect of obtaining a valid proof of export certificate will lie with
you and we will not be responsible for your failure to obtain such
certificate.
5.3.9 Lot marked as Investment Gold (g) is exempt from VAT on
Hammer price. A refund of VAT charged on the Buyer’s Premium
can be made on receipt of proof of business as a collectibles dealer
and where evidence of export from the EU is produced within 3
months of the date of sale.
Payment
5.4.1 You must provide us with your full name and permanent address
and, if so requested, details of the bank from which any payments
to us will be made. You must pay the full amount due (comprising
the Hammer Price, the Buyer’s Premium and any applicable VAT)
within seven days after the date of the sale. This applies even if you
wish to export the Lot and an export licence is (or may be)
required.
5.4.2 You will not acquire title to the Lot until all amounts due
have been paid in full. This includes instances where special
arrangements were made for release of Lot prior to full settlement.
5.4.3 Payment should be made in sterling by one of the following
methods:
II(i) Direct bank transfer to our account details of which are set
out on the invoice. All bank charges shall be met by you.
Please ensure that your client number is noted on the
transfer.
i(ii) By cheque or bank draft made payable to Spink and Son Ltd
and sent to Spink at 69 Southampton Row, Bloomsbury,
London WC1B 4ET. Please note that the processing charges
for payments made by cheques or bank drafts drawn on a
non-U.K bank shall be met by you. Please ensure that the
remittance slip printed at the bottom of the invoice is
enclosed with your payment.
(iii) By Visa or Mastercard. All Corporate cards regardless of
origin and Consumer debit and credit cards issued outside
the EU are subject to a fee of 2%. For all card payments there
are limits to the amounts we will accept depending on the
type of card being used and whether or not the cardholder is
present.
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5.4.4 Payments should be made by the registered buyer and not by
third parties, unless it has been agreed at the time of registration
that you are acting as an agent on behalf of a third party.
5.5 Invoices
Invoices may consist of one or more pages and will show: Zero rated
Lots (o); no symbol Lots sold under the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme;
Lots marked (g) special scheme Investment Gold; Daggered Lots (†),
imported Lots marked (x) and (Ω), (e) Lots with Zero rated hammer
for EU VAT registered buyers.
5.6 Collection of Purchases
5.6.1 Unless specifically agreed to the contrary, we shall retain lots
purchased until all amounts due to us, or to the Spink Group, have
been paid in full. Buyers will be required to pay for their lots when
they wish to take possession of the same, which must be within 7
days of the date of the sale, unless prior arrangements have been
made with Spink. Without prior agreement, lots will not be released
until cleared funds are received with regard to payments made by
cheque.
5.6.2 Unless we notify you to the contrary, items retained by us will
be covered in accordance with our policy which is available for
inspection at our offices from the date of sale for a period of seven
days or until the time of collection, whichever is sooner. After seven
days or from the time of collection, whichever is the earlier, the Lot
will be entirely at your risk.
5.6.3 Our policy will not cover and we are unable to accept
responsibility for damage caused by woodworm, changes in
atmospheric conditions or acts of terrorism.
5.7 Notification
We are not able to notify successful bidders by telephone. While
Invoices are sent out by email or mail after the auction we do not
accept responsibility for notifying you of the result of your bid. You are
requested to contact us by telephone or in person as soon as possible
after the auction to obtain details of the outcome of your bids to avoid
incurring charges for late payment.
5.8 Packing and handling
5.8.1 We shall use all reasonable endeavours to take care when
handling and packing a purchased Lot but remind you that after
seven days or from the time of collection, whichever is sooner, the
Lot is entirely at your risk. Our postage charges are set out at the
back of the catalogue.
5.8.2 It is the responsibility of the Buyer to be aware of any Import
Duties that may be incurred upon importation to the final
destination. Spink will not accept return of any package in order to
avoid these duties. The onus is also on the Buyer to be aware of any
Customs import restrictions that prohibit the importation of
certain collectibles. Spink will not accept return of the Lot(s) under
these circumstances. Spink will not accept responsibility for Lot(s)
seized or destroyed by Customs.
5.8.3 If the Buyer requires delivery of the Lot to an address other than
the invoice address this will be carried out at the discretion of
Spink.
5.9 Recommended packers and shippers
If required our shipping department may arrange shipment as your
agent. Although we may suggest carriers if specifically requested, our
suggestions are made on the basis of our general experience of such
parties in the past and we are not responsible to any person to whom
we have made a recommendation for the acts or omissions of the third
parties concerned.
5.10 Remedies for non-payment or failure to collect purchases
5.10.1 If you fail to make payment within seven days of your stipulated
payment date set out in your invoice, we shall be entitled to exercise
one or more of the following rights or remedies:
5.10.1.1 to charge interest at the rate of 2% per month compound
interest, calculated on a daily basis, from the date the full
amount is due;
5.10.1.2 to set off against any amounts which the Spink Group may
owe you in any other transaction the outstanding amount
remaining unpaid by you;
5.10.1.3 we may keep hold of all or some of your Lots or other
property in the possession of the Spink Group until you have
paid all the amounts you owe us or the Spink Group, even if the
unpaid amounts do not relate to those Lots or other property.
Following fourteen days’ notice to you of the amount
outstanding and remaining unpaid, the Spink Group shall have
the right to arrange the sale of such Lots or other property. We
shall apply the proceeds in discharge of the amount outstanding
to us or the Spink Group, and pay any balance to you;
5.10.1.4 where several amounts are owed by you to the Spink
Group in respect of different transactions, to apply any amount
paid to discharge any amount owed in respect of any particular
transaction, whether or not you so direct;
5.10.1.5 to reject at any future auction any bids made by you or on
your behalf or obtain a deposit from you before accepting any
bids.
5.10.2 If you fail to make payment within thirty-five days, we shall in
addition be entitled:
5.10.2.1 to cancel the sale of the Lot or any other item sold to you
at the same or any other auction;
5.10.2.2 to arrange a resale of the Lot, publicly or privately, and, if
this results in a lower price being obtained, claim the balance
from you together with all reasonable costs including a 20%
seller’s commission, expenses, damages, legal fees, commissions
and premiums of whatever kind associated with both sales or
otherwise, incurred in connection with your failure to make
payment;
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5.10.2.3 when reselling the Lot, place a notice in our catalogue
stating that you successfully purchased the Lot at auction but
have subsequently failed to pay the Hammer Price of the Lot; or
5.10.2.4 take any other appropriate action as we deem fit.
5.10.3 If you fail to collect within fourteen days after the sale, whether
or not payment has been made, you will be required
5.10.3.1 to pay a storage charge of £2 per item per day plus any
additional handling cost that may apply.
5.10.3.2 you will not be entitled to collect the Lot until all
outstanding charges are met, together with payment of all other
amounts due to us.
5.11 Use of Default Information
If you fail to make payment for a Lot in accordance with these Terms and
Conditions:
5.11.1 we reserve the right to refuse you the right to make bids for any
future auction irrespective of whether previous defaults have
been settled; and
5.11.2 you acknowledge that we may (as necessary for our legitimate
interests those of other auctioneers and live bidding platforms in
referencing customers and avoiding customer defaults) disclose
details of such default to other auctioneers and live bidding
platforms, which will include your name, address, nature of the
default and the date of the default.
Auctioneers or live bidding platforms who receive details of the default
may rely on such information when deciding whether to enter into a
transaction with you in the future.
5.12 Export Licence
5.12.1 If required we can, at our discretion, advise you on the detailed
provisions of the export licensing regulations. Where we advise you
in relation to export licensing regulations the ultimate responsibility
in respect of any export will lie with you and we will not be
responsible for your failure to apply for any necessary licences.
5.12.2 If the Lot is going to be hand carried by you, you may be
required to produce a valid export licence to us or sign a waiver
document stating that a licence will be applied for.
5.12.3 You should always check whether an export licence is required
before exporting. Export licences are usually obtained within two
or three weeks but delays can occur.
5.12.4 Unless otherwise agreed by us in writing, the fact that you wish
to apply for an export licence does not affect your obligation to
make payment within seven days nor our right to charge interest on
late payment.
5.12.5 If you request that we apply for an export licence on your
behalf, we shall be entitled to recover from you our disbursements
and out of pocket expenses in relation to such application, together
with any relevant VAT.
5.12.6 We will not be obliged to rescind a sale nor to refund any
interest or other expenses incurred by you where payment is made
by you despite the fact that an export licence is required.
5.13 Refund in the case of Forgery
5.13.1 A sale will be cancelled, and the amount paid refunded to you
if a Lot (other than a miscellaneous item not described in the
catalogue) sold by us proves to have been a Forgery. We shall not
however be obliged to refund any amounts if either (a) the
catalogue description or saleroom notice at the auction date
corresponded to the generally accepted opinion of scholars or
experts at that time, or fairly indicated that there was a conflict of
opinions, or (b) it can be demonstrated that the Lot is a Forgery
only by means of either a scientific process not generally accepted
for use until after publication of the catalogue or a process which at
the date of the auction was unreasonably expensive or impracticable
or likely to have caused damage to the Lot. Furthermore, you
should note that this refund can be obtained only if the following
conditions are met:
5.13.1.1 you must notify us in writing, within seven days of the
receipt of the Lot(s), that in your view the Lot concerned is a
Forgery;
5.13.1.2 you must then return the item to us within fourteen days
from receipt of the Lot(s), in the same condition as at the
auction date; and
5.13.1.3 as soon as possible following return of the Lot, you must
produce evidence satisfactory to us that the Lot is a Forgery and
that you are able to transfer good title to us, free from any third
party claims.
5.13.1.4 you must provide to us all evidence obtained by you that
a Lot is a Forgery no later than 7 days after you receive such
evidence.
5.13.2 In no circumstances shall we be required to pay you any more
than the amount paid by you for the Lot concerned and you shall
have no claim for interest.
5.13.3 The benefit of this guarantee is not capable of being
transferred, and is solely for the benefit of the person to whom the
original invoice was made out by us in respect of the Lot when sold
and who, since the sale, has remained the owner of the Lot without
disposing of any interest in it to any third party.
5.13.4 We shall be entitled to rely on any scientific or other process to
establish that the Lot is not a Forgery, whether or not such process
was used or in use at the date of the auction.
6

LIABILITY
Nothing in these Terms and Conditions limits or excludes our liability for:
6.1 death or personal injury resulting from negligence; or
6.2 any damage or liability incurred by you as a result of our fraud or
fraudulent misrepresentation.
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7

8

9

USE OF YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION
7.1 We will use the personal information you provide to us as set out in our
privacy notice (available at https://spink.com/privacy-policy) and in
particular to:
7.1.1 process the bids you make on Lots (whether successful or
otherwise) and other auction related services we provide;
7.1.2 process your payment relating to a successful purchase of a Lot;
7.1.3 arrange for delivery of any Lot you purchase, which will include
passing your details to shipping providers and, on overseas
deliveries, to customs where they make enquiries regarding the Lot;
7.1.4 inform you about similar products or services that we provide,
but you may stop receiving these at any time by contacting us.
7.2 In accordance with clause 4.2, we may pass your information to credit
reference agencies in order to obtain credit checks from them, and they
may keep a record of any search that they do.
7.3 In accordance with clause 5.11, where you default on making payment
for a Lot in accordance with these terms and conditions we may disclose
details of such default to other auctioneers and live bidding platforms.
7.4 We are also working closely with third parties (including, for example,
other auctioneers and live bidding platforms) and may receive
information about you from them.
7.5 Where you provide us with personal information about other individuals,
you must ensure that your provision of that information is compliant
with applicable data protection law.
COPYRIGHT
8.1 We shall have the right (on a non-exclusive basis) to photograph, video
or otherwise produce an image of the Lot. All rights in such an image
will belong to us, and we shall have the right to use it in whatever way
we see fit.
8.2 The copyright in all images, illustrations and written material relating
to a Lot is and shall remain at all times our property and we shall have
the right to use it in whatever way we see fit. You shall not use or allow
anyone else to use such images, illustrations or written material without
our prior written consent.
VAT
You shall give us all relevant information about your VAT status and that of
the Lot to ensure that the correct information is printed in the catalogues.
Once printed, the information cannot be changed. If we incur any unforeseen
cost or expense as a result of the information being incorrect, you will
reimburse to us on demand the full amount incurred.

10 NOTICES
All notices given under these Terms and Conditions may be served personally,
sent by 1st class post, or faxed to the address given to the sender by the other
party. Any notice sent by post will be deemed to have been received on the
second working day after posting or, if the addressee is overseas, on the fifth
working day after posting. Any notice sent by fax or served personally will be
deemed to be delivered on the first working day following despatch.
11 ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
The following provisions of this clause 10 shall apply only if you are acting for
the purposes of your business.
11.1 Limitation of Liability
Subject to clause 6, we shall not be liable, whether in tort (including
for negligence) or breach of statutory duty, contract, misrepresentation
or otherwise for any:
11.1.1 loss of profits, loss of business, depletion of goodwill and/or
similar losses, loss of anticipated savings, loss of goods, loss of
contract, loss of use, loss of corruption of data or information; or
11.1.2 any special, indirect, consequential or pure economic loss,
costs, damages, charges or expenses.
11.2 Severability
If any part of these Terms and Condition is found by any court to be
invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that part may be discounted and the
rest of the conditions shall continue to be valid and enforceable to the
fullest extent permitted by law.
11.3 Force majeure
We shall have no liability to you if we are prevented from, or delayed
in performing, our obligations under these Terms and Conditions or
from carrying on our business by acts, events, omissions or accidents
beyond our reasonable control, including (without limitation) strikes,
lock-outs or other industrial disputes (whether involving our workforce
or the workforce of any other party), failure of a utility service or
transport network, act of God, war, riot, civil commotion, malicious
damage, compliance with any law or governmental order, rule,
regulation or direction, accident, breakdown of plant or machinery,
fire, flood, storm or default of suppliers or subcontractors.
11.4 Waiver
11.4.1 A waiver of any right under these Terms and Conditions is only
effective if it is in writing and it applies only to the circumstances
for which it is given. No failure or delay by a party in exercising any
right or remedy under these Terms and Conditions or by law shall
constitute a waiver of that (or any other) right or remedy, nor
preclude or restrict its further exercise. No single or partial exercise
of such right or remedy shall preclude or restrict the further exercise
of that (or any other) right or remedy.
11.4.2 Unless specifically provided otherwise, rights arising under
these Terms and Conditions are cumulative and do not exclude
rights provided by law.
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11.5 Law and Jurisdiction
11.5.1 These Terms and Conditions and any dispute or claim arising
out of or in connection with them or their subject matter, shall be
governed by, and construed in accordance with, the law of England
and Wales.
11.5.2 The parties irrevocably agree that the courts of England and
Wales shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or
claim that arises out of, or in connection with, Terms and
Conditions or their subject matter.

Postal Charges
Prices for all items including postage and packaging
Invoice Value

UK

EU

Rest of the World

Up to £1,500

£12

£18

£25

Up to £10,000

£20

£40

£50

Above £10,001

£30

£60

£75

Shipments of more than 2kg or volumetric measurement of more than 2kg have to
be sent by courier. Certain countries may incur extra charge when courier services
are required by our insurance policy. For lots sent by courier please contact
Auctionteam@spink.com for calculation of any further relevant cost in addition to
the above charges.
Value Added Tax (VAT)
Charging of (VAT) at Auction
The information shown on this page sets out the way in which Spink intends to
account for VAT.
i.

Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme
1. Where possible, we will offer Lots for sale under the Auctioneers’
Margin Scheme. Such Lots can be identified by the absence of any
VAT symbol next to the Lot number in the catalogue and will not be
subject to VAT on the Hammer Price.
2. Where Lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme to UK
VAT–registered businesses, the VAT on Buyers’ Premium is not
recoverable as input tax. Upon request on sale day, we will issue
invoices that show VAT separately on both the Hammer Price and
the Buyer’s Premium. This will enable VAT-registered businesses to
recover the VAT charged as input tax, subject to the normal rules for
recovering input tax.

ii.

Zero-Rated Lots
Limited Categories of goods, such as books, are Zero-rated (o) for VAT in
the United Kingdom. Such Lots are offered under the Auctioneers’ Margin
Scheme. In these circumstances no VAT will be added to the Buyer’s
premium.

iii.

Daggered Lots
Lots which are Daggered (†) in the catalogue are subject to VAT at 20%
on both the Hammer Price and the Buyer’s Premium.

iv.

Imported and Omega Lots
Lots which are marked (x) in the catalogue are subject to VAT at 5% on
the Hammer price plus 20% on the Buyer’s premium. Lots which bear the
Omega symbol (Ω) are subject to VAT at 20% on the Hammer Price and
on the Buyer’s Premium. This VAT is payable on items imported from
outside the EU. In these cases we have used a temporary importation
procedure, which in effect means that the point of importation is deferred
until the Lot has been sold. At this point the Buyer is treated as the
importer and is liable to pay the import VAT due. We will collect the VAT
from you and pay it to HM Customs and Excise on your behalf.

v.

Investment Gold Lots
Lots marked (g) in the catalogue are exempt from VAT on the Hammer
Price and are subject to VAT at 20% on the Buyer’s Premium. A refund of
VAT charged on the Buyer’s Premium can also be made on receipt of proof
of business as a collectibles dealer outside of the EU.
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SALE CALENDAR 2018/19
STAMPS
28 September
24 October
24/25 October
20 November
21/22 November
23 November
18 January
19 January
20 January

The Philatelic Collectors’ Series Sale
The “On India” Provisional Stamps of Zanzibar, The John Griffith-Jones Collection
The Philatelic Collectors’ Series Sale
The Brian Brookes Collection of Martinique
The ‘Hermione’ Collection of France, 1849-1950
The Leonard Licht Collection of Great Britain Seahorse Issues
The Lam Man Yin Collection of Small Dragons, Dowagers and 1897 Surcharges
Fortune Wang Shanghai Treaty Ports Part I
Fine Stamps and Covers of China and Hong Kong

Hong Kong
London
London
London
London
London
Hong Kong
Hong Kong
Hong Kong

CSS35
18045
18043
18046
18054
18053
19008
19009
CSS37

COINS
25/26 September
26 September
17 October - 7 November
30/31 October
30/31 October
5 December
5/6 December
4/5 January
13 January
14/15 January

Ancient, Indian and Islamic, British and Foreign Coins and Commemorative Medals
The Williams Collection Part III - Norman Coins
The Michael Kelly Collection of Roman Coins part 2 - eAuction
The Pywell-Phillips Collection of English Milled Silver and Copper Coins
The Numismatic Collector’s Series Sale
The Williams Collection of Anglo-Saxon, Viking and Norman Coins - Part IV
Ancient, British and Foreign Coins and Commemorative Medals
Banknotes, Bonds & Shares and Coins of China and Hong Kong
The Numismatic Collector’s Series Sale at Grand Hyatt, NY INC
The Numismatic Collector’s Series Sale

London
London
London
London
New York
London
London
Hong Kong
New York
New York

18006
18048
18055
18025
342
18026
18007
CSS36
344
344

BANKNOTES
3 October
The Ibrahim Salem Collection of World Banknotes
3 October
The Alan Pickering Collection of East Africa and Other Properties
4/5 October
World Banknotes
10 October
British Banknotes
30/31 October
The Numismatic Collector’s Series Sale
26 November - 4 December World Banknotes Timed Auction
4/5 January
Banknotes, Bonds & Shares and Coins of China and Hong Kong
11 January
World Banknotes at Grand Hyatt, NY INC
14/15 January
The Numismatic Collector’s Series Sale

London
London
London
London
New York
London
Hong Kong
New York
New York

18050
18052
18032
18049
342
18040
CSS36
343
344

MEDALS
30/31 October
28/29 November
14/15 January

The Numismatic Collector’s Series Sale
Orders, Decorations and Medals
The Numismatic Collector’s Series Sale

New York
London
New York

342
18003
344

BONDS & SHARES
17 October
30/31 October
4/5 January
14/15 January
January

Bonds and Share Certificates of the World Online Auction
The Numismatic Collector’s Series Sale
Banknotes, Bonds & Shares and Coins of China and Hong Kong
The Numismatic Collector’s Series Sale
Bonds and Share Certificates of the World Online Auction

London
New York
Hong Kong
New York
London

18021
342
CSS36
344

AUTOGRAPHS
July

Autographs, Historical Documents, Ephemera and Postal History

London

WINE & SPIRITS
18 January

An Evening of Great Whiskies and Rums

Hong Kong

SFW30

HANDBAGS
November

Handbags and Accessories

Hong Kong

SHA02

The above sale dates are subject to change
Spink offers the following services:
– VALUATIONS FOR INSURANCE AND PROBATE FOR INDIVIDUAL ITEMS OR WHOLE COLLECTIONS –
– SALES ON A COMMISSION BASIS EITHER OF INDIVIDUAL PIECES OR WHOLE COLLECTIONS –
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